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ABSTRACT

A compichensive and up-to-date Lecture Series on the Navstar GPS System is presented. Among the subjects covered
arc the system concept, navigation principles, system design. User applications .id technologies ifrolsed. The Lecture, "r, a
balanced presentation of theory, :tpplication and measured performance.

This Lecture Series, sponsored by the Avionics Panel of AGARD. has been implemented by the Consultant and
Exchange Programme.

Ce Cycle de Conferences pr~sete de faqon exhaustive le syst~me de positionnement ii couverture mondiale NAVSTAR.
Les divers sujets traites portent sur la philosophie du systeme. les principes de navigation. la conception du systenme. Ics
applications pour les utilisateurs. ainsi que les technologies utilises. Les conferences traitent de part 6galc de la theorie. des
applications et des performances enregistrees.

Ce Cvcle de C'onferences est prcsent& dans Ie cadre du Progrmme des Cotnsultants et d'Fchange%. sou, I gide du Panel
AGARI) dAvionique.
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THE GPS OVERVIEW AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM CONCEPT

EDWARD LASSITER AND MOHAN ANANDA
The Aerospace Corporation

El Segundo. California. U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The Global Positioning System (GPS) objectives for both military and civil
applications and the historical evolutions of the GPS are presented. The GPS concept
validation phase, full-scale engineering development, system test phase and operational
system phase are described. The fundamental principles of the GPS concept are briefly
reviewed. The GPS radiometric measurements of pseudo-range and accumulated d.Ita range
and how these measurements are used in forming the navigation equations to solve for
the user position parameters are described. The current program status and future
plans for system enhancements are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of heavenly bodies--i.e., the sun, the moon, stars, and planets--for
purposes of navigation was started centuries ago and was utilized extensively by the
early Portugese navigators to explore this planet. These early explorers made
"position fixes" by combining the known positions of the heavenly bodies with on-board
position measurements made with an instrument called an "astrolabe". The results of
this simple technique were sufficiently accurate to allow navigators to find their
approximate positions even when far from land. In the 18th century, the sextant,
compass, and star and sun tables were integrated with the clock to imp.ove navigatiu
performance significantly. Later, a technological breakthrough in the use of radio
signal direction-finding for navigation produced significant advances in the accuracy
of position fixing; many of today's radio navigation systems, such as Loran and Omega.
utilize this basic concept.

The use of artificial earth satellites for purposes of navigation originated with
Sputnik I in October 1957. Satellite navigation combines the methods of celestial
navigation, as used by the early explorers, with those of radio navigation to achieve
systems having revolutionary improvements in accuracy and performance. The fundamental
difference between artificial satellite navigation using radio signals and other radio
navigation methods is simply the geometry. Space offers the opportunity for
line-of-sight signal propagation over vast areas of the world, so the usual tradeoff of
less accuracy for greater range is not involved. Also, since satellite signals
penetrate the ionosphere rather than being reflected by it, difficulties encountered
with "sky waves" are eliminated. Artificial earth satellites are obviously desirable
platforms from which to provide navigational services, but these advantages have been
gained at the :,rice of increased sophistication. In the 30 years since Sputnik I,
space technology has generated positioning systems, now under levelopment, which
promise to prcvide users with position accuracies of a few meters or so, velocity
measurements to within a few tenths of a meter per second, and time readings within a
few billionths of a second

The development of Transit I. the first navigation satellite system, was triggered
by observations made on signals from the first Sputnik. Officially begun in December
1958, Transit I resulted in a worldwide navigation system which has been in continuous
operation since January 1964.

It became obvious that a global navigation satellite system had much to offer
military users in terms of accurate all-weather, continuous, worldwide navigation
capability. Consequently, the Defense Department established requirements for a DOD
tri-service worldwide navigation satellite system. During the 1967-1969 time frame,
preliminary concept formulations and system design studies were conducted by the U.S.
Air Force for such a system, which was designated System 621B. As a result of these
efforts, combined with mission analyses and parametric studies, a space-based
navigation system was developed that called for 20 satellites, deployed in synchronous
orbits, whose ground tracks formed four "eggbeater"-shaped clusters exteniing to 60 deg
north and south latitudes. Satellite tracking and control were to be maintained from
ground stations in the continental United States through in-er-satellite links. This
inter-satellite tracking approach minimized the vulnerability of the system to physical
attack on ground stations. System 621B was designed to make direct, simultaneous range
measurements from at least three satellites and instantly compute a position fix at the
intersection of three spheres with centers at the satellites.

Simultaneous range measurements from a fourth satellite eliminated the need for
synchronization of satellite user clocks, since the time bias could be calculated in
the navigation solution, which consisted of using four measurements to solve for the
three unknown positions and one time. The demonstration and devlopment program for
this early global navigation satellite system called for four synchronous repeater
satellites that would provide for test and evaluation experiments and for the
development of user equipment. Although no System 621D satellites were launched.
nine-month test of basic navigation satellite techniques and user equipment
demonstrated the merit of the basic concept and confirmed the signal structure design.
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Concurrently with the USAF space-based navigation studies, the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) conceived the idea of a timing/navigation satellite system
(TIMATION). Development of the TIMATION system was to consist of two phases. Phase I
(TIMATION 1. II, and I1) was initiated primarily as a technology effort to investigate
the behavior of high-stability crystal oscillators in low-altitude orbits and to verify
the TIMATION technique. Phase I involved the development and deployment of the
operational system. The TIMATION concept involved making direct range measurements
from the satellite to the user. with time-delay readings being taken each minute during
a satellite pass. The direct range measurements were made by making phase measurements
on several side tones modulated on a carrier signal. TIMATION I and II. which were
launched in 1967 and 1969. performed precise time transfer, navigation, and geodesy
experiments, transmitted both side-tone-ranging (STR) and pseudo-random noise (PRN)
signals, and were used to conduct navigation and time transfer experiments. TIMATION
III. subsequently identified as the NTS-l, was launched in mid-1974. As a result of
these studies, a 11MATION global investigation system was proposed by the Navy,
utilizing 21 to 27 satellites in medium (8-hr) orbits and both STR and PRN signals.

The USAF system 621B and the Navy TIMATION system were both candidates for the DoD
Navigation Satellite System. Budgetary constraints would not permit the deployment of
two independent systems. The compromise configuration consisted essentially of orbits
proposed by the Navy to permit evolutionary deployment and the signal structure and
frequencies proposed by the USAF for maximum user performance. The prooram resulting
from this composite effort is the Navstar/Global Positioning System.

Since the early 19708, the Navstar/Global Positioning System has evolved
significantly. There exists a large number of publications in the literature
throughout various stages in the growth of the GPS. Some of the papers were published
by the Institute of Navigation in the special issues of Navigation Vol 1 (1980). Vol II
(1984). and Vol I1 (1986). Some specific papers of interest were contributed by
Parkinson (1976); Fried (1977); Easton (1978): Leondes (1979); Milliken and Zoller
(1980); Payne (1982); Parkinson and Gilbert (1983); Porter. et al. (1984); Ananda, et
al. (1984); Bowen. et al. (1985); Kalafus. et al. (1986); and Ananda. et al. (1988).

2. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The GPS program overview is shown in Figure 1. The program has three phases:
Phase I, concept and validation: Phase I[, full-scale devolopment and system test;
and Phase III, production and deployment. The Phase I program began in 1973 and ended
in June 1979. The first DSARC (Defense System Acquisition Review Council) approved the
program in December 1973. During Phase I, two navigation technology satellites (NTS-l
and NTS-2) were launched in 1974 and in 1977 as part of the Navy's program. The GPS
satellite Block I contract was awarded in September 1974. During the concept
validation phase, four Block I satellites were launched. After the successful
completion of DSARC II ir June 1979. the full-scale development and systems test phase
began. Immediately af.er DSARC II. the Phase 1IB full-scale engineering development
contract for the user equipment was awarded in July 1979. In 1980 two more Block I
satellites were launched. The Block IZ production satellite development contract was
awarded in December 1980. The control system development contract was also awarded in
1980. The GPS program lost one of its satellites during the launch phase. In 1982 the
GPS Block II production contract was awarded for 28 operational satellites.

Additional Block I satellites were launched: one in 1983, two in 1984, and the
last one in 1985. Altogether. 11 Block I satellites were built and 10 were
successfully launched. The operational control segment became operational in 1985 and
at the same time the master control station located at the Consolidated Satellite
Operational Center (CSOC). Falcon Air Force Base. Colorado Springs, began supporting
and maintaining the Block I satellites. The second phase ended in 1985 and Phase 113.
production and deployment of operational satellites, began. In 1986 the Joint
Requirements and Management Board (JRMB) approved the limited production of user
equipments. But for the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster, the first Block II
operational satellite would have been launched in early 1987. Since Challenger, the
GPS launch strategy has been significantly changed. All the CPS satellites were
planned for launch using the Space Shuttle. All of the GPS Block II satellites, except
two, will be launched using a Delta II launch vehicle. The first launch is expected in
October 1988. By the end of 1989. a constellation of nine operational satellites will
be available, and in 1990 a global two-dimensional navigation capability is expected.
Global three-dimensional navigation will be available by the end of 1991.

Of 28 Block II production satellites, the first 9 are known as Block II satellites
and the rest (19 satellites) are classified as Block IIA satellites. Since the Block
I[A satellites carry an additional sensor, these satellites are required to function
continuously for a period of 6 months without any ground support. The Block II
satellites need upload from the ground periodically for its momentum management. The
Block II satellites may start to tumble between 28 to 45 days after the last ground
contact. The Block IIA satellites have been designed to have autonomous momentum
management capability for a period of 180 days without any ground contact.

The CPS full system accuracy is only available when the operational control system
is functioning properly and navigation messages are uploaded on a daily basis. Once
the control system is inoperable, the Block II satellites would provide navigation
service to the users for a period of 14 days with gradually degraded accuracy and the



Block IIA satellites would provide navigatiln service r- "ser- for a period of 180 days
with gradually degraded accuracy.

3. GPS AND OTHER NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

There exists a number of navigation systems. Comparisons between Lhe various
available navigation systems are made in Tables 1. 2, and 3. Transit is the only other
functioning space-based global navigation system. The Soviet Union is developing and
fielding a global satellite-based navigation system (GLONASS). which is extremely
similar to the GPS. The accuracy of GLONASS is not known; however, it is anticipated
that the GLONASS would provide navigation accuracy comparable to that of the GPS.
Transit is a system developed by the U.S. Navy primarily to support marine navigation.
As the GPS becomes operational, this dependance on Transit will become less and
eventually the U.S. Navy will phase out of Transit. However. there is a large number
of civilian users for the Transit system and it is not clear who would take the
responsibility of maintaining and operating this system.

Navigation systems such as Loran C and D are regional and Omega is near global.
However. Omega accuracy is on the order of kilometers and not useful for many military
applications. Most systems other than inertial navigation are line-of-sight limited.
A detailed comparison among the various navigation systems (in particular for military
applications) is given in Tables 2 and 3.

4. GPS FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

Even though the GPS navigation concept is rather simple, it may be beneficial to
review the underlying principles to understand how the GPS really works. The GPS is a
one-way ranging system and, therefore, the ranging accuracy is extremely sensitive to
the stability of the frequency oscillator at the transmitter. In order to understand
the GPS, a simple case can be examined. At first, a two-dimensional problem can be
constructed in which the user who needs to navigate wants to estimate the longitude and
latitude of its Iocdtion. From first principles, in order to solve for two parameters,
one needs two independent measurements that are orthogonal, so that one can construct
two linearly independent equations. In this simple case. let there be two widely
separated transmitters with highly stable frequency oscillators (preferably atomic
clocks) transmitting ranging signals, carrying some information regarding the time of
transmission of the ranging signal. Let the uler be a ship on the surface of the ocean
interested only in estimating longitude and latitude and not the altitude. Let the
user also carry a receiver capable of tracking this transmitted ranging signal to make
range measurements from the transmitter. If the user also carries an atomic clock and
both transmitting clock and user clock are a priori synchronized by some means, then
the measured transit time from the transmitter to the rescurer would be the true range
between the transmitter and the receiver.

The simple case discussed here is illustrated in Figure 2. The range measurements
made by the receiver can be written as D1 = CxAT1 and D2 = CxAT 2. where C is the the
speed of light and AT,, and AT2 are the time delays for the ranging signal to travel from
the transmitter to the receiver. Since the transmitters are permanently located, its
coordinates in an earth-fixed reference system are available. Knowing the locations of
the transmitters, measurement equations can be constructed and from which the two
parameters--namely, the latitude and longitude of the user can be estimated.

However, the GPS is not based on transmitters permanently fixed at known
locations. The GPS is a space-based system and the transmitters are on satellites that
revolve around the earth. The spaceborne ranging system is illustrated in Figure 3.
Even though the GPS satellites move continuously, it is possible by conventional
tracking methods to estimate the orbit parameters of the satellites by which one can
compute the position of the satellites in an earth-fixed reference system (just like
the pe-manently-fixed ground transmitters), as a function of time. This position
information, generally known as the ephemeris of the satellites, has to be continuously
transmitted to the users. In this example, instead of characterizing a two-dimensional
user, a three-dimensional user (such as a helicopter) is used. If there are three
parameters to be estimated, one needs three independent measurements. Three satellites
transmitting to the user, similar to the previous case. are shown in Figure 3. the user
can make three measurements by computing the transit time for the ranging signal from
each transmitter to the user. In this case also, it is assumed that the transmitte~s.
as well as the user, carry an atomic clock and they are all a priori synchronized to
each other. From the three range measurements, knowing the transmitter positions.
three linear equations can be constructed and by solving these three equations the
position components of the user can be estimated.

As discussed earlier, in order to make a true range measurement, both transmitter
and the user should carry atomic clocks and the clocks should be synchronized
independently. This is extremely difficult for a normal user. A typical user may not
have access to an atomic clock and. moreover, it may be difficult to synchronize the
clock with the transmitters. Therefore, it is assumed that the user only has a crystal
clock and its initial time is not synchronized with the transmitter time. Now, when a
measurement is made, the transmitter and the receiver have different reference times.
The measured time delay from the transmitter to the receiver has two components. The
first component is the transit time of the ranging signal and the second component is

L
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Table 1. Navigation System Comparisons

Method Used:
Navigation Coordinates Coverage Status of

System Provided Provided the System

Navatar Spherical Ranging: Global 6 Satellites in 12-hr
GPS 3D Position (24 hrs/day) Orbits. Available

3D Velocity Worldwide 1 to 4
Precise Time bra/day

Transit Doppler Shift: Global Except 5 Satellites in Polar
Longitude at the Poles "Birdcage" Orbits
Latitude (Periodic fixes >10,000 Sets in Use

only. Typically 80% Civilian Users
1/2 to 2 hrs
apart)

Loran C/D Hyperbolic Regional 8 Loran C Chains

Ranging: Coverage: with 34 Transmitters
Longitude -10% of Earth Cover about 10%
Latitude of the Earth

Omega Hyperbolic Essentially 8 Transmitting
Ranging: Global 88% Stations in

Longitude Coverage by Day Operation
Latitude 98% by Night Worldwide

VOR/DME Lighthouse Signal + Line of Sight More than 1000
Tacan Spherical Ranging: Along Present Transmitters in

Heading Air Routes Operation. At least
Slant Range 250,000 Users

fLS/MLS Beam Steering: Line of Sight: Hundreds of Systems
Heading 17 to 35 nmi Operating Worldwide,
Elevation Available Only 120,000 + Domestic
Range At Properly Users

Equipped
Airports

Inertial Integrating Global wi "i Thousands of Self-
Navigation Accelerometers: Periodic Contained Units in Use

3D Position Updates on Civilian and Mili-
3D Velocity tary Planes and Ships

JTIDS RELNAV Active and Passive Line of Sight Developmental System
Spherical Ranging: Available Only for Use by A/F

2D Position in Local Vehicles in Conjunction
2D Velocity Battlefield with JTIDS CON NETS

(Altitude if Areas
Geometry is
Favorable)

PLRS Active and Passive Line of Sight Developmental System for
Spherical Ranging: Available only Use by Army Users in Con-

2D Posidon in Local Battle- junction with JTIDS
field Areas CO NETS



Table 2. Military Navigatiol System Comparison

Common Passive User No. Selective

System Cove--.e Accuracy Grid User Limitation Ambiguity Denial

Inertial Worldwide Time Variable Singular Yea None None MA

Doppler Worldwide Time Variable Singular No None None NA

Loran C Limited -14% Moderate - 150 None Yea None Slight No

Loran D Theater Only Moderate None Yes None Slight No

Detca Limited Molerate None Yes None Slight No

Omega Worldwide 2000 m None Yen None Severe No

Transit Worldwide 50 m WGS-72 Yes None Velocity Aid No

Radio Beacon Regional Low Singular Yes None Slight No

VOR/DME Regional Low Singular No Limited None No

TACAN Regional Moo irate Singular No Limited None No

MLS/ILS Terainal Area Range Dependent Singular Yes None None No

PLRS Sector Met 30 m Singular No Limited Slight Code Key

JTIDS RELXAV Sector Net 30 a Singular No Limited Slight Code Key

NAVSTAR CPS Worldwide 16 m WGS-84 Yea None None Yes

-IMPORTANT FOR COMBINEI FORCES 0PEPATIONS---

Table 3. Military Navigation System Comparison

High Autonomous
Continuous 3 Velocity Dynamic All Propagation U.S. Ground Time

System Navigation Dimension Data Operation Weather Limitation Control Dissemination

Inertial Yes With Baro Yes Yea Yes None NA None

Doppler Yes Yes Yes Yes Rain/Altitude Altitude NA None

Loran C Yes No Crude Degradation Moderate Warp Yes Moderate

Loran D Yea No Crude Degradation Moderate Warp Ye. None

Decca Yes No No Degradation Moderate Warp No None

omega Yes No No Degradation Moderate Ionosphere No Slight

Transit Cyclic No No No Moderate lon 2 Freq Ye. Moderate

Radio Beacon Relative No No Degradation Slight Terrain No None

VOR/DME Relative No Crude Degradation Slight Terrain No None

TACAN Relative No Crude Degradation Slight Terrain Yes None

MLS/ILS Relative Yea Crude Yea Yea Terrain No None

PLRS Relative No No Sliht Yes L.OS. Yes Relative

JTIDS RXLRAV Relative Limited Crude Slight Yes L.OS. Yea Relative

NAVSTAR CPS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes None Yes Yes

--- IMPORTANT FOR COMBINED FORCES OPERATIONS---
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the time offset between the transmitter clock and the receiver clock due to the
non-synchronization of the clocks. The mea..are. range can be written as R,
C(At I . AT). where At, is the transit time and AT 1b the time offset. This
measured range is known as pseudo range rather than true range. The difference between
pseudo ringe and true range is the apparent range error caused by the
non-synchronization of the transmitter and receiver clocks.

Because it is assumei that all the transmitter clocks are synchronized among each
other, the time offset between the receiver and any one of the transmitters is the
same. This time offset is often Known as timing bias and this is also an additional
unknown parameter. Now. the navigation user has three position parameters ard a time
bias parameter to be estimated. When one has four parameters to be solved, these
require four independent measurements. This requirement is illustrated in Figure 4.
From the four measurements four linearly independent equations can be constructed and
the four unknown parameters can be estimated.

As discussed erlier. the GPS requires all the transmitter clocks to be
synchronized. In reality, the GPS satellite clocks are slowly but steadily drifting
away from eachi other. Therefore, at any given time. the transmitter clo-ks are not per
s3 synchronized. However, these clocks can be mathematically synchronized by external
means. The 'thS has defined a GPS master time as its reference time. The master time
is maintained at the master control station. This GPs time is continuously monitored
and related to the Universal Time Coordinate (UTC) maintained by the United States
Naval Observatory (USNO). Each satellite time is related to the GPS time by a
mathematical expression. The user corrects the satellite time to the GPS time by using
the equation

t - ts/c - Ats/c

where t is the GPS time in seconds; ts/c is the effective satellite time at signal
transmission in seconds, and Ats/c is the time offset between the satellite and the
GPS master time. The time offset Ats/c can be computed from the equation below.

Atslc = a0 + a1 (t - toc) + a2 (t - tOc)
2 
+ At r

where a O . al. and a2 are the polynomial coefficients representing the phase
offset. frequency offset, and aging term of the satellite atomic clock with r spect to
the GPS master time, and Atr is the relativistic correction term (seconds). The
parameter t is again the GPS time used in the previous equation and toc is the epoch
time at which the polynomial coefficients are referenced and, generally, the toc is
chosen at the midpoint of the fit interval. The polynomial coefficients a0, a,,
and a 2 are estimated by the control segment for each satellite clock and periodically
uplinked to the satellite. These coefficients are transmitted along with satellite
ephemeris parameters (discussed below) to the navigation user as navigation messages.
In Figure 5 the satellite clock correction parameteri are designated as T. By
utilizing these clock correction terms, all satellite clocks are synchronized to the
GPS master time. However. the error in synchronization will grow if polynomial
coefficients 30. ai , And a2 are not updated periodically. The operational
baseline ass-mes an update rate of these parameters three times a day.

In ad'itioin to the clock parameters, a navigation user needs the instantaneous
position values tr the GPS satellites from which range measurements are made. These
position vaacs bre provided to the user in the form of ephemeris parameters. These
parameters are defined in Table 4. The control segment, by processing the tracking
data acquired from the monitor stations, generates the orbit estimates for the GPS
satell'te. Thus, by integrating the equations of motion of the GPS satellites.
predicted estimates of the satellite position coordinates are generated. These
Cartesian position components are fit over a specified interval of time to compute the
ephemeris parameters defined in Table 4. The control segment at each and every upload
is required to uplink 14 days of navigation messages to satisfy the 14-day autonomy
requirement for the Bloc), II satellites and, for Block IIA satellites, the control
segment is required to upload 180 days of navigation messages to meet the survivability
requirement.

The navigation message will be uploaded such that a new message is provided to the
user once every ho- for the first day and once every 4 hr for the next 13 days. The
navigation message for the first day is fit over a 4-hr fit interval such thac there
exists a 3-hr overlap of message and, for days 2 through 14. the fit interval is 6 hr
so that the overlap period is 2 hr. The navigation message fit interval increases
rapidly beyond 14 days and the only requirement is that the error introduced by the
fitting process should be less than the error due to prediction.

A navigation user can compute the Cartesian position coordinates of the GPS
satellites by employing the equations given in Table 5 (see also interface control
document GPS-ICD-200). Both clock and ephemeris parameters are downlinked to the user
at 3-bps data rate, modulated on both C/A and P-code navigation signals. The
navigation message utilizes a basic format consisting of a 1500-bit-long frame made up
of five subframes, each subframe being 300 bits long. Subframes 4 and 5 are
subcommuted 25 times each. so that a complete data message takes a transmission of 25
full frames. Subframe 1 contains the clock parameters and subframe 2 and 3 contain the
ephemeris parameters. Since subframes 1. 2. and 3 are repeated every 30 sec. it is
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possible for a user to update the clock and ephemeris parameters every 30 sec. Since
subframes 4 and 5 have each 25 pages. these subframes are repeated only once in every
12.5 minutes.

Table 4. Ephemeris Data Definition

No  MEAN ANOMALY AT REFERENCE TIME

An MEAN MOTION DIFFERENCE FROM COMPUTED VALUE

e ECCENTRICITY

(A)
1 / 2  

SQUARE ROOT OF THE SEMI-MAJOR AXIS

(OMEGA)o  LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE OF ORBIT PLANE AT WEEKLY EPOCH

io  INCLINATION ANGLE AT REFERENCE TIME

WARGUMENT OF PERIGEE

OMEGADOT RATE OF RIGHT ASCENSION

IDOT RATE OF INCLINATION ANGLE

Cuc AMPLITUDE OF THE COSINE HARMONIC CORRECTION TERM TO THE ARGUMENT OF
LATITUDE

CuS AMPLITUDE OF THE SINE HARMONIC CORRECTION TERM TO THE ARGUMENT OF LATITUDE

Crc AMPLITUDE OF THE COSINE HARMONIC CORRECTION TERM TO THE ORBIT RADIUS

Crs AMPLITUDE OF THE SINE HARMONIC CORRECTION TERM TO THE ORBIT RADIUS

Cic AMPLITUDE OF THE COSINE HARMONIC CORRECTION TERM TO THE ANGLE OF
INCLINATION

Cis AMPLITUDE OF THE SINE HARMONIC CORRECTION TERM TO THE ANGLE OF INCLINATION

toe REFERENCE TIME EPHEMERIS

In addition to the precision ephemeris and clock parameters of the
satellite, each satellite transmits almanac data of all satellites to the user,
primarily to facilitate satellite acquisition and to compute geometric dilution of
precision (GDOP) values to assist selection of satellites to achieve better accuracy.
Pages 1 through 24 of subframe 5 contain the almanac data for each satellite through 24
and page 25 of subframe 5 contains the satellite health data for each satellite I
through 24. The subframe 4, pages 2 through 5 and 7 through 10 contain almanac data
for satellites 25 through 32. The page 18 of subframe 4 contains both the ionospheric
data for a single frequency user and the conversion parameters from GPS time to UTC.
The remaining pages of subframe 4 are reserved for other functions. For details of the
navigation message format and bit structure the interface control document
(GPS-ICD-200) should be consulted.

5. NAVIGATION SOLUTION

The basic navigation equations are non-linear and can be written as

2 2 2 1/2

((X-Xi) , (Y-Yi) . (Z-Zi) I . T = R i, i = 1. 2. 3. 4

where X. Y, Z are user position components: Xi, Yi. Zi are the satellite position
coordinates: and T is the range equivalent of the user clock offset.

Let X = Xu * AX: Y - Yu + AY; Z Zu + AY; and T = T u + AT and corresponding R i =

Rni . AR i . such that

2 2 2 1/2
R ni (Xu -Xi) +(Yu - Yi

) 
.(Zu - Zi) + Tu

where,

Xu, Yu. 
Z
u° T. are nominal (a priori best estimate) values of X.Y. Z and T:

AX, AY. AZ, and AT are the corrections to these nominal values:

Rjj is the nominal pseudo-range measurements from the ith satellite:
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and AR i is the difference between the actual and nominal measurements.

Applying Taylor Series approximations, the basic equations can be linearized about

the nominal values to obtain:

HX - r

a11 '12 '13 11

Where H . " 1 Cij (i - 1.2.3.4ij - 1.2.3)
OL31 CL32 (L33 1

a1 a 42 431

is the direction cosine of the angle between the range to ith satellite and the jth
coordinate:

X = fAX AY AZ AT]
T

and

r - [AR IR AR3 AR 4T

The linear equation Hx - r can be solved by

X = H-It

This would be an instantaneous solution or is often known as an estimate for point
positioning.

For a dynamic user. a sequential processing of the measurements is best because
better estimates can be obtained by utilizing the previous estimates and their
associated uncertainties. Kalman filters are often used in user equipment for dynamic
platforms.

6. SYSTEM STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS

Since the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster, the Department of Defense has
reevaluated the need for expendable launch vehicles for DOD space missions and it was
decided that most of the GPS satellites would be placed into orbit using expendable
launch vehicles. The McDonnell Douglas Delta 2. as the medium launch vehicle (MLV).
has been selected as the primary launch vehicle for the GPS (see Figure 6). The
operational constellation of Block II GPS satellites will be placed in orbit beginning
with the first launch in October 1986. The current plan shows that in 1989 there will
be six launches, in 1990 another six launches, and in 1991 an additional six launches.
out of which two would be launched using the Space Shuttle and all the rest of the
satellites would be launched by Delta 2.

Reliability studies have shown that three to four additional launches, every year,
are required to maintain a constellation of 18 satellites with 98 percent
availduility. There are. however, indications that the GPS constellation may consist
of 24 satellites, rather than 21. In the event of a 24-satellite constellation.
additional launches are required to maintain the desired number of satellites.

In addition to the procurement and deployment of GPS satellites, the GPS program
office is also responsible for procuring user equipments. Currently, the program has a
contract with Rockwell Collins for Limited Rate Initial Production. One-channel.
two-channel, and five-channel user equipments are being built for the Air Force, Navy.
and Army platforms. Over 2.000 units will be produced during this initial production
phase and will be integrated into various platforms. During the next few years, the
projected Full rate production of user equipments will involve over 24.000 units.

The CPS program office has begun efforts to procure replenishment satellites for
the Block II satellites. The replenishment satellites, classified as Block TIE, will
have all the features of Block II satellites, with some additional capabilities. One
of the primary enhancements planned for the Block IIR satellites is the autonomous
navigation of GPS satellites utilizing crosslink ranging. The Block II satellites have
crosslink Lommunications capability, but no ranging. The Block HIR satellites will be
modified to enable crosslink ranging on the same crosslink frequency and, by processing
the crosslink range measurements, the CPS navigation message can be generated onboard
the satellite without daily upload from the ground. Analysis has shown that this
automous navigation capability can maintain a user navigation accuracy without any
significant degradation for a period of about 6 months with no ground contact (see
Ananda. et al., 1984).

In addition to the autonomous navigation feature, the Block IIR satellites will
have increased survivability, will be more reliable, and will incorporate
state-of-the-art technology for better satellite structure and subsystem components,
such as microprocessors and ASICS (Application Specific Integrated Circuits). The GPS
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program has awarded contracts to both Rockwell and General Electric for the Phase I
(system design) effort and one of the contractors will be selected for the Phase II
(development and production) effort. In Phase II. it is expected that 20 Block IIR
satellites will be bought with an option to buy six more satellites. The first
Block 1I2 satellite is to be launched in 1995. unless the Block II satellites survive
beyond their expected design life.

7. SUMMARY

The paper summarizes the historical evolution of the GPS and both military and
civil applications. The GPS concept validation phase, full-scale engineering
development, and system test phase and operational system phase have been described. A
brief review of the OPS principles and navigation solution has been given. The current
system status and future plans have been discussed.
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ABSTRACT

The Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based system that will be

operational in 1990 and will enable a user to determine position, velocity, and time with
greater accuracy on a worldwide basis than it has ever been achieved. The GPS is
currently undergoing full-scale engineering development and testing. This paper reviews
the test constellation and available coverage for testing the various system segments.

This paper also discusses the 18-. 21-, and 24-satellite operational constellations. [he
current baseline constellation consists or 18 satellites with three active space
satellites. The concept of constellation value and various dilution-ot-precision

parameters due to geometry are discussed, such as geometrical dilution of precision (00o1')

and position dilution of precision (PDOP). The constellation dcssgn issues related to
minimizing the reduced accuracy regions due to geometry prnblems are also reviewed in this
paper. Coverage maps over the globe are presented for the test constellation, as well as
for the operational constellations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based navigation system that
provides accurate position, velocity, and time information to any user located at any

region of the earth by acquiring and processing the continuously emitted radio signals
from the GPS satellites. The system concept was the result or research and development

over the years by the Department of Defense in the area of navigation technology. The up,
program is managed by the United States Air Force as a joint program or all the United

Stated Armed services. NATO, the Defense Mapping Agency. and the Department of

Transportation.

A review of the history and evolution of the navigation technology program ot the
Department of Defense can be found in the paper by Easton (1918). The Navstar GI'S is a
result of research and development efforts of the Navy on the Timation program and the Al
Force on the project 621B. In the early years of the navigation technology program.

navigation technology satellites (NTS) were launched primarily to provide information
regarding the performance of atomic clocks in the space environment. There exists a

number of publications giving details of the GPS concept and a GPS special issue of the

Journal of the Institute of Navigation (summer. 1978) contains some of these
publications. An overview of the Global Positioning System concept is provided by
Parkinson (1976). Details of principles of operation and system characteristics are given
by Milliken and Zoller (1978). Review of enhanced system capabilities is given by Auanda

(1981). Payne k1982) provides details regarding the GPS full scale engineering
development phase. Parkinson and Gilbert (1983) looks at the GPS program over the io
years from its inception and provides the significant evolutionary changes oveL that time

period. Even today the system capability and system configuration are continuously

evolving.

An overall system review is given by Porter. et al. (1984). A brief discussion ot thu

system is given here to facilitate the reader in understanding the issues related to
constellation design and coverage requirements. Details of the system requirements

regarding navigation accuracy are not included in this paper; accuracy requiiements will
be discussed in a companion paper entitled GPS Accuracy. System Error Budget. Space and

Control Segment Overview.

The baseline GPS program is divided into three phases: I. concept validation phase.

II. system validation phase, and III. production phase. The concept validation phase and

the system validation phase have been completed. The program is currently in its

production phase. However, because of the Space Shuttle Challenger disaster, the
production phase has been delayed by a couple of years to achieve global navigation

capability.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The basic system elements of the GPS are the space segment, the control segment, and
the user segment. The system elements and the overall system concept are illustrated in

Figure 1. The space segment consists of satellites placed in a 12-hr period orbit. The

placement of satellites is designed to provide global coverage for a user. The satellite

radiates two spread spectrum pseudo-random noise (PEN) radio signals. The signal consists
of a C/A (coarse acquisition) code at 1.023 MHz and a P (precision) code at 1U.23 MHz

bandwidths. The signals are transmitted at two frequencies. Ll (1575 MHz) and L2
(1227 M]Hz). Both are coherently derived from highly stable onboard atomic clocks. Both
C/A and P-codes are transmitted on the LI frequency, whereas either C/A ot P-code is
transmitted on the L

2
frequency. The selection is achieved by ground command. The two
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frequencies are utilized primarily to calibrate the delay in range measurements due to

ionospheric effects.

The C/A code is available to all users, however the P-code may be available to only
authorized users because ot the anti-spoor (AS) and selective availability (iA) teatufes.
Therefore. an authorized user will have access to C/A code oil tile LI frequency because,
generally, only the P-code Is transmitted on the L2 frequency. in addition to the tuN
range codes, 50-bps data, which consist of the navigation message comprising both

ephemeris and clock parameters (Van Dierendock. et at., 19/6). are modulated onto tile kl

sequence on both LI and L
2 

frequencies.

The control segment consists of the master control Station. which is located in
Colorado Springs and is responsible for all the data processing, monitor stations. arnd

ground antennas. The five monitor stations are located globally at Ascension island.
Diego Garcia. Kawajalein. Colorado Springs. and Hawaii. The radiometric data are tracked

by the monitor stations and transmitted to the master control station by communication
lines. Accurate ephemeris and clock parameters for the GPS satellites are estimated by
extensive data processing at the master control station. Then predicted clock and

ephemeris information in the form of navigation message is transmitted uplink to the
satellites via the ground antennas. The ground antennas are co-located with three ot the
monitor stations at Ascension Island. Diego Garcia. and Kwajalein. To ensure the system

accuracy, the predicted navigation message is uplinked to each satellite three times
daily. The control segment is also responsible for maintaining the health and weltare Of
satellites .

The user segment consists of equipment with antenna, receiver, signal proces.ing, and
data processing capabilities. The user equipment generates the pseudo-range measurement
by tracking the satellite navigation signal by generating an identical code o tLhe

transmitted signal and slowing the code until it correlates with tile 1,, m'g signal. The
amount of slew is a measure of the transit time between th tis the signal is transmitted
by the satellite and the time the signal is roe-ivJ osy the user equipment. This transmLt
time is not identically equivalent to Lhe true range between the satellite and Leceiver

because the transit time is measured by the satellite clock, whereas the received time is

measured by the clock in the user equipment. Since both satellite clock and tile user
clock are not a priori synchronized, there exists a clock bias between the satellite clock

and the user clock. Therefore, the measured transit time includes the true time or travel
between the satellite and the receiver, which represents the true range between the

satellite and the receiver, and the clock bias between the satellite cluck and the user

clock. Thus. the measured quantity represents a pseudo range rather than the true rallge.

The conventional near-earth user equipment measures pseudo-range and pseudo range rate

or often called accumulated delta range (ADR) from the navigation signal. The data In
Figure 2 illustrate how user equipment can estimate navigation parameters by tracking tour

satellites. In order to estimate the position component and the user clock bias. the user

equipment has to observe four GPS satellites because tour orthogonal measurements are
required to solve for four parameters. Similarly. by observing pseudo-range rate

measurements, one can estimate velocity components as well.

3. TEST CONSTEhILATION

Both the concept validation phase (Phase I) and the system validation phase (Phase III
utilized the Block I space vehicle as shown in the Figure 3. Eleven Block I space
vehicles were launched, however, one of the space vehicles was lost due to launch vehicle
malfunction. Ten Block I vehicles have been launched into orbit over the last 9 years.

The test constellation was designed such that best coverage is available to a maximum
period over the Yuma Proving Ground for testing. The graphics of Figure 4 indicate
various locations of the space vehicles in the test constellation. The test constellatlol
consists of two planes separated by 120 deg; and the inclination of the orbital plane is
63 deg. Navstars 1, 4. 5. 8. 9. and II are placed in one orbital plane. The Navstar I
navigation payload failed after about one year of launch. Havstar 4 operated for over I

years and recently the last atomic clock tailed; however, the crystal clock is

functioning. The control system periodically uploads the navigation message and maxitalns
a user range error of about 100 m. Navstar 5 operated for about 4 years until tile

reaction control wheels failed. Navstars 8. 9. and it are functioning well.

Navstars 2. 3. 6. and 10 are placed in another orbital plane separated by flz deg rrom

the first orbital plane. Navstar 2 operated for about 2.5 years. Navstar i has been
operating for about 9 years. The battery and the power s,lbsystem manifests problems when
the satellite goes in and out of eclipses. During the next eclipse season the navigationl

payload will be probably switched off, depending on power system performance. Navstar 6
has been operating for about 6 years and it is performing well. Navstar 10 has been in
operation for about three years and it is functioning very well.

The design life of Block I space vehicles is 5 years and the estimated mean mission

duration is 4 years. However, the average active life of the Block I spacc vehicle is
over 5 years.

The correct status of the test constellation as of the date of this paper (October
1987) is given in Figure 5. The space vehicles are numbered as Navstar I through Navsar

II. However. each space vehicle is also identified by a PRN number that is different from

the Navstat number. The information in Figure 5 also provides the age of each space
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vehicle and the status of the various subsystem elements, such as the navigation payload.
electrical power system, attitude control system, and telemetry and control systems. It
is clear that most of the space vehicles have operated beyond the Block I space vehicle
design life of 5 years.

Of the ten space vehicles in orbit, Navstars 6, 8. 9, 10, and 11 are in reasonably
good health and Navstar 3 is in marginal health. Recently. Navstar 11 has been moved to
facilitate better coverage at the Yuma Proving Ground. where the user equipments are
currently being tested. The coverage on May 31. 1987. for a test constellation without
and with Navstar 4. is shown in Figures 5 and 6. The coverage on September 13. 1987. with
Navstar 4, is shown in Figure 7. Because the space vehicle Navstar 11 was moving in
relation to the rest of the constellation, the coverage region changed over the time
period.

The data of Figure 8 provide coverage for the test constellation without Navstar 4
during October 1987. Coverage including Navstar 4 in the test constellation is given in
Figure 9. It can be seen that coverage improves significantly when Navstar 4 is added to
the constellation. Coverage when both Navstars 3 and 4 are excluded from the constel-
lations is displayed in Figure 10. Coverage becomes poor and this may happen before the
next launch.

4. OPERATIONAL CONSTELLATION

The problem of constellation design for optimum coverage has been extensively studied
by several authors. The papers by Walker (1977); Book. et al. (1980); Jorgensen (1980);
Brady and Jorgensen (1981): Kruh (1981); Kruh (1982): Kruh. et al. (1983): Porter et al.
(1984): and Stein and Wheaton (1986) all provide detailed analysis of the constellation
design issues. A brief review of the essential features related to designing an optimal
constellation is outlined here.

5. SYSTEM AVAILABILITY AND CONSTELLATION VALUE

System availability is defined as the probability of a particular number of space
vehicles (18 or more) operating within the specified requirements at any given time. The
GPS Program Management Directive requires that system availability for the GPS be 0.98
with 18 or more satellites functioning within specifications. Therefore. the total number
of satellites to be launched and maintained in operation is derived from the system avail-
ability requirement.

In order to define constellation value, one has to first understand position dilution
of precision (POOP). a parameter which reflects the geometry of the space vehicles in
relation to the user. The PDOP parameter can be derived from the basic navigation equa-
tions. Let the user be at x. y, z in an earth-fixed, earth-centered coordinate system and
let the space vehicles be at xi. Yi. zi. i = 1, 2. 3. 4 in the same coordinate
system as the user; the measurement equations can be written as follows.

(x - xi)2 . (y - yi
)
2 . (z -z )2 + T - R i , i - 1. 2. 3. 4

where T is the user clock bias and Ri. I = 1. 2. 3. 4 are the pseudo-range measurements
from each satellite.

Even though, the above equations are non-linear, it can be linearized without loss of
accuracy. The linearization is accomplished by assuming x - xn + Ax.
where xn denotes nominal and Ax Is the linear correction. By proper substitution and
algebraic manipulation, these linearized equations can be conveniently written in matrix
notation. [I 1l 012 0 13 11 fix 6R 1

*2 1  o22 023 1 Ay AR2

*31 032 033 1 a Z 8R3

041 042 043 1j [AT ARy

where oii is the direction cosine of the angle between the range to the ith

coordinate. The above matrix equation can be rewritten as

Ax = r

where A is the information matrix, x is the vector of estimates, and r is the measurement
residual vector.

It is possible to estimate the covariance of the state (estimated parameters) vector by

Cov(x) .
1 Cov(r) X

T
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and. rewritten, is

Cov(x) = [A Cov(r)
" 

Af

It is also possible to assume that the pseudo-range measurement has an error (ia) ot
unity and the expected means of the measurement error is zero, as well as that the
correlation of errors between the satellite measurements is zero. Now. the covariance
equation reduces to

Cov(x) l lAJ

For a navigation user. the above equation represents the tact that it the measurements

are uncorrelated with unit error, the error in the estimation is purely dependent upon the
geometry of the satellites with respect to the user because the A matrix consists or only

direction cosines of the angle between the range to the satellites and coordinates.
Therefore, a measure of the "goodness" of the geometry s determined by the term
geometrical dilution of precision (GDOP), computed as the square root of the trace of the
covariance matrix.

GDOP = [Trace A
T

AI- t1 2

let exl
, 

0y
2
. Oz2. and aT

2 
be diagonal components of the coverage matrix, then

GDOP = tax
2  

. da + dZ' + o J 1/2

There are other related dilutions of precision parameters:

PDOP torx" + y' + oZ' ]11/2

POOP ta[xi + aya]
1 / 2  

i/

HDOP tax
2  

* -Yi'l /2

VDOP dz

TDOP aT

where PDOP is the position dilution of precision (this parameter is often used in
constellation design problems). HOOP is the horizontal dilution of precision. V/V is the
vertical dilution of precision, and TDOP is the time dilution of precision. All LOUP are.

in effect, the amplification factors of pseudo-range measurement errors due to the ettecL

of satellite geometry.

For defining constellation value, the parameter PDOP has been used as a geometric

measure of performance. From the analysis above, it is clear that the lower the PLKJP. the

higher the accuracy that can be achieved. Constellation value is defined as the

percentage of occurrences for which POOP is less than or equal to b for all sample points

on the earth over a 24 hr period. The constellation value Is computed by generating

sample points worldwide at regular time intervals during a 24-hr period. Sample points

can be generated either by random points or a fixed grid of points. These samples are

taken every few minutes. Equal area sample points can be generated by properly welghlng

the longitude at higher latitudes. Once the equal area sample points are yenerated, the

best POOP from the satellites in view for the particular constellation under consideLation

is determined for each sample point. This process is repeated for all sample points over

the 24-hr period. Then the ratio of the number of sample points that have equal or less

than the threshold POOP value (e.g., 6) to the total number of sample points is the

constellation value. For an ideal constellation, the constellation value should be one.

If the constellation value is less than one. there exist regions where the PFOP is greater

than the threshold value, indicating degraded performance.

6. 18-SATELLITE CONSTELLATLON

In the early period of the CPS program, a 24-satellite constellation was considered

for continuous global coverage. However, because of funding constraints, Studies were

made to evaluate whether near-continuous global coverage can be achieved with a milnimum

number of satellites. Extensive analysis resulted in a i8-satellite constellation that

provides reasonable coverage. This constellation is denoted by Walker (i9i1) notatlon

N/P/V (18/6/2). where N is the number of satellites (18). P is the number 01 orbital

planes (6). and V is the parameter that defines the phasing angle between two adjacent
satellites in the adjacent planes. The phasing angle 0 = 360/N x
V (V = 0. 1, 2...). The phasing angle 0 becomes 40 deg tor V - 2. The constellation

also assures that the orbital planes are uniformly distributed in longitude.

An illustration of how the operational constellation would look is provided lin Vigare

12. The operational constellation configuration is shown in tigure Ls. there are six

orbital planes, each inclined to 55 deg. The current test constellation of Block I

satellites consists of orbital planes with an inclination of 63 deg. For the operational
constellation with Block If satellites, the inclination of 55 deg was selected because of

ldfflh constraints imposed by the Space Shuttle. even though the optimum inclnation btr

coverage is not 55 deg and the current baseline is 55 deg. because of changes in the
launch strategies since the Space Shuttle disaster, studies are under way to itcrease the



orbital inclination trom 15 deg to bU deg.

There are three satellites in cacti orbital plane Ill the Ll dt.sIILe cOistelatIot1i.

The closed circles shown iit Figure 13 are the operation1al satellite Iocatii,- ai~d tie st
identified by their position numbers. Also showni ill Figure s) ale the 1ocjtLioi ci li
active spare satellites (indicated by open circles

i
. these tIree spate iateilittb atv

located Irn every other plane to increase system survivabiiIty. as well as to gtieti 1 L b

percent availability ot 18 or more satellILes Prograrm Management D irectiveI tetjuIt l.

The locations O spare satel i tes are chosen to IMpi ove covet age 1iE L lie Curl tiL1u 1 U1, i.. J
StaLes. The location at block I satellites il the test conUtelltdLon al ar also giVl i

Figure 13., as indicated by the diamonds. theLe are six Block I satellItes shownt il tht

fIgure. However. based on reliability analysis, there may be oily tour utkiftg lock I
satellites available when the operatiuonal conIstellatin buildup begins, iaie iieilLtuilot
of the test constellation satelliLtes is 3 dog and, therete. dittIernt tLW tLtat et th,
operational satellites.

The strategy for the buildup at the operaLional constellalioi is such that the
constellation would give maximum coverage at Yuma. whele the user equipmeni tests ate
conducted, as well as optimum worldwide coverage. This is ditticuli to JChiv, bcaUust oi

competing objectives. However, the Curteit baselle to the buildup ot the upetatlnaj

satellrtes is to launch the Block Ii sdLIIL tlrst to till the Lest tocatLols tiat aL
vacant and then proceed with the rest at the buildup. studle have beeni conducttd to
evaluate when the test constellatlon satellites should be reptiased. Aialysis slows thadt

optimum coverage is achieved when Lhe conlstellationI is rephased alteL laUlChilig Lhe ,intSh

satellite. The current baseline buildup stLategy is shown Ii the igute 14. tl'he
rephasing at the test constellatlion satellites Is shown by the artow il the Pigure I.
The satellite will be moved from Its CULelt IocatlonI to the new locatiol. which is

dedicated to the operational constellation. The launch sequence and the locati0 ont each

satellite are shown in the Figure 14. The worldwide constellatini value at each time a

new satellite is added to the constellation is also shown In Figure 14.

Composite coverage tor the 18-satellite constelldtlOn, tot a 24-hL period. is
displayed in Figure 1. This is a composite of all the regions at degraded coverage.

where the PDOP is greater than the threshold value at six. At any glven time theLe ar
only a few such regions tar the ent ire globe. In such regio ns, the PLJ? becomes ul-buiided

for a very few minutes. There will be no such region for a period at boUL 4V mail ild.

then again, a few such regions occur somewhere else on the globe. ithertlore, FIgure ii. i

a composite at all such regions over a period o .24 houLs. This covelage map Is generated
by assuming an elevation cutoft angle of 5 deg, this asSumptLioi limiL the number ot

satellites in view for a user. The degraded coverage region Increases considelably whe,

the elevation cutoff angle is iiucreaeed aid, similarly, the degraded region becomes

smaller and smaller it the mask (elevation cutoff) angle is reduced. It the mask .angle it

about 2 deg, there are no such degraded legions at all. However. from a practical poi
at view. it is often difficult to track the satellite at such low eievatiol algles.

I. 18-SATELLITE CONSTELLATION WITH 3 ACTIVE SPANES

As was discussed earlier, the program management dZective (P841) requires a sybtem

availability at 18 or more satellites 98 percent Of the time. Theretare. analyses were

done to establish the minimum number of satellites needed in the constellation to meet Lte

PM) requirement. It it was determined that, with an 18-satellite constellatlol. the
system availability at 18 satellites would be about So percent and it would take a

21-satellite constellation to generate a 98-percent availability at 18 or more
satellites. Based on this study a 18/6/2 plus 3 active spares constellation became the
baseline constellation. However, efforts are under way LO improve this coistellatilai arid
it is possible that a new revised constellation may be defined by the Lila the UpeLational

constellation buildup begins.

The composite coverage at the degraded reglonis, where the P1)0P value exceeds b rat the

18/6/2 t 3 active spares constellation with an orbital inclination at S5 deg, is shown in
Figure 16. A comparison at Figures 15 and 16 would reveal that the coverage provided by

the additional three satellites has eliminated the degraded region from the contilnental

United States. In most cases, the duration at degradation is about halt an hour. both
the region of degradation and the time of degradation can be precomputed arid. thteretoLe.
missions can be planned with this a priori knowledge. However, certain missions that

cantot be planned do suter due to the degraded coverage (reduced accurac regionIts).

A sensitivity analysis has been performed to examine wheLhet the coverage is sensLtLive

to the orbital inclination. 'T'he result ot the study is showl, in Lhe Figure I" in which

the con.stellation value as a funlctLon at the orbital inclination is shown. It IS cleat
that both the 18-satellite constellations (with and Without the spares) show some
sensitivity to the orbital inclinations. The constellation value is maximum tor rhe

orbital inclinations Ot about 60.5 to 63 deg. The graphics of FIgure 18 show the

composite coverage at the degraded regions tor the 18 + 3 constellation with an oLbILal

inclination of 60.5 deg. It is clear, by comparing Figure 18 aid lb, that much ut the=

high latitude degLadation regions are eliminated by changing the Inclination. In
addition, the duration of the degraded coverage is reduced significantly by increasilng t
inclination. Therefore, it is certainly desirable to achieve an orbital inclination ot
about 60 deg. Launch vehicle constrairts are currently being evaluated as to whether a

60-deg inclination is achievable.
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The composite coverage Ot the bas in1 lb + I constel tat ll, Wlth illfCI IlltL 0 t '
deg and assuming a PDOP cutotf ot 10 all

3 
20, Lespect vely. i giVen Ill .'iiJu i aud - ,.

These t igures show slight reduction ili the area ot the degraded tagionlt. HoweetV l. 11-t A

the degraded regions are dominated by high PtxP values,

A rephased 21-satellite constelatLion ihas been delgned by MassatL tpeLsonal
CUmmunlcations) tot optimization of the Coverage. Comjposite COVeLJge tar the teptud a i
satellites with inclinations of ,5b arid bU deg, respectively. is shuwri ill iguet i arid
22.

The rephased constellation remlves 9, percent of til- degraded coveragu that wdu tcurd
in the baseline constellatLon and has an improved robutilelss Il the euveit Or satellite
failure. Only 3.3 percent ot the edthi experlellCeS dly degraded cuvutage tilFtl , ) tat
some amount of time. Only I percent at tke earth expellerIcs deygiddd c-'uveige tr mutt
than 5 min. and the maximum degraded coverage ldstb t only 14 mill. V e whell the
coverage is degraded. the largest POP value is lets than 9 arid, tLtuttoU. Ltnt geolmeLty
never becomes singular. This rephased 21-satellite cuaistellatiu. developed by Mas-ett,
seems extremely interesting to the GPS Joint Prograll otrlice; it is pousible ttLdL Llt
newly rephased 21 satellite constallatlon may soon bec-me the baselilue cunstulldtionl rtr
GPS operations.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A brief review ot the test constellation. cansLellatIlon design techlklgue. and
operational constellations has been presented. it has been IUhown that !dvlgtllufi aCCUtaCy
is sensitive to satellite geometny arid the prbldly sijective ut CullUselltalil, deslgn is to
optimize constellation value with the minimum numbei of satellLtes. EXdmIllatiOrl Ot
various constellations would reveal thlat the newly rephased t-SdLelILe Col-stelliortli Is
the optimal corstellation to date to achieve CoItiiUoUb global Iavigatitl 'OVLdge. It I-
possible to further retline this constellation, and ettorts to UptLmize thl cartailat iull
will continue.
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7 SV CONSECUTIVE COVERAGE ON 5/31187

EPOCH = 1987. 5 31. 0. 00 0.0 FROM 0.00 HRS TO 2400 HRS EL = 5.0
LATITUDE FROM -90.0 TO 90.0 LONGITUDE FROM -180.0 TO 180.0
SATELLITES - SVN3 SVN4 SVN6 SVN8 SVN9 SVNIO SVN11

90

60

30

-30

-60

90
-180 -150 -120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 K9c

NO COVERAGE 000 TO 050 HRS
050 TO 2.00 HRS 200 TO 4.00 HRS
400 TO 6.00 HRS F 600 TO 665 HRS

Figure 5

6 SV CONSECUTIVE COVERAGE ON 5131187

EPOCH = 1987 5 31 0. 0.0 0.0 FROM 0.00 HRS TO 24.00 HRS EL = 5.0
LATITUDE FROM -90.0 TO 90.0 LONGITUDE FROM -180.0 TO 180.0
SATELLITES - SVN3 SVN6 SVN8 SVN9 SVN1O SVN11

60

30

0

30

6O

-90
-180 -150 -120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

NO COVERAGE 000 TO 0 50 HRS
050 TO 200 HRS 200 TO 4.00 HRS
400 TO 505 HRS

Figure 6
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7 SV CONSECUTIVE COVERAGE ON 9/13187

EPOCH = 1987. 9. 13. 0. 0.0 0.0 FROM 0.00 HRS TO 2400 HRS. EL 5,0
LATITUDE FROM -90.0 TO 90.0 LONGITUDE FROM -180.0 TO 180.0
SATELLITES - SVN3 SVN4 SVN6 SVN8 SVN9 SVN1O SVN11

90,

60

30

0

-30
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90

-180 -150 120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

NO COVERAGE 0.00 TO 050 HRS

0.50 TO 2.0 HRS 2 00 TO 400 HRS
4.00 TO 6.00 HRS U 6.00 TO 872 HRS

Figure 7

7 SV CONSECUTIVE COVERAGE ON 12126/87

EPOCH = 1987. 12 26 0. 0.0 00 FROM 0.00 HRS TO 2400 HRS. EL = 50
LATITUDE FROM -90.0 TO 90.0 LONGITUDE FROM -1800 TO 180.0
SATELLITES - SVN3 SVN4 SVN6 SVN8 SVN9 SVNIO SVNII

90

60

30

0

-30

-90
'80 -150 -120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 '8,

r J NO COVERAGE 000 TO 050 HRS
0.50 TO 200 HRS 2.00 TO 400 HRS
4.00 TO 600 HRS r 600 TO 863 HRS

Figure 8
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6 SV CONSECUTIVE COVERAGE ON 12126187

EPOCH = 1987. 12 26. 00 0 0.0 FROM 0.00 HRS TO 24.00 HRS EL = 50
LATITUDE FROM -90.0 TO 90.0 LONGITUDE FROM -180.0 TO 180.0
SATELLITES - SVN3 SVN6 SVN8 SVN9 SVN10 SVNIl

60

30

- 0

-30

-180 -150 -120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

NO COVERAGE 000 TO 050 HRS
0.50 TO 2.00 HRS 2.00 TO 400 HRS
400 TO 543 HRS

Figure 9

5 SV CONSECUTIVE COVERAGE ON 12/26/87

EPOCH = 1987. 12. 26. 0. 00 0.0 FROM 0.00 HRS TO 24.00 HRS EL = 50
LATITUDE FROM -90.0 TO 90.0 LONGITUDE FROM -180.0 TO 180.0
SATELLITES - SVN6 SVN8 SVN9 SVN1O SVN11

90

60

30

-30

-60,

90
-180 -150 -120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

NO COVERAGE 0.00 TO 0 50 HRS
0.50 TO 2.00 HRS 2 00 TO 400 HRS

4.00 TO 4.86 HRS

Figure 10
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THE NAVSTAR OPERATIONAL CONSTELLATION

18 SATELLITES PLUS 3 ACTIVE SPARES

20 - 6
5 18

21 1
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1k 1

Figure II
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ALL BLOCK I SAIE LITES ARE AT 63 INCONAIiLO

ALL BLOCK 11 SATELLITES ARE AT 55 INCLINATIO4

Figure 12
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CANDIDATE BUlLDUfP
S1AR1 FROM 5 SATELLITE TEST CONFIGURATION~

NUMBER T ARG Of ORBIT WORLDWIDE
OF NODE I LATITUDE INCLINATION~ CONSTELLATION

cATF!I ITC OO den del V.,E PPC;,1!

12 0 80 (299r * E

120 320 (257)- 63
120 200 (214)' 62,

0 120 1346)' 63
0 a (304)' 63

6 0 240 (261) 55 14 7
7 300 80 55 19 7

8 240 f60 55 25 ?
9 180 120 55 324

10", 240 40 55 39 1
1 300 320 55 494

12 300 200 55 594
13 240 280 55 74 1
14 180 240 55 839
5 180 0 55 92 3

16 60 160 55 950
7 60 40 55 97 4

18 60 200 55 995
SPARES

19 0 30 55 996
20 240 310 55 998

1 21 120 110 5 999
Location before rephasong "Rephase test configuration al 10 satllites

Figure 13
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Figure 14
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Figure 15
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GPS 21-SATELLITE CONSTELLATION (POOP 2t 20)
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Figure 19

REVISED 21-SATELLITE DEGRADED COVERAGE
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Figure 20
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THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) ACCURACY. SYSTEM ERROR BUDGET.
SPACE AND CONTROL SEGMENT OVERVIEW

MOHAN ANANDA
The Aerospace Corporation

El Segundo, California, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The Navatar Global Positioning System is A space-based navigation system that will
provide continuous, all weather, global navigation capability to properly equipped
users with high accuracy. This paper discusses the position, velocity, and time
accuracy that can be achieved by a user of the GPS. The system accuracy will be
examined in light of the Geometric Dilution of Precision parameter and measurement
error. The paper also reviews the system error budget for the three subsystem seg-
ments; space, control, and user. A discussion of the user range error (URE) and its
relationship to three-dimensional position error expressed in spherical error probable
(SEP) and horizontal position error expressed in circular error probable (CEP) is
presented. The role of the World Geodetic System reference frame in the GPS is dis-
cussed. A brief overview of space and control systems is also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Navstar Global Positioning System. which will be operational in early 1990. is
the most ambitious global navigation system ever attempted. The GPS is a satellite-
based navigation system that will provide extremely accurate three-dimensional position
and velocity information to properly equipped users anywhere on or near the earth. It
is a Joint Service Program managed by the U. S. Air Force with deputies from the Navy.
Army. Marines. Defense Mapping Agency. Department of Transportation, and North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. General systems engineering and integration is provided by The
Aerospace Corporation.

The history and evolution of the navigation technology program of the Department of
Defense has been discussed in detail by Eastson (1978). An overview of the GPS and the
system concept have been described by Parkinson (1976) and Parkinson and Gilbert (1983).
The capability and specific configuration of the system are continuously evolving.

The current baseline orbital configuration for the operational phase GPS employs 18
satellites in 55-deg inclined, circular, 12-hr orbits to transmit navigational signals.
The continuous four-satellite global coverage (Porter, et al.. 1984) is provided by
placing three equally spaced satellites in each of six orbit planes. In addition to
the baseline 18 satellites, there will be three active spare satellites in orbit. The
six planes of the operational constellaticn are 60 deg apart in longitude, and in each
plane the three satellites are spaced 120 deg apart. The phasing from plane to plane
is 40 deg, so that a satellite in one plane will have another satellite 40 deg ahead
(north) of it in the adjacent plane to the east. A companion paper by Ananda on GPS
constellation and coverage provides the details of constellation design.

The space segment consists of the previously described satellites. The satellites
radiate two spread-spectrum pseudo random noise (PRN) radio signals. The navigation
message, which consists of onboard clock and satellite ephemeris information, is modu-
lated onto the PRN sequence. The navigation signals are transmitted at two frequencies
L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.6 MHz). Both are coherently derived from a highly
stable onboard atomic clock.

The control segment consists of a master control station, monitor stations, and
ground antennas. The radiometric data from the satellites are tracked by the monitor
stations. Accurate ephemeris and clock parameters are estimated by extensive data
processing. Subsequently predicted ephemeris and clock information in the form of
navigation messages are periodically transmitted (uplinked) to the satellites for later
transmission to users. The control segment is also responsible for maintaining the
health of the satellites. An overview of both space segment and control segment is
given in subsequent sections.

The user segment consists of equipment with antenna, receiver, signal processing.
and data processing capabilities. The satellite-transmitted radio signal is first
received by the user. The user, knowing the signal PRN code. obtains pseudorange data
and demodulates the navigation message. Data from four satellites allow the user state
vector (consisting of position, velocity, and time) to be computed.

The primary purpose of this paper is to review the navigation accuracy that can be
achieved using the GPS. The concept of user range error (URE) will be defined and its
relationship to navigation accuracy will be discussed. The system error budget includ-
ing error contribution due to the space segment, control segment, and user segment will
be analyzed. The concept of differential navigation and how certain systematic errors
will be cancelled when used in a differential mode will be examined. Concepts of
extended navigation, user autonomy, and autonomous navigation capability will be
discussed in reference to the achievable navigation accuracy.
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2. USER RANGE ERROR

The user range error (URE) is an error vector along the line of sight between a
user of the GPS and a CPS satellite. In principle, the user range error is the
projection of all system errors, errors due to the inability to model the space segment
parameters that affect the range measurement, errors due to the inability to estimate
the spacecraft ephemeris and clock parameters by the operational control system, and
errors due to modeling the measurements that can be made by the user equipment, on the
line of sight between the user and the CPS satellite. Therefore, every single range
measurement will have different user range error. However, in order to establish a
system accuracy one has to statistically define a user range error that would be valid
for every measurement over the entire globe. In addition, the user navigation accura-y
is a function of both user range error and the system geometry. Even though the user
range error and the system geometry applicable to a particular user may be different
from anybody else. the system capability and performance can only be expressed in a
statistical sense that would be valid both spatially and temporally.

The user range error component due to both space segment and control segment can
not be improved by a user by designing better user equipment. Careful design and more
accurate modeling in the user equipment can reduce the user range error component due
to the user equipment. However, the user navigation accuracy will be limited by the
inherent user range error due to contributions by the space segment and control
segment. The details of deriving the user range error due to both space segment and
control segment are given by Bernstein (1983). A brief overview is given here for
completeness.

The user range error due to space segment and control segment is primarily due to
the inability of the control segment to predict the ephemeris and space vehicle clock.
The user range error of concern is caused by ephemeris errors and clock errors
associated with the ephemeris and clock messages (navigation message) broadcast by the
satellite. The navigation message is modulated on the navigation signal (both P and
C/A code) at a 50-bps rate. The navigation user, when estimating the user location.
utilizes the navigation message for computing the satellite state and navigation signal
transmission time with respect to CPS time. A deterministic user range error has been
derived by Bernstein (1983) and s expressed as

URE = cR CC + 0.24 (cIT Cos Q -fCT Sin a) Cos E

where CR is the radial trajectory error, cC is the satellite clock error projected
along the line of sight, and CIT and rCT represents the intrack and crosstrack
ephemeris error, respectively. As shown in Figure 1. tt~e angle a is the angle between
the direction of the in track ephemeris error ind the plane formed by the line of sight
and the radial vectors. The angle E is the user elevation angle.

Bernstein has also derived the user range error variance averaged over all users
having visibility to the satellite. The expression for the variance is

2 R 2 2 2. 2 4).
2 

(2 02URE R C R/C 'RC * 3 CIT CT
)

2

where Cr is the variance of the radial ephemeris error
2

a2 is the variance of the clock error
C
2IT is the variance of the intrack ephemeris error

2 is the variance of the crosslink ephemeris erroraCT

PRC is the correlation coefficient between the radial ephemeris error and the
clock error.

The data in Figure 2 show the orbital geometry identifying the various component of
the user range error.

System Error Budget

The GPS Program Management Directive specifically requires the GPS to provide a
user navigation accuracy of 16 m (SEP). Therefore, the system specifications are
developed to meet the program management directive. The error budget allocated for the
various subsystem elements is given in Table I. The error budget is shown in terms of
user range error. The user range error has been defined previously. The error budget
assumes two conditions. Column I in Table 1 reflects the error budget during the
normal operations of the operational control system. When the Operational Col'trol
System (OCS) is functioning properly, in order to meet the specifications, the OCS is
expected to upload the satellites with new navigation messages consisting of predicted
ephemeris and clock parameters three times daily. This corresponds to a prediction
error for both satellite trajectory and the space vehicle atomic clock of 8 hr.
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The ephemeris prediction error for an 8-hr period is negligible compared to the
orbit estimation error. Therefore, the error budget related to the ephemeris is
dominated by the orbit knowledge error rather than the modeling error, which causes the
orbit prediction error. However, the clock error is totally due to the inability to
predict the random variations of the clock frequency. The clock specifications for the
Block II space vehicle were developed based on the available clock technology in the
late 19708. The predicted error for the 8-hr period for the space vehicle clock is
specified to be about 3.3 M. However. the performance of the Block I cesium clocks are
much better than the Block I specifications. Therefore. it is expected that Block II
satellite atomic clocks would also outperform the Block II specifications. A more
detailed discussion of clock performance is given in subsequent sections.

Column 2 in Table 1 reflects the error budget for the system 14 days after the
destruction or inoperability of the control system. The program management directive
requires the system to be capable of providing navigation support for a period of 14
days after the control system has been made inoperable--however, with a degraded
navigation accuracy. This requirement is the limited autonomous feature of the Block
II space vehicle. Since no more navigation upload is feasible due to the eliminition
of the operational control system, the navigation message is based on predicted
ephemeris and clock data and the total error over a 14-day period is specified to be
200 m in user range. Both clock prediction and ephemeris prediction contribute signi-
ficantly to the total user range error. However. Block I cesium data indicate that the
clock contribution to the user range error is considerably smaller than what it is
specified to be. As can be seen in Table 1, the user contribution to the total user
range error is independent of whether there is an operational control system or not.

The Program Management Directive has been recently updated to have the system pro-
vide continuous navigation support with reduced accuracy for 180 days after the failure
of the operational control system, instead of 14 days. A more detailed discussion of
this is given in subsequent sections.

Table 1. GPS User Range Error Budget

Error Quantities in Meters
(1 1 Y

14- Day

Source of Error Normal Autonomous
and Responsibility Error Sources Operations Operations

Space Clock and Navigation 3.3 131-00

Subsystem Stability

L-Band Phase Uncertainty 0.5 0.5

Predictability of SV 1.0 108.0
Purturbations

Other 0.5 8.0

Maximum Total Segment URE 3-5 170.0

Control Ephemeris Prediction and 4.2 105.0
Model Implementation

Other 0.9 10.0

Maximum Total Segment URE 4.3 105.0

Navigation User Ionospheric Delay 2.3 2.3
Compensation

Tropospheric Delay 2.0 2.0
Compensation

Receiver Noise and 1.5 1.5
Resolution

Multipath 1.2 1.2

Other 0.5 0.5

Maximum Total Segment URE 3.6 3.6

System Total System URE 6.66 200.0
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3. STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF NTJ IGATION ERRORS

Navigation errors are represented in various forms. In military applications, often
the errors are represented in CEP for two-dimensional navigation errors and in SEP for
three-dimensional navigation errors. In addition, for civilian applications such as for
aircraft navigation, a horizontal error representation is often made using 2 drms. It
should be noted however, that 2 drms does not mean 2D (two dimensional) rms. The
accurate definition, as given by Bowditch (1977). is two times drms. An effort has been
made to relate these statistical parameters CEP. SEP, and 2 drms.

In order to develop the relationships, one has to assume that the errors along the
three mutually orthogonal axes are 1) unbiased. 2) normally distributed with equal
variance, and 3) uncorrelated. This type of error distribution is generally known as
spherical distribution. Thus, if only the horizontal plane is considered, and if the
errors along orthogonal axes x and y have the statistical properties defined above, the
radial error has a Rayleigh distribution. The probability that the radial error is equal
to or less than r is given by

P(r) 1 - e/2

where a is the standard deviation for both x and y (i.e.. a = ax = ay) (Burington an-

May).

The circular error probable is obtained frjm the previous equation with P(r) = 0.5.

CEP = 1.1774 a

When ax and ay are not equal, the relationship for CEP is given in Bowditch.

The horizontal radial error can also be expressEd in the form of 2 drms. A
detailed discussion of drms is given in appendix to Bcwditch. The basic relationship is

2 d 2m = o 2 ,2 112

For equal standard deviation in x and y (a = 
a
x = oy)

2 drm s = 2.828 o

The probabilitieo associated with drms are shown in Table 2 (Bowditch).

Table 2. drms Error Probabilities

Probability
ax y Length of i drm s  1 drms 2 drms

0.0 1.0 1.000 0.683 0.954
0.1 1.0 1.005 0.682 0.955
0.2 1.0 1.020 0.682 0.957
0.3 1.0 1.042 0.676 0.961
0.4 1.0 1.077 0.671 0.966
0.5 1.0 1.118 0.662 0.969
0.6 1.0 1.166 0.650 0.973
0.7 1.0 1.220 0.641 C 977
0.8 1.0 1.280 0.635 0.980
0.9 1.0 1.315 0.632 0.981
1.0 1.0 1.414 0.632 0.982

The horizontal radial error with 0.95 probability can be obtained trom the

probability equation:

H(0.95) = 2.07890

In a normal distribution, 0.95 probability is generally associated with 2 a error.

When a three-dimensional error is computed for the sphe:ical error distribution
specified above, the vertical error is normally distributed and has a standard
deviation of a.

In Burington and May, the spherical error probability relationships can be found.
The SEP error, whici is a 50 percent error, is given by

SEP = 15380



When CPS navigation estimation is expressed in terms of a three-dimensnnal radial
error, it is computed by multiplying the position dilution of precision (PDOP) value by
the standard deviation of the user range error. In this computation, the navigation
error varies directly in proportion to either the standard deviation of the user range
error or the PDOP.

4. WORLD GEODETIC SYSTEM

The World Geodetic System (WGS) is a coordinate reference system developed by the
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) of the epartment of Defense. The purpose of the World
Geodetic System is to provide a single, consistent, and accurate reference for
positional. digital, mapping, charting, and gravimetric products produced for the
Department of Defense by the Defense Mapping Agency. There have been WGS 60. WGS 66.
WGS 72. and, most recently. WGS 84. Each reference system represents the best model of
the earth from a geometric, geodetic, and gravitational standpoint using data.
techniques, and technology available in that year.

One of the attributes of the CPS is its ability to provide navigation in a globally
referenced coordinate system, rather than with respect to local geodetic datums. The
CPS makes use of the World Geodetic System as its reference system and, in particular.
WGS 84 is the GPS earth-centered, earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinate system. A detailed
discussion of WGS 84 is found in the report by the Defense Mapping Agency (1987).

The origin of the WGS 84 coordinate system is the center of mass of the earth: the
WGS 84 z-axis is parallel to the direction of the conventional terrestrial pole (CTPI
for polar motion as defined by the Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) on the basis
of the coordinates adopted for the BIH stations; the x-axis is the intersection of the
WGS 84 reference meridian plane and the plane of the CTP equator; the reference meridian
is parallel to the zero meridian defined by the BIH on the basis of the coordinates
adopted by the BIH stations; and the y-axis completes a right-handed, earth-fixed ortho-
gonal coordinate system measured in the plane of the CTP equator, 90 deg east of the
x-axis. The WGS 84 coordinate system origin and axes also serve as the geometric center
and k. y. and z axis of the WGS 84 ellipsoid. Therefore. the WGS 84 coordinate system
z-axis is the rotational axis of the WGS 84 ellipsoid.

The WGS 84 ellipsoid has been defined as the geometric equipotential ellipsoid of
revolution and the ellipsoid is defined by the semimajor axis (a). the earth gravita-
tional constant (GM), the normalized second-degree zonal gravitational constant (C20 ).
and the angular velocity (w) of the earth (Table 3). The WGS 84 gravitational model
is a spherical harmonic expansion of the gravitational potential (Table 4). Even though
the WGS 84 gravitational model consists of both degree and order of 180. for the orbit
determination of the CPS satellites, the gravitational model of both degree and order
of only 8 is utilized because of the insensitivity of the higher degree and order
gravitational coefficients on the GPS satellites orbits.

Table 3. WGS 84 Ellipsoid

Parameters Notation Magnitude Accuracy (10)

Semimajor Axis a 6378137 n ,2 m

Normalized Second Degree zonal C -484.16685 X 10
-6  

.1.30 x 10
-9

Harmonic Coefficient of the 2.0
Gravitational Potential

Angular Velocity of the Earth 7292115 x 10-11 rad s-I .O.1500 x 10
- 11 

rad s-1

The Earth's Gravitational GM 3986005 X IO M
3 
S-2 ±0.6 x 108 m

3 
9-2

constant (Mass of Earth's
Atmosphere Included)

ILn~mnnmm louun u m i mna lln m l
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Table 4. WGS 84 Earth Gravitational Model

V E Z (a -P% s in n)
r n=2 m0 P (sin 0") (Si-m r" gn.m

Parameter Definition

V - Gravitational potential function

GM - Ea:th's gravitational constant

r - Radius vector from the earth's center of mass

a . Semimajor axis of the WGS 64 Ellipsoid

n.m - Degree and order, respectively

$1 = Geocentric latitude

k = Geocentric longitude = geodetic longitude

Cn.m.Sn.m - Normalized gravitational coefficients-

P (sin *) Normalized associated Legendre functionn~m

(n-m)t (2n + lk p1/2

(n . m)! n,m (sin 01)

P (sin *) Associated Legendre functionn~m

Pnm (sin *') (cosw')
m  

dm (Pn(sin
d (sin 4,) [

Pn (sin *) Legendre polynomial

nn

P1 (sin *) 1 dn- (sin 
2 

0. _ 1) n
2nn1 d (sin ,,)n

Note:

Cn.m (11.) 1 1/2 Cn,m

Sn.m (n-m) I (2n+l)kn~m n.m

where

Cn. m ' Sn~m  Conventional gravitational coefficients

m.0. k=1;

m#0. k=2.

In addition to the WGS 84 ellipsoid, another earth figure that is often used is the
WGS 84 geoid. The geoid is defined as that particular equipotential surface of the earth
that coincides with mean sea level over the oceans and extends hypothetically beneath all
land surfaces. The WGS 84 geoid or mean sea surface reference is applicable to GPS
specifically for those user equipments developed for ocean surface vehicles.

5. NAVIGATION ACCURACY

As far as the GPS performance is concerned, the GPS Program Management Directive (PMD)
provides the following accuracy requirements.

1. Three-dimensional positioning accuracy requirement is to be 16-m spherical error
probable.

2. The accuracy of the GPS provided to the civil sector is to be 100 m (2 drms) in
the horizontal plane.

3. Three-dimensional positioning accuracy requirement after 14 days from the last
navigation upload by the control segment is to be 425 a (SEP).
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The GPS P-code accuracy is available to the authorized user, whereas the C/A-code
accuracy has been further degraded by selective availability (S/A) features which is
available to the unauthorized users. The C/A code has been degraded such that the
horizontal positiun error is 100 m (2 drma). The corre. ...X.,.4 dhree-dimensional
position error woulo be 171.0 m and the vertical error would be 156.0 m with the same
statistics. In Table 5 the various representations of GPS accuracy for both C/A-code and
P-code are provided. In order to compute these accuracy values, a 21-satellite
constellation with 18/6/2 distribution, with 3 active spares with viewing constraint of 5
deg elevation has been assumed. In Table 6 the various dilution of precision values in
order to compute the corresponding GPS accuracy are provided. The spherical or circular
error probable accuracies are computed from 50 percent values, the 1-0 accuracies are
computed by using RMS values, and the 2 drms accuracies are computed by using 2 drms
DOP values.

Table 5. GPS Accuracy

C/A - Code P-Code

50% 1 a 2 drms 50% 1 a 2 drms

Position (3D) (M) 75.7 94.6 171.0 13.5 16.8 30.4

(SEP) (SEP)

Horizontal (m) 43.0 55.6 100.0 7.7 9.9 17.8

(CEP) (CEP)

Vertical (m) 49.7 72.0 156.0 8.8 12.8 27.7

Time (no) 100.0. 294.0 87.2 172.0

-Unsurveyed location without S/A.

Table 6. Dilution of Precision Values

Horizontal Vertical 3-Dimensional Time

50% 1.16 1.34 2.04 1.09

rms (10) 1.50 1.94 2.55 1.20

2 drms 2.70 4.20 4.60 1.96

In addition, a user range error value of 6.6 m is assumed for P-code and 13.9 m is

assumed for C/A code without S/A. This is primarily due to inability to model the
ionosphere accurately. Since C/A code is available, most of the time. only on L1
frequency, two-frequency calibration of ionosphere is not possible and. therefore,
ionospheric calibration has to be performed by using the model provided by the satellite
(Klobuchar. 1976: ICD-GPS-200, 1984). Analysis of ionospheric time delay algorithms
for single frequency users has shown that better than 50 percent accuracy in
calibrating the ionospheric delay can be achieved by the single frequency model (Feess
and Stephens. 1986). It has also been shown that ionospheric model error affects only
when three-dimensional position determination is needed and the sensitivity of
ionospheric model error is almost negligible to horizontal position determination. The
ionospheric model error directly affects the vertical component of the position.
Analysis and tracking data processing provides results showing that both C/A-code with
single frequency measurements, and P-code with ionospheric calibration utilizing Lwu
frequency measure- ments, give similar accuracy in the horizontal position
determination. However, if the C/A-code measurements are degraded by S/A. the
horizontal position accuracy with C/A -code will be significantly worse than what could
be achieved by P-code. In Table 5 the navigation accuracy that is attainable by
tracking C/A-code and P-code when S/A has been implemented is provided. When the
C/A-code is degraded by S/A, the resulting user range error for C/A-code is 37.1 m:
whereas the user range error for P-code is only 6.6 m.
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Table 7. GPS Characteristics (Signal-Tn-Space)**

SYSTEM: Global Positioning System (GPS)

SYSTEM OESCRIPTIOm: GyS is a space-based radio Positioning nalgation system that will provide three-dimensional position, velocity and
time information to suitably equipped users anywhere on or near the surface of the earth. The space segment will
consist of 18 satellites plus I operational spares in 12-hour orbits. Each satellite wiii transmit navigation data
and time signals on 1575.4 and 1227.6 sMz.

Accuracy Fix Fix Ambiguity
Predictable Repeatable Relative Availaililty Coverage Reliability Rate timension Capacity Potential

PPS. Irldide 98% Essentially 3D Unllted None

Horz - 178m Horz - 178m Horz - 7.6m Expected continuous probability continuous
Vert - 27.Tm Vert - 277a Vert - 11.7. to approah that an Velocity
Time - 90ns 10% 10-satellite

constellation Time
will be
available

Sf5
Norz - lOOm Horz - 100m Horz - 8.4m
Vert -I 5hm Vrt - 156. Vert - 4.m
Tim 175ns

For US and Allied military. US Government. and selected civil users specifically approved by the US Government.

"'Table A-9 taken fro Federul Radio Navigation Plan 1986.

The time transfer accuracy is determined by assuming that a C/A-code receiver
without S/A implementation can provide 100 ns (1a) time synchronization accuracy with
the universal time coordinate (UTC). In order to achieve 100 ns (10) time accuracy
with the UTC. the allowable GPS time error with the UTC is 83.1 ns (10). The corres-
ponding time transfer accuracy with the P-code would be 87.2 ns (10). and the equiva-
lent 2 drms time transfer accuracy is 172.0 ns. When the C/A code is degraded with
S/A. the resulting 

2
drms time transfer accuracy is 294.0 ns. The data of Table 7

are taken from the Federal Radio Navigation Plan (1986). Identical accuracies, except
for the time transfer accuracy are given in Tables 5 and 7. In Table 7 PPS refers to
Precise Positioning Service using the P-code for authorized users, and SPS refers to
Standard Positioning Service using the C/A-code with S/A implementation to unauthorized
users. The time transfer accuracy shown in Table 7 for both PPS and SPS is different
from that shown in Table 5. The Table 7 time transfer accuracy values are not
consistent with the rest of the accuracy values.

6. NAVIGATION ACCURACY IN A GPS DIFFERENTIAL MODE

It is well known that navigation accuracy can be improved significantly in a GPS
differential mode. (Beset and Parkinson. 1982; Kalafus. et al., 1986; Quill. 1986;
Denaro. et al., 1987: Knight and Rhodes. 1987). A brief review of differential naviga-
tion and achievable accuracy is included here for completeness. In a differential
system, a reference receiver tracks the GPS satellites from a known location and com-
putes range biases and transmits them to the navigation users. The navigation user
estimates navigation parameters by processing navigation signals from the GPS satellites
in conjunction with transmitted data from the reference stations. A pictorial represen-
tation of differential GPS operation is shown in Figure 3.

Major error sources such as the ionospheric errors, tropospheric errors, ephemeris
errors, and satellite clock errors that are common to both the reference re'!eiver and
the navigation user equipment, are cancelled out in a differential GPS mode. and im-
proved navigation accuracy is achieved. The user GPS relative ranging error budget is
shown in Table 8 and the resulting error is 2.0 m (10) for P-code, and corresponding

Table 8. User GPS Relative Ranging Error Budget

Error Magnitude
Segment One User, meters (10)

Space
Clock Error, etc. 0

Control
Ephemeris, etc. 0

User
Ionospheric 0
Tropospheric 0
Receiver 1.5
Multipath 1.2
Other 0.5

2.0 meters
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instantaneous navigation accuracy for a moving platform is 4.2 a (SEP) and 5.5 m
(2 drmes) in horizontal plane.

Differential GPS operation 'i enhanced by utilizing a pseudolite. A differential
GPS with pseudolite is shown in Figure 4. The RTCM special committee on differential
Navstar/GPS service has defined a pseudolite in the following way. The pseudolite
receives the GPS satellite signals and computer pseudorange and range rate corrections
as needed to satisfy the requirements of a differential GPS reference station. The
pseudolite also transmits the correction information at 50 bps on an L-band frequency--
preferably, but not necessarily, on L1 . The transmitted signal is GPS-like. in that
a pseudorandom noise code is used to permit local user equipment to obtain an additional
pseudorange measurement to the transmitting antenna. The transmitted signal is also
diffused to prevent interference with other equipments. The use of pseudolites is
often suggested for improving navigation accuracy for aircraft landing at noninstru-
mented air fields and also for precision landing.

7. EXTENDED NAVIGATION

The GPS Program Management Directive requires the GPS to provide continuous naviga-
tion service for a period of 14 days after the ground control segment has become
inoperative. However. recently this requirement has been extended to a period of 180
days after the failure of the control system. The operational GPS satellites achieve
the current baseline 14-day autonomy by storing the predicted navigation message for a
period of 14 days onboard the satellite. This 14 days of navigation message is uploaded
by the ground control system three times daily. As discussed earlier, the navigation
accuracy degrades gracefully during the 14-day period. The requirement of navigation
service for a period of 180 days after the control system has become inoperative has
introduced changes to the navigation message upload procedure. This extended naviga-
tion message capability will be only available for GPS operational satellites i through
28. The first ten satellites (known as Block II GPS satellites) will have only 14-days
stored navigation messages, whereas satellites 11 through 28 (known as Block IIA
satellites) will have 180-days stored navigation messages.

The navigation messages for the first 14 days are generated by fitting the ephemeris
(Cartesian position components of the orbital state vector) by 15 coefficients
(ICD-GPS-200) over the fit span of either 4 or 6 hr. The current baseline scheme
utilizes a 4-hr fit span during the first day after the upload and a 6-hr fit span for
the days 2 through 14. New navigation messages are used every hour during the first
day and every 4 hr during the days 2 through 14. In the extended navigation message
scheme due to onboard storage limitation, all of the messageb beyond 14 days of
prediction will be fitted over extended periods of time, thus requiring fewer
messages. This scheme would not significantly decrease the navigation accuracy since
the prediction error is much larger than that caused by the large fitting span. The
navigation accuracy degrades gracefully over the l80-days time interval to about
10.0 km.

S. USER AUTONOMY

User autonomy (or autonomous user system) is a scheme by which a navigation user
can achieve full navigation accuracy during the period when the control system has
become inoperable (Ananda. et al., 1988). Certain critical users may not be able to
meet the mission objectives by utilizing the extended navigation capability of the
GPS. The concept of autonomous user system has been developed and tested primarily to
satisfy the requirements of such users. An autonomous user has a GPS user equipment
set augmented with an atomic clock, an autonomous user algorithm, and a prestored data
base that consists of 6 months of ephemeris and clock parameters of each GPS satellite.
The autonomous user utilizes tracking measurements (pseudo-range and delta-range),
while stationary from a presurveyed location, to estimate differences of the true
satellite ephemeris and clock from the prestored reference. The corrected reference
can then be utilized for navigation by the autonomous user. Field test and demonstra-
tion of the autonomous user system has shown that navigation accuracy comparable to
what can be achieved with a fully operational control system can be obtained with the
user equipment, augmented with autonomous user system algorithm.

9. AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The GPS program is currently in the process of procuring replenishment satellites
for the GPS Block II. The replenishment satellites are known as Block IIR. The
primary objectives of the Block IIR satellites are to provide improved navigation
accuracy and increased autonomy and survivability. Major emphasis will be placed on
reducing satellite dependence on ground support. The ob'ective is to provide full
system accuracy for a period of 6 months without any ground support.

Ananda. et al. (1984) describes an autonomous navigation system wherein the GPS
satellites would make crosslink ranging measurements to each other and exchange data
via a crosslink communication system. Each satellite would use onboard processors to
compute satellite ephemeris and clock parameters using the crosslink range measurements.
Study results show that such a system could operate for a period of 6 months without
ground contact and achieve system accuracies comparable of operating the system with
the control segment.

The crosslink ranging system is based on a time division multiple access (TDMA)
scheme. Each satellite has a specific time slot during which the satellite transmits a
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pseudorandom agise ranging code similar to the C/A or P code, which can be received by
satellites that are within the viewing geometry. The viewing geometry is determined by
the crosslink antenna gain pattern. The Block II antenna design shows that 12 to 14
.atellites will be able to make the ranging measurements. The Block II design has 24
time slots and each slot time period is 1.5 sec: a complete ranging frame would take 36
sec. The ranging measurements are then exchanged during the next crosslink frame. By
processing the crosslink range measurements, each satellite will be able to update a
prestored reference navigation message. The update scheme would be totally transparent
to the navigation user and could be able to maintain the navigation accuracy without
any degradation for a period of about 6 months.

The GPS program office has currently funded efforts to build brassboards of Block
i18 satellite functions that include the autonomous navigation system. It is expected
that the Block lII satellite would be used to replace failed Block II and IIA
satellites with the first launch scheduled in 1995.

10. CONTROL SEGMENT

The primary function of the control segment is to track the GP7 satellites and
provide them with periodic updates correcting their ephemeris and clock parameters. In
addition, the control segment is also responsible for monitoring and maintaining the
health and welfare of the satellites. The control segment has a master control station
at Colorado Springs at the Consolidated Satellite Operational Center (CSOC). which is
responsible for processing all the downlink data including tracking and telemetry data
and performing estimation of navigation updates, which will be periodically uploaded to
the satellites. The GPS tracking data are collected by the monitor stations distribu-
ted around the world. The monitor stations are located in Hawaii. Colorado Springs,
Ascension Island, Diego Garcia. and Kwajalein. The commanding and upload functions are
performed by the ground antenna and these ground antennas are located with the monitor
stations at Ascension Island, Diego Garcia. and Kwajalein. The monitor stations are
globally dispersed in longitude such that the maximum separation is less than 90 deg.

The control segment major operations are shown in Figure 6. The various GPS signal
links are shown in Figure 7. The control segment will be operated by the Air Force
Space Command. Currently the systems command is responsible for testing and validating
the operational segment. Analyses by Bowen, et al. (1985) and Feess, et al. (1987)
have shown that control system accuracy is well beyond the specified requirements.
This is also due to better performance of the satellite atomic clockp.

The data in Figure 8 show the A..a variance plot of the satellite atomic (locks
for the Block I satellites. The specifications for the Block I clocks are a (_F) - 10-12

at an integration time of 105 sec. Ground testing of 24 satellite clocks has [hown that
the clocks would perform two to five times better than the specification. On-orbit per-
formances for Navetar 3. 4. 5. and 6 are shown in Figure 9. Navetar 3. 4. and 5 data are
based on rubidium clocks, and Navstar 6 data are based on a cesium clock. Data clearly
show that on-orbit performance is significantly better than the specification. The Block II
cesium clock has a specification of a (4F) = 2 x 10-13 for an integration time of 105 secs.

On-orbit data indicate that a cesium stability of 1 x 10-13 to 5 x 10-14 can be
achieved. The atomic clock stability specifications for Block fIR satellites has been
increased to I x 10

-
13 for an integration time of 105 secs.

Figure 10 shows the prediction error expressed in user range error due to the clock
over a 14-day period for Navstar 3. 4. 5, and 6. The results clearly show -hat the
cesium clock is performing better by a factor of 2 to 3 over the rubidium click.

11. SPACE SEGMENT

The Block II GPS space vehicle has an on-orbit weight of about 1862 lb and it is
designed to have 700 watts of power at the end of design life. The satellite is
designed with a 7.5-year life including 10 years of consumables. The Block II
satellite carries two cesium and two rubidium clocks; at any given time only one clock
would be operating. The clocks will be sequentially turned on after the failure of the
operating clock. Figure 11 shows the various subsystem elements of the satellites.

Originally the GPS satellites were planned to be launched only with the space
shuttle. However, after the Challenger disaster it was decided to use expendable
launch vehicles in addition to the space shuttle to place the GPS satellites in orbit.
Except for a few GPS satellites, all other GPS satellites will be launched using Delta
II launch vehicles. The satellite block diagram is provided in Figure 12. Major
subsystems are orbit injection subsystem, attitude and velocity control subsystem,
reaction control subsystem, thermal control subsystem, electrical power subsystem
tracking telemetry and command subsystem, integrated transfer subsystem, navigation
payload subsystem. and L-band subsystem.

The first ten Block II satellites will continue to function without any ground
contact for a period of about 45 days. Satellites 11 through 28. known as Block IIA
satellites, are designed to function without any ground contact for a period of 180
days. However, if any subsystem element fails, redundant systems can only be switched
on by ground command. There exists no autonomous redundancy management system in the
Block II satellite design. However. analysis has shown that, over a period of 180
days. only a maximum of two satellites out of 21 satellites would be subject to any
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significant anomaly that would take the satellite out of operation. The Block fIR
design will have some other autonomous features that will further reduce dependence on
the ground control system.

12. SUMMARY

A brief review of user range error and system error budget has been accomplished.
A discussion of statistical relationships of navigation errors has been given. The
role of the World Geodetic System in the GPS has been briefly examined. A detailed
analysis of navigation accuracy achievable using the GPS has been provided. A review
of achievable navigation accuracy in a GPS differential mode has also been given. A
discussion of extended navigation, user autonomy and autonomous navigation system has
been provided. Finally. an overview of the control segment and the space segment was
also achieved.
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SUMMARY

The characteristics of the GPS signal structure, frequencies, codes, and
navigation-message are described. The content of the navigation-message and the user
algorithms associated with the navigation-message parameters are described in some
detail.

1. INTRODUCTION

The GPS satellite signals, signal generation, and navigation message information
are described herein.

2. GPS FREQUENCIES

The GPS satellites transmit on two frequencies. L1 and 12. The L1
frequency, as the primary frequency, is 1575.42 MHz: L2 . the secondary frequency. is
1227.6 MHz. The L2 is a backup frequency in case L1 is lost or the receiver, all
cases, is being jammed on Ll. It also enables the receiver to perform a dual
frequency compensation for signal delay due to ionospheric refraction. In addition.
the satellites operate S-band links for communication between te control segment
installations and the satellites.

3. CODES

The two codes used in the GPS system are called C/A code and P code. Each GPS
satellite is assigned unique codes such that the receiver can distinctively
discriminate among the satellite signals it hear, and select those signals it wants to
use for navigation, even though they all operate on the same frequenc'es. The codes
have the characteristics discussed below.

3.1 P Code/Y Code

The P code is a 288-day-long code sequence, and each of the GPS satellites is
assigned a unique 1-week segment of this code. The P-code bit rate is 10.23 MHz. and
each satellite will have a 7-day long portion that restarts every Saturday/Sunday at
midnight. The P code will normally be transmitted on both L1 and L2 and will be
for users authorized by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) only. The code is
protected against spoofing (i.e., the deliberate transmission of incorrect CPS
information) by encryption of the P code. The encrypted P code is called Y code.

3.2 C/A Code

The C/A code consists of a 1023-bit code with a clock rate of 1.023 MHz: ,ence it
takes only 1 msec to run through the whole code. A different C/A code is assigned to
each CPS satellite and is chosen from d set of codes called Gold codes. The C/A code
will normally be transmitted on L1 only. but it can also be transmitted on the L2
rather than the P code. The C/A code is available to any user of CPS. and is used by
P-code users to assist the receiver in reducing the time to acquire the longer P code.

4. THE NAVIGATION MESSAGE

.1 Introduction

The Navigation message is superimposed on both the P code and the C/A code with a
data rate of 50 bits/sec. The message format is a 1500-bit frame made up of five
subframes. each subframe being 300 bits long. Subframes 4 and 5 will be
subcommunicated 25 times each. so that a complete data message requires the
transmission of 25 full frames.

Each subframe consists of 10 words, each 30-bits long (Figure 1). It will.
therefore, take 30 sec to receive one data page and 12-1/7 -in to receive all 25 data
pages. Subframer 1. 2. and 3 have identical data content on all 25 pages. This
allows the receiver to obtain critical NAV-data in 30 sec. Each subframe or page of a
subframe in both contains a telemetry (TL4) word and a handover word (HOW), both
generated by the satellite, and will starL with the LM/HOW pair. The frame will also
contain eight data words generated by the control segment. Each word contains
parity. The satellite calculates parity for the TLM and HOW and the control segment
calculates parity for all other words in each frame.

Each satellite will have sufficient memory capacity for storing 14 days of
uploaded navigation data. The data broadcast in the NAV msq are normally valid for a
4-hr period and are "updated" every hour to reflect more up-to-date clock and
ephemeris information. The control segment uploads the satellites on average three
times per day.



4.2 Navigation Message Content

The navigation message, basically. contains four sets of information: time and
satellite clock information, correction data to compensate for signal delay, satellite
orbit information, and satellite health/status. A detailed description of the
navigation message and the standard algorithms used in conjunction with the navigation
message parameters are described in STANAG 4294, Navstar Global Positioning System
(GPS)-System Characteristics.

4.2.1 Telemetry Word (TLM)

The TLM. which is the first word in every subframe. contains information necessary
for the controi segment and will therefore not be read by a standard GPS receiver.

4.2.2 Handover Word (HOW)

The HOW is the second word in each subframe. It contains time information that
"time tags" the transmission time of the following subframe. The HOW also allows the
CPS receiver to transition from C/A-code tracking to P-code tracking, because it tells
the receiver what part of the P code is used to generate the following subframe.

4.2.3 Subframe 1

Subframe 1 contains the following information:

o Week Number. Represents the week number of the current GPS time week.

o Code on L2- indicates if P code or C/A code is transmitted on L2.

o Satellite Accuracy. Gives the predicted user range accuracy (URA) of the
satellite, using a two-frequency ionospheric correction. The URA is based on
tracking data collected and processed by the control segment during the last
couple of hours of satellite tracking before satellite upload. The C/A-code
users must take into account the additional error due to use of an
ionospheric correction model instead of a two-frequency measurement.

" Satellite Health. Indicates the health status of the transmitting
satellite. Additional health data are given in Subframe 4 and 5.

" Issue of DataClock_ OIDpO . Indicates the issue number of the transmitted
data set and gives a convenient means of detecting any change in correction
data.

o Data FlagforL2 PCode. Indicates whether navigation-message is modulated
on the P code on L2 .

o Estimated Group Delay Differential. Correction terms to be used in a given
algorithm to determine the satellite PRN code phase offset referenced to the
phase center of the satellite antennas with respect to the GPS time at the
time of data transmission.

o Satellite Clock Correction. Contains the parameters to be used in a given
algorithm used to calculate the apparent satellite clock correction.

4.2.4 Subframe 2 and 3

Subframes 2 and 3 contain 'phemeris information for the transmitting satellite.
The ephemeris parameters are an extension to Keplerian orbital parameters that
describe the orbit during the interval of time in which the parameters are transmitted.

Subframes 2 and 3 include information such as:

* Ephemeris Data. Contains all the necessary data to compute the transmitting
satellite orbits using a given algorithm.

o Issue of Data Ephemeris(IODE). Provides the user with a convenient means
for detecting any change in the ephemeris representation parameters.

o User Range Error (URE). A figure of merit used to measure the quality of
the user range data provided to the user by the satellite.

4.2.4.1 Reference System

All the GPS satellite position information is defined in the World Geodetic

System 1984 (WGS 84) reference coordinates.

4.2.5 Subframes 4 and S

These slibframes have 25 pages each and the data contained on each page are as
follows:
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For Subframe 4:

1. Pages 1. 6. 11. 16, and 21: ReseLved.

2. Pages 2. 3. 4. 5, 7. 8, 9 and 10: Almanac data for satellites 25 through 32,
respectively.

3. Pages 12, 19. 20. 22, 23 and 24: Reserved.

4. Pages 13, 14 and 15: Spare.

5. Page 17: Special messages.

6. Page 18: Ionospheric and UTC data

7. Page 25: A-S flags/satellites configurations for 32 satellites plus
satellite health for satellites 25 through 32.

For Subframe 5:

1. Pages I through 24: Almanac data for satellites 1 through 24.

2. Page 25: Satellite health data for satellites 1 through 24.

4.2.5.1 Almanac Data

Almanac data is a reduced-precision subset of the clock and ephemeris parameters.
The almanac data will be updated by the control segment at least once every 6 days.
but they are usually valid for a very long period of time (weeks or months) if the
satellites experience no anomalies.

4.2.5.2 Ionospheric Data

The ionospheric data allows an L1 or L2 only user to compensate for
ionospheric delay using a given mode.

4.2.5.3 Universal Time Coordinated Data (UTC)

The UTC data. used in a given algorithm, enables the user to convert his GPS-given
reference time to UTC time.

4.2.5.4 Special Messages

Special messages will be broadcast at the discretion of Space Command and can
contain up to 22 eight-bit ASCII characters.

4.2.5.5 Anti-Spoofing (A-S) Data

Indicates the A-S status (A-S on or off) and the configuration code of each
satellite (Block I or Block II).

4.2.5.6 Satellite Health

Subframes 4 and 5 contain satellite health data for each satellite in the
constellation. The health data in Subframes 4 and 5 may vary from that in Subframe 1.
because the data may be updated at different times.

5. SATELLITE SIGNAL GENERATION

Before the P and C/A codes are modulated for transmission on Ll. they are both
combined with navigation-message data by Modulo-2 addition. Therefore, since the P
and C/A codes are chosen not to interfere with each other (i.e.. minimum correlation
among the codes), they can be modulated onto the same carrier frequencies in the
satellites. It is known that transmitters are most efficient with constant amplitude
signals. To produce the effect, the P- and C/A-code carriers, although derived from
the same source, are phase shifted 90 deg apart, modulated by the P and C/A code, and
then combined. This addition, called phase quadrature, produces a composite continuous
wave signal. On L1 . the navigation-message is superimposed on both the P-and the
C/A-code carrier and the navigation-message is also superimposed on the P-code signal
on L2 (Figure 2).

5.1 Signal Modulation

The GPS satellites use a type of signal modulation alled pseudo-random noise
(PRN) bi-phase shift keying (SPSK) of the carrier. The BPSK technique reverses the
carrier phase when the digital PRN code transitions from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0
(Figure 2). The very long sequences of ones and zeros (which constitute the C/A and
P-codes) are called PRN codes since, to a casual observer, the ones and zeros appear
to occur in a random fashion. The resulting frequency spectrum for the carrier, due
to the BPSK. equals 20 MHz for the P code and 2 MHz for the C/A code (Figure 3).
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The carrier frequency is suppressed. In actuality, the C/A and the P codes
generated are precisely predictable relative to the start time of the code sequence.
The user can therefore replicate the same code as the satellite. The amount the user
must offset his code generator to match the incoming code from the satellite is
directly proportional to the range between the GPS receiver antenna and the
satellite. Phase shifting of the carrier results in a spreading of carrier power
between .10.23 MHz of center frequency due to the P code BPSK and +1.023 MHz due to
the C/A-code BPSK. The resulting waveform (Figure 3) is P-code and C/A-code
modulation, or chipping rates. When the spread spectrum signal is received at the GPS
receiver, the signal power is spread out over such a large bandwidth that the signal
is below the thermal noise level. When the satellite signal is multiplied with the
GPS-receiver-generated P codes and C/A codes, the satellite signal will be collapssd
into the original carrier frequency band. Signal power is then again concentrated
into a very narrow frequency band and is well above the thermal noise level (Figure 4).

5.2 RF Signal Levels

The satellites will transmit the signals with the following power levels:

PRN Signal

Frequency C/A (dBW) P (dBW)

L 1  + 26.8 + 23.8 i

The received signal values for a receiver close to the earth will be:

PRN Signal

Frequency C/A (dBW) P (dBW)

L 160 - 163

L
2  - -166

Space loss is therefore on the order of -186 dBW for the satellite signals. The
transmission beam for each downlink is shaped to minimize transmission loss and to
provide uniform signal strength over the visible portion of the earth.
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USER EQUIPMENT OVERVIEW
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Italian Air Force
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GPS Joint Program Office
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Los Angeles, California. USA 90009

1. INTRODUCTION

The GPS User System includes all the hardware and software needed to determine the
user's position, velocity, time data, and other derived parameters, as required.
Additionally. the GPS User System can be integrated with other navigation systems to
provide accurate navigation under severe dynamics and hostil environmental conditions.
During the development phase, various classes of users have been defined based on user
requirements and characteristics such as desired accuracy, user maneuvering, antijammlng
capability, and cost. The application of GPS user equipment (UE) in various types of
host vehicles, used under a wide variety of operational conditions, has led to the
development of three types of UE sets:

o LD = Low Dynamic (one channel)
0 MD = Medium Dynamic (two channel)
o HD = High Dynamic (four or more channels).

Table 1 is presented to show the operational dynamic limitations for each class of
equipment.

Table 1. Set Dynamic Operational Capabilities
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In Table 2. a chart correlating UE set type versus possible applications is shown.

As can be seen in Table 2. the choice of set type, number of channels, and
complexity of the receiver structure is primarily dependent upon the dynamics of the
host vehicle, and, secondarily, upon the accuracy and interference resistance required.
A typical UE architecture is shown in Figure 1. but other architectures are possible.

The control display unit (CDU) is an interface between the receiver and the
operator. It is used to control the tPS set and to selectively display navigation/
system status data. Two types of CDU are being developed: one for aircraft/shipboard
application and one for manpack/vehicular applications. A typical version of the first
type, for airborne and shipborne receivers, is shown in Figure 2.

A cathode ray tube displays the navigation/system status data with alphanumeric
characters. The alphanumeric keyboard allows for data entry, and rotary switches are
used to select operation mode and display pages. Typical CDU control functions are:
receiver mode commands, waypoint definition and activation, sark definition,
destination/desired track/desired vertical angle selections, altitude hold and
stationary mode activation, map datum, and rendezvous mode selection. The manpack/
vehicular CDU is designed for handheld operation, and it is typically composed of a
liquid crystal display and a simple alphanumeric keyboard for data entry (see Fig. 3).

A brief description of GPS signals is given to better describe the functions and
operating concept of user equipment. The two carrier signals broadcast by the
satellites are designated Li (1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227-6 MHz). In order to determine
position, the two carrier frequencies are biphase modulated by pseudorandom sequences,
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providing a spread spectrum modulation. The LI carrier is modulated by a C/A code
(coarse acquisition code) and a P code (precision code). The L2 carrier is also biphase
modulated by the same P code. or. as a ground controlled option, by the C/A code. The P
code is a long sequence, repeating every 280 days and each satellite is assigned a
week-long portion of this sequence. This long duration, in addition Lo a high chipping
rate of 10.23 MHz, makes the P code appear to be random noise to an observer and. hence.
is described as pseudorandom noise. The CIA code is short and it repeats every
millisecond. The CIA code uniquely identifies a satellite, because each satellite
broadcasts a different CIA code sequence. Due to the short duration and lower chipping
rate, the CIA code is comparatively easy to acquire and can be used for initial
acquisition of the P code. It can also be used as a medium accuracy navigation signal.
A navigation message is superimposed on both P and CIA codes at a data rate of 50
bits/sec. The navigation message contains GPS system time, satellite ephemeris and
clock data, satellite health status, coefficients for the ionospheric delay model.
coefficients to calculate the universal time coordinates (UTC) and the HOW (hand-over
word). The HOW is used in the receiver to transit from C/A to P code tracking.

2. ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM

An antenna subsystem consists of an antenna that performs signal reception and an
antenna electronics (AE) unit that performs antenna pattern control, preamplification,
and frequency down conversion (see Fig. 4).

The frequency down conversion within the antenna subsystem is a feature that allows
for significant physical separation between the antenna subsystem and the receiver.
without suffering performance degradation. This feature means installation flexibility
and affordability, and it is particularly important in those applications where the
receiver cannot be located close to the antenna (i.e., aircraft carrier, submarines, or
airplanes). Nevertheless, some manufacturers use a different approach, such as
submitting antenna input directly into the receiver, and, where remote installation is
required, a radio frequency (RF) amplifier is used to regain attenuation loss in the
cable (see Fig. 5).

Antenna placement on the host vehicle is important in two respects. First, there
should be a clear view of the whole sky; shadowing of some satellites can result in
degraded performance. Second, a potentially significant error source is multipath
signals, particularly of the stationary sort produced by reflection from surfaces near
the antenna. Today, all the GPS antenna subsystems can be classified into two wide
categories: Fixed Radiation Pattern Antenna (FRPA) Subsystem, and Controlled Radiation
Pattern Antenna (CRPA) Subsystem.

2.1 Fixed Radiation Pattern Antenna Subsystem

In the FRPA subsystem, the antenna, in most cases, is a relatively simple element
providing approximate isotropic gain from the zenith to the horizon at one or both of
the GPS frequencies and the pattern cannot be changed by the AE unit. Therefore, the AE
for the FRPA will perform only filtering, preamplification. and radio frequency to
intermediate frequency (IF) down conversion. In Figure 6. a functional block diagram
shows signal processing performed by the antenna electronics for the FRPA.

Preselector filters for the Ll and L2 signals at the input of the preamplifier
provide out-of-band signal rejection. The limiter preceding the RF amplifier serves to



protect the circuits that follow, as well as the receiver, from damage by high magnitude

interference. The L1 and L2 signals from the preamplifier then pass through two band
pass filters (BPF) centered around L1 and L2. respectively. A local oscillator signal

is conveyed to the antenna electronics from the receiver, in order to down convert the
RF signals into IF signals. After the down conversion in the diplexers, the two IF

signals are sent to the receiver. To date, many types of FRPA have been developed by
many companies for low, medium, and high dynamics applications. Because the GPS signal

is circularly polarized, quadrifilar or bifilar helix and spiral helix or crossed

monopoles are among the most used techniques for the FRPA.

2.2 Controlled Radiation Pattern Antenna Subsystem

In the CRPA subsystem the AE unit takes on the extra processing function of changing

the antenna reception pattern in order to reject interference signals and/or emphasize
the GPS satellite signals. Therefore, the CRPA is a more sophisticated subsystem.
microprocessor-controllel with phased array beam-steering and/or adaptive array
null-steering capability. At this time. the CRPA developed for the U.S. program is a
seven-element adaptive Array antenna that can form nulls against six jamming sources
simultaneously. Figure 7 is a typical functional block diagram showing the null
steering process for a seven-element array.

A complex gain (W - Weight), amplitude and phase, is assigned to the signals coming
from each of six antenna auxiliary elements, whereas the reference element will not be
modified (W I). The total output of the array is fed back to the control loop. This
is a negative feedback in order to minimize the total output power. Since the power of
the jammer will normally be much greater than the power of the GPS signals, a null must
be formed towards the -ammer to minimize the output power. Adjusting the adaptive
weights of the auxiliary elements, a null will be placed in the antenna pattern toward
the jammer, as shown in Figure 8.

When no interfering or jamming signals are present, the CRPA subsystem performs as
an FRPA subsystem.

3. RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM

The GPS receiver performs the tasks of satellite signal acquisition, signal

processing, coordinate transformation, area navigation, and host vehicle interface (if
required). Subsequently. it is appropriate to consider the receiver as the heart of the
GPS User System.

In Figure 1 the receiver subsystem is shown divided into two parts: receiver/
processor and interface. This division is not rigid, but it is representative of two
different tasks performed in the GPS receiver.

The interface consists of the portion of hardware and software that adapts the PVT
(position. velocity, time) solution to the specific host vehicle requirements and
converts the vehicle input data to internal computer format. Several different
interfaces have been developed for U.S. programs to integrate the GPS user equipment
into e'!ff e-' latf~rms.

To meet the requirements of low, medium, and high dynamic applications, the

receiver/processor, which performs the real tracking and signal processing, can be
designed with different numbers of channels (such as one, two, or five).

3.1 GPS Receiver Types

A receiver may be defined by the type of satellite signal tracking used. There are
basically two different types of receivers: continuous tracking and sequential
tracking. In a continuous tracking set. each receiver channel is dedicated to a
particular satellite signal: therefore, at least four channels are required to solve for
the three unknown position components and the time. An additional channel can perform
many functions, including dual frequency measurement for ionospheric delay.
determining interchannel bias correction, and keeping track of all the satellites in the
sky in order to select the next satellite to be tracked in a changing constellation
(see Fig. 9).

The resultant "five-channel" set provides the highest accuracy under high dynamics.
maximum antijamming capability, and the lowest TTFF (time to first fix). The TTFF is
the elapsed time from the initial demand, on a set that has been turned on for a minimum
of 7 min, to the subsequent display and output of position, velocity, and time with
specified accuracy. These features make the five-channel set suitable for high dynamic
vehicles such as fighter aircraft, for submarines (because of low TTFF). and for all
users requiring good antijamming performance. In sequential tracking. the receiver
channel is sequentially switched through the satellites. The receiver will track one
satellite at a time, dwelling on each satellite for a relatively short period of time.
Generally, the sequential receiver has the advantages of being cheaper, smaller.
lighter, and requiring less power. But it has the disadvantages of poorer dynamic
tracking capability, poorer jamming immunity, and longer acquisition time. To date.
there are mainly two types of sequential receiver: the single-channel set for manpack

and low dynamic platforms, and the two-channel set for medium dynamic applications. The
single channel set measures four pseudoranges on both the LI and L2 frequencies to
compensate for ionospheric delay.
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If the set uses only one frequency, the ionospheric delay will be estimated from a
mathematical model. but the accuracy may be degraded (see Fig. 10).

In addition, the channel will read the navigation message to obtain ephemeris
information. All these activities take a relitively long period of time. If the
single-channel set is moved during the measurements of the four pseudoranges. the
accuracy can degrade, and this is the main reason for restricting the single-channel set
to low dynamic or stationary applications (see Fig. Il).

The two-channel sequential receiver uses one channel part of the time to perform
various service functions (navigation messages, ionospheric compensation. etc.) and uses
both channels the rest of the time to sequentially track four satellites. dhc use of
two channels decreases the time needed for the receiver to generate the navigation
solution.

Actually. there is another type of receiver that can be considered part of the
family of sequential tracking sets: the multiplex receivers.

In a multiplex receiver, one hardware cl~nnel switches at a fast rate among the
satellites beino tracked and sampled data are collected continuously and processed in
software. This is basically a time sharing technique applied to a single hardware
channel that is also tasked to continuoussy read the navigation message from all four
satellites being tracked.

3.2 Signal Processing and Receiver Operations

3.2.1 Acquisition Process

As mentioned in the introduction, the receiver/processor processes satellite
signals, collects navigation message data. and makes pseudorange and deltarange
measurements to compute position/velocity/time (PVT). To perform these tasks, the GPS
proceeds through several steps, called states, before attaining steady-state operation.

The first state is acquisition, in which the receiver determines the satellites
available for tracking. The receiver seeks a satellite C/A code using satellite
position estimates residing in memories and enters the user's approximate present
position, velocity, and time.

If no stored satellite almanac information exists, or only very poor estimates of
position and time are available, the receiver will start a search the-sky mode.
attempting to locate and lock on to any satellite in view. When the first satellite is
tracked, the receiver demodulates the navigation message and reads the almanac
information about all satellites in the constellation.

If the receiver platform is equipped with a very precise time reference, such as an
atomic clock, the receiver can acquire the P code directly without first going through
the C/A code tracking state. This faster acquisition is extremely valuable for
submarines, because it reduces the time the submarine must remain on the surface.

3.2.2 Tracking Process

The received satellite signal level near the earth is less than the background noise
level. Correlation techniques are used by the receiver to obtain the navigation
signal. A carrier tracking loop is used to track the carrier frequency, whereas a code
tracking loop is used to track the C/A code or the P code.

The two tracking loops will work together in an iterative process, aiding each other
to acquire and track the satellite signals (see Fig. 12).

The received signal is code correlated by the code tracking loop so that the carrier
tracking loop can track the carrier frequency. The carrier tracking loop then compares
a locally-generated L1 or L2 frequency with the received signal.

The two carrier frequencies are generally different because there is:

a. A doppler offset of the satellite carrier signal caused by the relative
velocity, along the line of sight, between the user equipment and the satellite.

b. A bias residual in the receiver frequency generator.

The carrier tracking loop adjusts the receiver-generated frequency until it matches
the incoming carrier frequency and. thereby, determines the relative velocity between
the receiver and the satellite. Using the four relative velocities with four
satellites, the receiver then calculates its velocity in earth-centered-earth-fixed
(ECEF) system coordinates.

Similarly, the code tracking loop generates a replica of the satellite C/A code with
an estimated ranging delay. To match the received signal with the internally-generated
replica, the two signals must have the same center frequency and the same phase. The
center frequency of the replica is set using the doppler estimate from the carrier
tracking loop.



The phase-offset between the receiver code and the internally generated code is
directly proportional to the pseudorange, which can be easily calculated. The word
pseudorange is used because the measurement of range is made by the user. measuring code
delay time with an imprecise clock, and, therefore, a bias of fixed magnitude (for a
given set of measurements) is included in each range estimate due to the clock error.

At the beginning of the tracking phase, the satellite code will not correlate with
the locally-generated code due to the time delay for the satellite signal to reach
the receiver, and the receiver clock offset. The locally-generated code is shifted
until maximum correlation is achieved between the two codes. The magnitude of the shift
determines the value of the pseudorange.

When the two tracking loops are locked on the received signal, the navigation
message is demodulated from the carrier frequency to obtain the data for accurate
pseudorange calculations. In addition, the HOW contained in the navigation message is
read to obtain P code phase information for the transfer of C/A code to P code.

Once the receiver has acquired four satellite signals, achieved carrier and code
tracking, and read the navigation message, the CPS receiver accurately calculates
position, velocity, and time, and navigation can start.

The position and the time are derived by solving the four equations in Figure 13.
inputting the four measured pseudoranges. The receiver solves the four simultaneous
equations for Ux, Uy. U, (user position) and CB (user clock bias).

The velocity is determined, using the same types of equations as in Figure 13, by
inputting relative velocities rather than pseudoranges. In practice, these computations
are performed by the tIE navigation software in a Kalman filter to allow continuous
navigation even if some measurements are missing or not time-synchronized and to exploit
a priori knowledge of user dynamics. Calculating velocity by differencing the
pseudoranges would also be feasible, but it is somewhat less accurate than
carrier-loop-based velocity computation.

3.3 Receiver Operating Modes and States

During the development phase of the GPS User Equipment Program, special terminology
was introduced to describe operational requirements of the receiver. The navigation
modes and the operating states were categorized in d'fferent classes so that all
contractors involved with the GPS user equipment Program could orient design,
development, set performance, and test requirements in accordance with the Government
specifications.

To date, this system of classification is generally accepted in the CPS community.
and will be presented to describe how GPS receivers operate in different integration
architectures and under various jamming and dynamic conditions.

3.3.1 Navigation Modes

The navigation modes are divided into the following categories:

o Unaided Modes UI. U2, U3
o Aided Modes Al, A2. A3, A4. A5

In the unaided modes, no host sensor data are available and the UE set operates only
on GPS receiver data.

Mode Ul (Full Accuracy): Four or more GPS transmitters are tracked by the receiver, and
the optimal constellation of four satellites is selected on a 'weighted" GDOP optimality
criterion.

Mode U2 (Degraded Accuracy): In this mode, the number of GPS transmitters that the
receiver tracks is less than four due to poor visibility and/or host vehicle dynamics
and/or jamming constraints. The set continues to navigate but with degraded accuracy.

Mode U3 (Great-Circle Navigation): In this mode, no satellite measurements are
available and the set computes present position along a constant altitude, great-circle
path, based upon the best known position and velocity. Under these conditions, the
operator can manually update position and horizontal velocity (e.g.. ground speed and
ground track). Of course, the navigation accuracy of the set is undefined for this mode.

In an aided host vehicle, the set can support the foll~wing aided navigation modes.

Mode Al: In this mode, the GPS receiver and an inertial measurement sensor are the only
sensors supplying inputs to the navigation data processor.

Mode A2: In A2 mode, the CPS receiver and an altitude sensor are the only sensors
providing inputs to the navigation data processor.

Mode A3: In this mode, the GPS receive: and a velocity (speed and heading) sensor are
the only sensors supplying inputs to the navigation data processor.

L
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Mode A4: In A4 mode, the GPS receiver and a heading and attitude sensor are the only
sensors supplying inputs to the navigation data processor.

Mode A5: In this mode. combinations of all available data from the host vehicle (not
previously defined) and the GPS receiver are processed.

3.3.2 Receiver Operating States

The CPS receiver can operate in the following seven different states.

State 1 (Normal Acquisition): In this state the receiver tries to acquire the C/A
signal (Ll or L2). using doppler estimates derived from almanac data, plus present
position, velocity, and time inputs from the operator or host vehicle system.
Subsequent to reading and verifying the hand-over word (HOW) from the C/A signal, the
receiver will acquire and track the associated P signals.

State 2 (Direct Acquisition): In this state, the receiver directly acquires the P
signal without first acquiring its associated C/A signal. The P code phase and
frequency estimates for the acquisition are derived from almanac or current ephemeris
data, present position and velocity estimates, and a precise input of universal time
coordinates (UTC).

State 3 Code Lock: In State 3 the receiver is able to maintain code lock (e.g., detect
the signal and be able to make coarse pseudorange measurements), but is unable to main
tain precise carrier tracking (i.e.. carrier phase delta-range measurements might be
inaccurate). The receiver will revert automatially to State 4 or S when dynamic
excursion or jamming levels do not exceed the carrier tracking thresholds of the
receiver.

State 4 Carrier Lock: In this state, the receiver maintains carrier lock (i.e.. makes
delta-range measurements to less than full accuracy). In addition. pseudorange
measurements may be made to less than full accuracy and data may be demodulated.

State 5 Carrier Track/Data Demodulation: In State S. the receiver precisely tracks the
carrier and is able to demodulate system data from the carrier. In addition,
pseudorange and pseudodelta-range measurements are made to full accuracy. If L2 is
being tracked as the primary navigation signal and does not have biphase data. the
requirement to demodulate data is not applicable.

State 6 Sequential Resynchronization: In this state, the receiver serially measures
pseudoralge and delta range to the GPS satellites. Of course, the five-channel
"continuous tracking" does not have this state. Dependent on dynamics and jamming
levels, this state may be subdivided to include States 3. 4, 5. and 7 as substates.

State 7 Signal Reacquisition: In State 7. the receiver tries to reacquire the signal,
after it has been in a tracking state but has subsequently encountered a loss of signal.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Results from Phases I and II demonstrate that GPS user equipment can provide the
superb accuracy anticipated by early studies. A family of user equipment has boen
developed as part of the U.S. CPS program and a limited initial production has started.

The user equipment will continue to evolve as rapid advances in electronics make
more demanding user requirements feasible. Factors that wiil influence further
development in user equipment are demands for reduced volume, weight, cost, and power
consumption: increased ease of calibration and maintenance; and improved performance-

Manufacturers not formally under contract to the U.S. Government Joint Program
Office are independently developing their own CPS equipment and, in some cases, are
already providing enhancements. For itistance. some companies are developing a receiver
that will replace some existing analog functions with digital processes. This "digital
receiver" will reduce the complex analog portion of the receiver, significantly reduce
cost. and yet ease maintenance and calibration requirements.

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) technology will dominate the architecture of future
receivers, thus improving both processing speed and power c'nsumption.

In summary, technological advancements in hardware components and packaging, and
improved software programming techniques, will make CPS user equipment smaller, lighter.
and cheaper. These enhancements, in conjunction with improved performance, will lead to
more tractable integration and many more applications of GPS.
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GPS/INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM INTEGRATION FOR ENHANCED NAVIGATION
PERFORMANCE AND ROBUSTNESS

Robert P. Denaro
G. Jeffrey Geier
TAU Corporation
485 Alberto Way

Los Gatos, California 95032

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of GPS from the laboratory and the test range into the operationai environ-
ment, with affordable, high-performance receivers now available, has heralded a widespread
study of the integration of GPS with the current standard in precise positioning, inertial
navigation systems. Once considered by some to be a potential competitor of inertial navi-
gation, GPS is now recognized by most navigation system developers as having tremendous
potential for system performance improvement over either system in isolation by integrating
with inertial systems. So powerful is this synergism that deep integration of the two sys-
tems often dictates potential major design modifications in the inertial measurement unit
(IMU) as well as the GPS receiver. These design modifications are necessary to exploit the
performance potential to the maximum, particularly in the military environment, and at the
same time to realize substantial cost savings in the system as an additional benefit.

MOTIVATION FOR GPS/INS INTEGRATION

The benefits of integration of GPS with an inertial navigation system (INS) or inertial mea-
surement unit (IMU) are significant and diverse. Basically, each system has important
shortcomings when used in a stand-alone mode (although either can be integrated with other
sensors to alleviate some of these shortcomings).

The inertial navigation system is subject to an ever growing drift in position accuracy
caused by various instrument error sources that cannot be eliminated in manufacturing,
assembly, calibration or initial system alignment. A later section on Inertial Navigation
System Fundamentals discusses typical instrument errors in various classes of inertial sen-
sors. Inertial navigation systems require a somewhat lengthy static alignment period or,
alternatively, continuous operation in a powered "alert" status, for best operation. Opera-
tion of an aircraft from an aircraft carrier, for example, requires some means of transfer
alignment from the ship's inertial system. Furthermore, high quality inertial systems are
complex electro-mechanical devices with significant risk of component failure. Mission or
flight critical implementations of inertial navigation require substantial redundancy in
installation .o detect, isolate, and recover from such failures for fail-operational
performance.

Stand-alone GPS has its shortcomings as well. The system is somewhat vulnerable to loss of
signals due to hostile jamming, antenna shadowing, aircraft attitude maneuvers, or other
causes. With the requirement to process radio frequency signals and the complex processing
required to formulate a position or velocity solution, the update rates of solution are usu-
ally at 1 Hz, or at best 10 Hz. While sufficient for most navigation applications, some
avionics reference functions and interfaces require much higher rates.

Used in concert through some adequate integration configuration, the integrated GPS/1MU
solves all of these problems and more. Basically, the marriage is between a short term,
very precise measurement source with poor long term stability, the IMU, and a very long term
stable reference of less precision, GPS. The benefits of this integration are:

Long term drift bounding

The GPS provides a more-than-adequate reference for bounding or resetting the
inherent drift characteristic of the IMU.

Improved Jamming Resistance

Use of "velocity aiding" from the IMU by the GPS allows narrowing of signal
tracking loops and thereby significant rejection of hostile jamming signals !11,

Improved fault-tolerance

GPS and the IMU provide dissimilar redundancy fcr detecting hard and soft

failures in either system.

Inertial System Calibration

With GiS present, continuous calibration of conventional inertial error sources
is possible, yielding much improved inertial solution stability if GPS is
temporarily lost for any reason [1).

Improved GPS acquisition and reacquisition

The inertial operates as a rough initialization device for initial GPS signal
acquisition as well as for rapid reacquisition should signals be temporarily
lost [2].
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High-rate Position and Velocity Solutions

If the IMU is used as the basic process in the navigation solution, the accuracy
of GPS is essentially extrapolated with great precision by the IMU between GPS
solution updates.

Incomplete GPS Measurement Set Use

With a healthy IMU, error bounding and accurate navigation can continue with
only two or three satellites in track, instead of the nominal 4 required for
stand-alone GPS solutions (3,4).

Attitude Solutions

The IMU provides precise attitude and heading measurements to complement the
precise position and velocity solutions of the GPS.

Dynamic Alignment

GPS enables, and perhaps improves, the initial alignment of the IMU through
maneuvers once airborne, eliminating the static alignment pre-mission
requirement (5).

The principles of operation and integration concepts that enable these performance enhance-
ments in the integrated GPS/IMU system will be described in the following sections. Before
describing these concepts, a foundation of relevant GPS and inertial principles of operation
are discussed.

GPS FUNDAMENTALS

The general design and operation of CPS receivers has been extensively addressed in the lit-
erature and will not be repeated here (1,6,7,8,9). Instead, we will focus on those
characteristics that are critical to the understanding and analysis of the GPS/IMU integra-
tion task. The critical design components are the tracking loop design and reference
oscillator.

A generic block diagram of a CPS receiver is shown in Figure 1. The GPS signal, after
reception and intermed4 ate frequency (IF) downconversion, is input to the receiver baseband
processing. Many modern receivers convert the final IF stage to a digital signal through
analog-to-digital convertors, performing the correlation function digitally [9,101. Early
and late replicas of the code generated internally are used for code tracking (delay lock
loop) while the prompt version is used for carrier tracking and data demodulation. Some
receivers employ extended range detection and tracking which ena':les ger'-ratiic of a track
ing error signal over I chip wide (29 meters P-code, 293 meters C/A-code) which is useful
for maintaining lock under conditions of high error dynamics and narrow tracking loop band-
widths [9,101. Since phase tracking is commonly performed prior to data demodulation, the
Costas form of a phased lock loop is usually used for carrier tracking (7] . The code track-
ing process yields the pseudorange measurement for navigation processing. The input to the
Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) of the carrier tracking loop is typically integrated
over a predetermined interval (e.g., 1 second or less) to produce the deltarange measurement
for navigation processing.
The code tracking loop is usually mechanized as some form of a Delay Lock Loop (DLL); the
error signal. can be generated coherently or noncoherently, depending on the application.
When carri-r tracking is maintained, many receiver designs aid the code tracking loop with
the very precise range rate information derived by carrier tracking. For applications in
which an INS is present, INS-derived velocity replaces the carrier aiding signal when car-
rier tracking cannot be maintained. This simplifies the design of the code loop filter,
since the code loop does not have to track host vehicle dynar.ics. Carrier tracking is usu-
ally performed by a Costas tracking loop, but the more classical Plase Lock Loop (PLL) is
also used in some applications. Selection of appropriate bandwidths for the code and car-
rier tracking loops is, of course, driven by the expected range of dynamics of the host and
the anticipated noise environment. Usually, the lowest possible bandwidth which can toler-
ate the worst-case dynamic transients and maintain signal lock is chosen, to permit genera-
tion of the most accurate (i.e., minimum noise content) pseudo and deltarange measurements
for navigation processing. However, the stability of the local oscillator can also esta-
blish lower limits on the possible tracking loop bandwidth, particularly in very low dyna-
mics, or when the dynamic tracking is provided external to the receiver (e.g., when
INS-aided) [11]. The accuracies with which pseudorange and deltarange measurements are
derived vary significantly, depending upon the application. Pseudorange errors can vary
from the submeter level to several meters, one sigma, while deltarange errors can vary from
the subcentimeter level to several centimeters. Generally speaking, carrier tracking will
be lost when the signal to noise ratio (C/N,) falls to 27 dB-Hz (Costas mechanization) or
21 dB-Hz (PLL mechanization). After carr:er lock has been lost, code tracking can continue
to roughly 12 dB-Hz if INS aiding is present.

The source for the local replica code and carrier timing and other signal processing tiring
functions is the local oscillator, usually a high quality, temperature-controlled quartz
oscillator. The oscillator can approach I part in l09 in stability. In addition to its
random walk error characteristics, most quartz oscillators have a strong acceleration-
induced error in each of their orthogonal axes.
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The g-sensitivity of the crystal results in an error in signal phase input to the receiver
tracking loops. This is interpreted as vehicle dynamic motion, and may be of sufficient
magnitude to cause loss on carrier lock in a narrow bandwidth receiver. Hence, for high
acceleration cases, the g-sensitivity of the quartz oscillator may be the primary constraint
for minimum bandwidth selection. The result is higher susceptibility to jamming and
dynamics-induced noise in the solution [il.

Since vehicle dynamics and other factors can cause problems in maintaining carrier lock com-
pared with the benign case, there is an incentive to design adaptive tracking loop band-
widths so that the maximum antijam performance can be maintained under all conditions. When
velocity aiding is available, loop bandwidths can be reduced to minimize interference. Many
modern receivers employ such functionality to achieve performance optimization [8, 12

INZRTZAL NAVIGATION SYSTZh FWIMDAjMALS

As with the GPS Fundamentals discussion in the previous section, we will not document the
entire design of the inertial navigation system, but rather discuss those design features
and variations that are significant to the problem of design of an integrated GPS/IMU
package.

Obviously there are a multitude of possibilities for inertial components for integration
with GPS. In aircraft with existing inertial navigation capability, the inertial system may
be a very high quality gimballed local-level system with electrostatically suspended gyros
or ring laser gyros [131 . At the other end of the spectrum, an integration in a small vehi-
cle or weapon may use a coarse strapdown system with dry-tuned rotor gyros or even piezo-
electric sensors [2,14). Future developments are anticipating the use of hemispherical
resonator gyros and solid-state fiber optic gyros [15,161. The .,ror characteristics and
magnitudes of these various sensors vary as widely as the technology employed.

In all cases the role of the inertial system in the integrated GPS/INS system is to provide
a near-instantaneous measure of the vehicle acceleration to anticipate signal doppler shifts
and aid Kalman filter state (process) modeling. With GPS operational, this is a short time
interval requirement. If GPS is temporarily lost, then this requirement may be for a longer
period of time, perhaps minutes or significant portions of an hour. The mission require-
ments for accuracy will determine the required stability of the inertial system Zor these
two roles, although the analysis is not completely straightforward since very -Iten the
critical performance parameters are with GPS-computed calibration factors for the inertial
components.

All Inertial Navigation Systems measure acceleration in some frame and integrate it to pro-
duce velocity and position information. The frame in which the acceleration is derived can
be maintained physically (i.e., as a stabilized platform) or mathematically, by approrri-
dtely integrating measured angular velocity. Inertial Navigation Systems can be broadly
classified into three categories: Space Stable, Local Level, and Strapdown. In the Space
Stable mechanization, the accelerometers are held non-rotating in inertial space by a gyro
stabilized platform, while the local level mechanization maintains a platform which is
locally level. Both Space Stable and local level INS require three or more gimbals to iso-
late the stabilized platform from the host vehicle's angular motion. Strapdown systems are
therefore simpler, lighter, smaller, and generally less costly, since the accelerometers and
gyros are attached directly to the host vehicle. For terrestrial navigation, the Local
Level ann Strapdcwn mechanization are most common. (The INS utilized by the Space Shuttle
is an example of a Space Stable mechanization.)

The major sources of error for any INS are imperfections in the gyros and accelerometers,
and an imperfect knowledge of the earth's gravitational field [17). A gravity model is used
to compensate the accelerometers, which cannot distinguish gravitational forces from the
vehicle's inertial acceleration. Significant gyro and accelerometer errors can include non-
repeatable instrument biases, residual scale factor errors, g-sensitivities, and g-sensitive
gyro drift, in addition to input axis misalignments due to imperfect mounting, and calibra-
tion. Depending generally upon the instrument quality, INS error drifts can range from
0.1 nm/hr to 10.0 nm/hr. Although the INS errors can grow unbounded, the temporal behavior
has a very well defined frequency behavior; horizontal errors will generally oscillate at
the so-called Schuler frequency (with an 84 minute period) and at an earth-rate frequency
(24 hour period) . Thus, the error behavior can be well modelled as a linear time invariant
system.

The inertial error sources that will be of interest in the integration of GPS and inertial

are:

gyro bias

gyro scale factor error

accelerometer bias

accelerometer scale factor error

gyro and accelerometer misalignment (for strapdown)

gyro and accelerometer tilt error (for gimballed)
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It is important to note that the classical error sources for standalone inertial navigation
systems may not be critical for inertial components aided by GPS. For example, turn-on to
turn-on bias is quickly calibrated at the beginning of a mission with GPS operational. Sim-
ilarly, other traditional "first order" error sources may be easily handled in the inte-
grated system while the second order terms dominate the residual error and present the most
significant challenges for error compensation.

The magnitude of the error sources can vary widely depending on the quality of the inertial
components. Since GES offers the potential of continuous update and compensation, it is
conceivable that very low grade components may be used for the inertial. At the other end
of the spectrum, an integration with existing equipment may involve a very high quality,
redundant inertial navigator.

LEVS OF INTZGRATION

Integration of GPS with inertial sensors is not a simple matter of a binary decision to
integrate or not to integrate [14,181. In practice, several levels of integration are
possible, each with associated performance benefits and implementation tradeoffs. The nega-
tive aspects of some levels of deeper integration are significant; especially when consider-
ing the practical aspects of LRU accessibility, data access, processor resources and inte-
gration of existing hardware with existing avionics architectures [181. Therefore, the
tradeoff of level of integration must be addressed with care in each application, based on
mission needs and system constraints 1131.

Criteria for Assessment of Integration Reauirements

Inteoration le.els very from maintaining separate solutions, with perhaps a "vote" selection
of the best solution, to deeply integrated mechanisms where major functions typically within
either of the subsystems are now performed in a integrated component or software algorithm.
The principal criteria by which to compare integration methods in a GPS/inertial system are:

Jamming immunity for the GPS receiver, which can be significantly enhanced by

the use of inertial information

Navigation performance

Fault tolerance

Solution stability, which can be compromised in some integration schemes

Processor load

Raw data access

Data time-tagging ability, a critical requirement for effective integration

Data update rates and latency, often driven by the needs of other avionics, such
as a flight control system

Use of attitude data, a potential output of the inertial components but not GPS

Dynamics tolerance, especially coupled with jamming immunity which can vary
dramatically with integration technique

Classification of Levels of Integration

The levels of integration can be described in any number of ways. However, for this appli-
cation certain categories stand out as distinct due to their complexity levels, impact on
hardware/software design, quantifiable performance benefits, and satisfaction of mission
requirements.

The primary levels of GPS/inertial integration for the aircraft environment are:

Separate solutions, where the GPS and inertial maintain independent navigation
solutions, with perhaps different functions using one or the other, and with
possibly a selection of one solution or the other if certain thresholds are
exceeded.

Simple integrated filters, where each solution is still independent but they may
be combined in some sort of complementary filtered a-gorithm.

Measurement data filtering, which adds weighting of geometric effects of GPS.
May also include Kaiman filtering which automatically addresses relative
"health" of each measurement source.

Inertial error state estimation, which is the first level of data integration
which improves the quality of the INS solution.

GPS bandwidth control and code loop ail.ng, which enhances the jamming resis-
tance of the GPS receiver.

Deep integration with integrated tracking loop closure, an advanced implementa-
tion for maximum performance and stability.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Integration Levels

Separate solutions are obviously the simplest to implement, and fit best with a constrained
"black box" approach. Such a system provides the first level of redundancy, allowing system
failure detection but not necessarily isolation and subsequent operation unless other para-
meters are monitored or other built-in-test leatures can resolve the problem. Of course, in
most situations the separate solution integration is the simplest to implement in that only
off-the-shelf "black boxes," with minimal external software development, are required.
Stability of solution is easy to achieve.

The major drawback of separate solutions is that no additional jamming immunity is gained
for the GPS receiver and the inertial performance is improved slightly or not at all (other
than an upper bound to drift based on GPS accuracy) . This integration approach would typi-
cally be used only in applications where access to the existing avionics architecture is
severely constrained.

Simple integration filters are an obvious improvement on the separate solutions approach
where there is an available processor that can input both GPS and inertial solutions and
process them together. This may provide complementary filtering or other methods to weigh
the input solutions based on known performance expectations. GPS is a good long-term sensor
(error does not grow without bound) and the inertial is an excellent short-term sensor
(integrating highly accurate accelerometers), which is the ideal situation for complementary
filters. Since this method works with the output states of the sensors, as opposed to the
raw measurements, the filtering is limited in its ability to observe measurement noise or
geometric effects, so the filtering performed is somewhat "ad-hoc." Again, no jamming immu-
nity improvement is possible, and there is no fault tolerance improvement to the system.
Navigation performance is improved in nominal conditions with this technique. Stability of
the solution must be handled carefully, but at least for simple comp.-entary filters sta-
bility is not a problem. Early implementations of integrated navigation systems, -ing
austere processors, often used this approach.

The next level of integration, measurement data filtering, is a major improvement in perfor-
mance. Now the filter directly observes the measurement geometry and can formulate measure-
ment residuals in a Kalman filter -for optimal weighing of the measurements in the final
soluLion. Again, the nature of the GPS long-term accuracy and the inertial short-term accu-
racy is ideal for the Kalman fiiter. In this case, the inertial is often used as the
"model" of the state dynamics, or fundamental process at work in the navigation problem,
while GPS provides fairly frequent (e.g., 1 Hz) updates. The demands on the integration
processor are still reasonable for most applications.

This technique, with no further additions, does not help jamming immunity, but performance
in dynamics is improved somewhat. Since there is still no feedback from the integration
processor to either the GPS receiver or the inertial system, the independent performance of
these sensors is not improved, Fault tolerance has a small improvement over the previous
level with some additional ability to observe the soft failures, but this impact is minimal.
Time-tagging is now important since the inertial data are critical to the process and the
filter will expect the inertial measurements and GPS measurements to agree. In practice,
this technique is usually implemented only with inclusion of the next level, inertial error
state estimation.

The biggest advantage of inertial error state estimation is that the inertial is continu-
ously calibrated by the filter (using the GPS observables), so that when GPS is lost due to
jamming, dynamics or satellite shadowing, the inertial can continue the overall solution,
but now as a highly precise unit by virtue of its recent calibration. This apprcach enables
the use of far more inferior inertial components which, after calibration, will perform as a
maximum performance unit for a small period of time until the nonlinearities take over.
This is the first level at which improvements to the inertial attitude solution are gained
as well.

The Kalman filter for this application is typically 11, 14 or 17 states, which could be a
large load for many existing processors in the avionics architecture. Obviously, at the
higher state sizes, required for austere inertial components, update rates may suffer. In
addition, barometric altimeter inputs are usually added to ensure stability of the inertial
solution in the unstable vertical axis with GPS out. Stability is generally achievable as
long as measurement correlations are accounted for.

GPS bandwidth control and code loop aiding constitute -h first level at which the GPS
receiver performance is enhanced, particularly for jamming and dynamics performance. Actu-
ally, code loop aiding can be implemented without bandwiAth control. For code loop aiding,
the inertial delta-velocities are used to pre-position the doppler effect on code tracking,
so that code lock can be maintained after carrier lock is lost (the first to go in a jusming
environment). The performance impact is significant, particularly in the presence of dyna-
mics. The typical military high performance GPS receiver implements this technique in its
internal Kalman filter by inputting inertial measurements.

Adaptive GPS bandwidth control can be implemented if the receiver provides for such control.
This will enable bandwidth reduction for enhanced jamming rejection, and bandwidth increase
during periods of higher dynamics uncertainty to prevent loss of lock due an overly narrow
tracking window. In practice, however, very few GPS receivers accommodate this level of
control.
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Both of these techniques have serious potential stability problems due the positive feedback
loop of inertial-to-GPS and back to inertial. Many GPS integrations in manned aircraft use
this level of integration, and various ad-hoc techniques are employed to prevent solution
divergence [191.

The final level of integration is integrated tracking loop closure, which may require major
modification to the typical GPS receiver (191. In this technique, the GPS code loop is not
closed separately before input of pseudorange measurements to the Kalman filter, but instead
the (averaged) outputs of the code loop error detector are passed directly to the Kalman
filter, which closes the code loop using its best estimates of vehicle position and veloc-
ity. Since there is not a separate code loop producing pseudorange errors with long
(10-100 second) correlation times unmodeled by the Kalman filter, there are no potential
stability problems when using this approach. An iteration rate of 1 Hz is generally ade-
quate for the Kalman filter. However, the Kalman filter cannot be designed independently
from the code tracking loop, since the two are so tightly coupled.

The tradeoff of levels of integration is obviously a complex issue that must be analyzed in
light of the mission requirements and environment, the hardware available, and the naviga-
tion processing architecture and flexibility 1201.

INTEGRATION DESIGN

GPS Quartz Clock Error Compensation

Besides the integration of the GPS and inertial system, the final system can benefit from
additional sensors usually found on the aircraft, such as the barometric altimeter. Also,
because of the importance of the quartz oscillator to the GPS solution, compensation of its
acceleration-dependent errors can improve performance and possibly enable further tracking
loop bandwidth reduction that would otherwise not be possible.

The decision to attempt to estimate the g-sensitive coefficients is strongly driven by two
factors: the expected magnitude of the sensitivities, and the stability of the sensitivi-
ties. The magnitude may be kept quite small by design, but can still represent a signifi-
cant error contributor in a high dynamic environment. The sensitivities must be fairly sta-
ble to permit estimation: when bth code and carrier tracking are maintained, estimates of
the g-sensitive coefficients must be sufficiently reliable to allow further bandwidth reduc-
tion when carrier tracking has been lost; thus, a minimum stability of several minutes is
required.

Given that online estimation is desired, the following analytical treatment should lead to
optimal estimation by the Kalman filter. The rate of change of user clock phase error can
be written as:

d= df +c . ab (1)

where:

c is the vector of coefficients to be estimated by the Kalman filter.
ab is the vehicle acceleration vector expressed in the body frame
dO is the nominal, g-insensitive frequency error of the clock

The body frame acceleration is sensed by the accelerometers, once they are gravity-compen-
sated. Since the accelerations can be fairly rapidly varying, Eq. (1) must either be inte-
grated numerically using a small timestep, or, equivalently, the analytic integral of the
body frame acceleration components must be calculated. This latter approach is preferred,
since the integral is readily found from the delta velocity outputs of the individual
accelerometers. Thus, if online estimation of the coefficient vector c is attempted, the
state transition matrix utilized by the Kalman filter will include delta velocity dependent
terms for propagating the clock phase error estimates.

Barometric Altimeter Aiding

A barometric altimeter is typically included in stand-alone inertial system integration for
damping of the otherwise unstable vertical loop. In a GPS/inertial integration, integration
of the altimeter is still a good idea for the GPS-out performance, and can aid poor vertical
geometry situations under nominal conditions.

Two basic options exist for using the barometric altimeter data:

conventional, constant gain damping of the INS vertical channel;

processing the barometric altimeter as a measurement to the Kalm-n filter.

The second option is generally preferred, since the vertical channel is effective_ stabi-
lized through the "optimal" Kalman filter gains, rather than a set of "ad hoc" fixed galns.
In addition, the barometric altimeter measurement will only be processed when GPS satellite
coverage is incomplete (as determined from the covariance matrix). Otherwise, the barome-
tric altimeter bias error is calibrated using an offline filter, such that calibrated
barometric altimeter data is available for measurement processing.

- .. . .. .~~~~~~~~~....... ..... ..... . . m m n e i m -c n n' -



Carrier Loop Aiding

The use of IMU-derived velocity information to aid the GPS carrier tracking loop offers the
potential for maintenance of carrier lock under fairly high jamming conditions. Normally,
when unaided, the carrier loop will unlock at a J/S ratio of roughly 41 dB under worst-case
dynamics. Under fairly ideal circumstances, IMU aiding can extend this threshold by 6-7 dB;
however, these ideal circumstances may be difficult to achieve in practice. In order to
maintain carrier lock, peak tracking errors must generally be kept to less than one quarter
of a wavelength, or roughly 5 centimeters. This constraint places very severe requirements
upon the IMU aiding:

* a very high update rate is required

timing delays must be kept to a few milliseconds

prediction algorithms, which estimate jerk levels from the delta-velocity
histories, are required

the IMU should be collocated with the GPS antenna

The last bullet arises due to possible uncompensated, flexible motion between the IMU and
GPS antenna, which can induce loss of carrier track. This -oncern jay make carrier loop
aiding impractical for some applications.
Code Loo Aiding

Unlike carrier loop aiding, rate aiding of the code loop when carrier lock has been lost is
typically performed by most integrated GPS/INS sets. Since the code loop can tolerate
tracking errors up to roughly fifteen meters, the accuracy requirements on IMU derived
velocity are much less stringent. The code loop aiding can be of two general forms:
"partitioned" or "integrated." They are illustrated for a single receiver channel in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively (from [191). The so-called partitioned approach basically
attempts to separate the signal tracking and navigation functions, rather than considering
them as a single integrated function, as in the integrated approach. As illustrated in
Figure 2, INS derived velocity, corrected by Kalman filter estimates, is summed with the
outputs of the code loop filter (simply a time varying gain), and used to drive the Numer-
ically Controlled Oscillator. Its output, denoted T, is supplied to the error detection
equations and passed to the Kalman filter as a pseudorange measurement. The outputs of the
integrate and dump circuit are passed to the detector equations every few milliseconds. The
detector outputs are then averaged by the prefilter and multiplied by the code loop gain.
Note that the loop closure is at a high ratP (e.g., every 20 msecs), even though the Kalman
filter velocity corrections are updated once per second. The integrated approach, illus-
trated in Figure 3, closes the code loop entirely through the Kalman filter, offering some
immediate advantages over the partitioned approach. The Kalman filter is able to adjust the
code loop bandwidth as a function of both the noise and dynamics environment of the
receiver, whereas the partitioned design's bandwidth (proportional to k) is adjusted only as
a function of the sensed noise environment. In addition, the integrated approach circum-
vents the well-known stability problem (191 associated with the partitioned approach, since
the filter processes (directly) the outputs of the code loop detector, i.e., it does not
process pseudoranges with unmodeled long correlation time error components.
Two, specific performance comparisons, abstracted from (19), are germane to the general high
performance aircraft applications. The first comparison corresponds to a vehicle flying
straight and level subjected to a steadily increasing jamming level input to all channels:
the J/S level was increased by roughly 5 dB every 100 seconds. Results for a single, repre-
sentative channel are plotted in Figure 4. Note that plus and minus one sigma values, com-
puted from the Kalman filter covariance matrix, are superimposed upon the code tracking loop
errors. The integrated approach exhibits a modest improvement: lock is lost at a J/S level
somewhere between 60 and 65 dB, whereas the partitioned approach loses lock at 60 dB. A
much more dramatic improvement is realized by the integrated approach when the vehicle i"
performing maneuvers, as illustrated in Figure 5. Here, the J/S level is set at 60 dB, and
the vehicle performs 5, 7, and 9g turns in succession, spaced roughly 120 seconds apart. As
evidenced by Figure 5, the partitioned approach loses lock shortly after the 5g turn,
whereas the integrated approach stays in lock through the 9g turn. The significant differ-
ence in performance can be attributed to the code loop bandwidth adjustments made by the
Kalman filter in response to the turns. To summarize, the integrated approach is preferred
in a dynamic environment. Given expected severe dynamics for the a high-performance aircraft
application, the integrated method for code loop aiding is the obvious selection.

11P LNTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Failure Tolerance Considerations

Failure tolerance can generally be enhanced through hardware and/or analytic redundancy
[21). Redundant inertial systems, e.g., a "dual quad" arrangement of gyros and accelerome-
ters, are often utilized, together with a parity checking algorithm to enable detection,
identification, and removal of failed instruments. Generally, to detect and isolate k fail-
ures requires 2k + 3 instruments sensing a three dimensional quantity, e.g., angular veloc-
ity. Thus, five gyros are required to detect and remove the effects of a single failure.
The "dual quad" mechanization, where two physically separated clusters of inertial instru-
ments (with three input axes along the edges of a cube, and the fourth along the diagcnal),
is motivated by the potential loss of a single cluster. At any time, only one cluster is
used for navigation. Detection of a failure in the active cluster (which requires only 4
gyros) activates the second cluster.
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In addition to detecting "hard" tailures, where the instrument produces no useful output, it
may also be desirable to compensate for "soft" failures (corresponding to degraded instru-
ment operation). Statistical tests on Kalman filter residuals, coupled with hypothesis
testing for the failure mode is generally used, and can provide some measure of analytic
redundancy.

For smaller and low cost aircraft applications, use of redundant IMU hardware may be too
costly and/or occupy too large a volume. If redundant IMU hardware is not available, a
backup capability should be supplied, i.e., a GPS only navigation mode [3). Transitioning
to this mode is triggered by Built-In-Test (BIT) detection of a gyro and/or accelerometer
failure, and involves a redefinition and restructuring of the Kalman filter. The Kalman
filter, up to the downmoding, has been estinating errors in the INS solution. These states
must therefore be redefined to represent errors in the current best estimates of vehicle
state; the Kalman filter must operate as an extended Kalman filter following the detected
IMU failure.

Generally speaking, GPS failures are more easily accommodated than IMU failures. The lock
detection schemes are fairly reliable, and the integrated navigation solution will degrade
gracefully to a calibrated inertial system when GPS measurements are unavailable. There is
a specific, possible soft failure mechanism for GPS worthy of specific attention. In a very
heavy jamming state, it is generally very difficult for a GPS receiver to determine if code
lock has been maintained with reasonable confidence. Thus, it is possible that invalid
pseudorange measurements can be passed to the Kalman filter. As a minimum, the Kalman fil-
ter should be made insensitive to this; in addition, with the integrated code loop aiding
scheme proposed, the Kalman filter can be utilized in determining the receiver lock status.
Several methods can be used to desensitize the filter to suspect pseudoranges, including
delaying the correction of the filter state until lock can be determined with certainty,
maintaining two parallel Kalman filters (with one filter avoiding the suspect measurements)
until lock is determined with some certainty, and delaying measurement updates. Of these
three alternatives, the last apprcach is preferred due to its simplicity: no additional
computations are required; rather, the filter needs only to accommodate a variable update
interval.

Measurement Timetaoging

In an integrated GPS/Inertial system the inertial is informing the GPS receiver tracking
loops of sensed dynamics. Obviously, if this information arrives "late," the trackino loop
may have already suffered the consequences of the dynarics. The challenge in an operational
installation is to auhieve near-instantaneous information transfer from the inertial to the
35 receiver so that no latency exists [141.

Inertial System Resets

When an inertial system is calibrated, there exists a tradeoff of whether to "reset" the
gyros, in a closed 'oop fashion, or to simply carry the drift value in software as an open
loop implementation. The only problem arises when the cumulative inertial drift is outside
of a linear range, after which the system models are inadequate and system performance suf-
fers. This is especially noticeable when the system is force to degrade to (calibrated)
inertial standalone mode due to loss of GPS tracking.

Most gyLub pLoviae ror resetting of the drift, but the penalty is temporary confusion of the
integration Kalman filter which does not expect to see discontinuous changes in the error
sources.

KAIJ4AN FILTER FORMULATION

A typical state vector for integration of GPS with an inertial system is illustrated in
Eq. (2). As indicated, a total of 17 states are modeled.

d INS position errors

Ay INS velocity errors

A INS attitude errors

da INS accelerometer biases (2)
d
c
o INS gyro drift rates

d GPS user clock phase error
df GPS user clock frequency error

The first 9 states are required to accurately model the INS error dynamics. Note that baro-
rretric altimeter error is not included, since it is assumed th .t conventional damping of the
INS vertical channel is not performed. Instead, the baro altimeter is processed as a mea-
surement to the Kalman filter. The decision to include instrument error sources (i.e.,
accelerometer and gyro errors) is driven by the expected mission: reliable estimates of the
instrument errors can significantly improve navigation performance during periods of GPS
outage. Possible additional states include accelerometer and gyro scale factor errors, gyro
g-sensitive drift, and receiver clock g-sensitive coefficients (a total of 12 additional
states). Their inclusion is driven by the expected dynamic environment. The fundamental
INS error states (i.e., position, velocity, and attitade) can generally be represented in
any frame. For processing the GPS measurements, an ECEF frame is optimal. This implies
that the slowly varying transformation between ECEF and geographic frames be included in the
Kalman filter state dynamics and process noise covariance matrices, since instrument errors
are usually defined in the geographic (for local level implementation) or body frame (for
strapdown implementations). The process noise covariance matrix is intended to represent
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the effects of unmodeled IMU error sources, so is usually computer dynamicaliy as a functCn
of sensed specific force ,nd angular velocity.

The measurement processing functions performed by the Kalman filter are dependent upon the
jamming state of the GPS receiver. In an unjammed state, when both code and carrier track-
ing loops are in lock, both pseudorange and deltarange measurements are available to the
Kalman filter. The pseudorange measurement residual is found by subtracting the range esti-
mated using the best estimate of vehicle position (formed by correcting the INS-based posi-
tion with the current estimates of INS position error) and the position of the GPS satellite
computed from the ephemeris data, and the best estimate of the clock phase error:

PREO= PR," - (K d0)

The measurement gradient vector is given by:

hl" = 1,4 0 1 031

where u is a unit line of sight vector to the satellit of interest. Thus, the INS position
errors and the user clock phase error are directly observable in the pseudorange measure-
ment. The deltarange measurement, since it is formed by differencing carrier phase esti-
-cles over a predetermined time interval, requires that the best estimate of position Le
.puted at both ends of the interval:

DRS DRMEAS- [(RS - SR) * (dsP - dOsR) 3

where RSR best estimate of the range to the GPS satellite of interest at the start
of the deltarange interval

Rsp best estimate of the range to the GPS satellite of interest at the end of
the deltarange interval

Computation of the measurement gradient vector for the deltarange measurement requires cal-
culation of the pseudorange gradients at the ends of the interval and the inverse of the
state transition matrix over the interval. Thus, INS velocity and attitude error, in addi-
tion to modeled instrument errors, and user clock frequency error are directly observable in
the deltarange measurement.

In a jammed state, carrier tracking has been lost and the code tracking loop is aided by INS
derived velocity. In this case, only pseudorange measurements are available for processing
by the Kalman filter, and the measurement processing function is dependent upon the aiding
approach. In the so-called partitioned approach, the equations are the same as those used
in the unjammed state. However, caution must be exercised, since the pseudorange errors can
have very long time constants, owing to the reduced bandwidth of the code tracking loop.
This is the source of the well-known stability problem associated with this configuration.
As a minimum, the rate of processing the pseudorange measurements should be reduced to avoid
contamination of the estimates by the correlated pseudorange error component. In the inte-
grated approach, on the other hand, no p-tential stability problem -xists, so the measure-
tent update rate need not be constrained. However, the pseudorange residual equation must
be changed, owing to the different code tracking loop configuration. Since the Kalman fil-
ter effectively closes the code loop for the integrated design, the output of the code loop
detector (averaged over 1 second or more) represent the Kalman filter residual, and can be
input to the measurement update equations as such.

CONCLUSIONS

GPS and inertial integration is a complex subject whose design depends on mission require-
ments as well as the sensors and processing resources. Jamming immunity and continued accu-
rate navigation once GPS is lost are major objectives of the integration. Ir spite of the
system complexity, the performance potential is a tremendous improvement over either system
in isolation, and sophisticated integration schemes with emphasis on thorough data process-
ing can minimize the cost of components and, hence, system cost. With such potential, it is
likely that most military and many civil applications will incorporate some level of
-i /inertial integratlon.
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AIDING AND INTEGRATION OF A GPS RECEIVER
Lt. Cdr. Per W. Nieuweiaar

Naval Materiel Command
Norway

SUMMARY

The need for receiver aiding due to contingencies such as satellite outages.
jamming, and terrain masking is described: alternative aiding methods are also
described, such as:

o Integration GPS/INS or Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS)
o Integration GPS and barn-altimeter
o Integration GPS and atomic clock
o Use of altitude hold or mean sea level information
o Integration of GPS/Transit/LORAN C and/or Omega.

i. INTRODUCTION

The GPS system is usually described as an all weather, global, day and night
navigation system. Unfortunately. situations occur where performance is degraded.
There will be times when only a limited number of satellites are available. The GPS
receiver can also use aiding to improve its operation. It can Lse time aiding to
reduce time to first fix (TTFF) and to perform direct P-code acquisition. In
addition, the receiver can use velocity and position aiding to improve its signal
processing and to maintain lock under jamming and/or high dynamics. A GPS receiver is
also well suited for integration with other navigation systems such as INS.

2. AREAS OF DEGRADED PERFORMANCE

There will be situations wherein the GPS user cannot achieve high accuracy navi
gation using GRS, because of poor satellite geometry, reduced pseudo range accuracy
output from one or more satellites, satellite failure, satellite shadowing, or the
limited number of satellites available duri.g constellation buildup- Consequently.
GPS will nave variable performance, depending on user location and time, due to
satellite geometry and availability. In addition, each individual satellite will
perform differently and provide a different level of pseudo range accuracy.

2.1 Poor Satellite Geometry

With the planned constellation of 18 satellites and three active spares, the,
will be short periods during the day, in some locations, when the position diluilt ,
precision (PDOP) will be high due to satellite geometry. The term. "area of deora ed
performance." is used to describe an area where the PDOP is greater than six durng a
24 hour period. These areas are shown in Figure 1. Most GPS users will have 7-f
ficient navigation accuracy using IPS as a stand alone system even if the Pixi iS
great'r than six. Many OPS users can navigate safely with navigat ion ac-c: cy ot
hundreds of meters (snips in the open ocean, aircraft enroute over ocean:. -tr and
can, therefore, use GPS even with a PDOP value of SO to 100 or more. The ilatiunshi-
between PDOP, pseudo range accuracy, and position accuracy is shown in Fm ure 2

The PDOP can exceed six in some formations for up to 1 hr per day, but most urea
of degraded performance last less than 0.5 hr per day (Figure 1). A PfiP or, at r than
l0 will occur for 37 min per day in i few locations. but most areas will ,nly la,-
between 15 and 30 min (Figure 3). A PdliP greater than SO will only occur fI r I-
than 4 min a day in any area of degraded performance (Figure 4).

2.3 Reduced Ranging Signal Accuracy Output from One or More Satellites

The range error due to control- and user ceIment error sho.lld he ,n the order )f
to 4 m. Control segment problems or satellite failurt; could result in a larger

range error for one or more Fatellite signals This. combined with the geometry
factor (PDOF). will increase the user's peritio error. The impact ot increased
pseudo range error depends on qomet ry, irr(t sio,, and on how many and which
satellites are ni9ed in the (CPR receiver navigation solution. An ill! t taton of tlt.
mpact. it all satellite!; Ocxporionce the same door dati n due t, a . nm-s.
error, is given in Figure 2.

2.4 Satellite Failure

If cne or more of the 21 satellites tails, 'here wiIi i i. mnq- perio o '! f igh
P OP over broader areas, and less than lour satellites in view. 14ew nq Ihess time
periods will be. in what Iceations. , - , depends on whi,- satoll f .

2., Satellite Shadowing

The satellite signal -an f, 5hidswed from the receiv- anteso:),, terrrat
shadowinq or shadowing duo to hrst vehicle (HV) maneuverinq
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2.6 Satellite Shadowing

The buildup of the satellite constellation will take 2 to 3 years. In the interim
there will be a limitod number of satellites availanle for navigation, often with
unfavorable geometry.

3. AIDING INPUTS

The following inputs can be used to aid a uPS receiver in acquiring or tracking on
CPS satellite signals:

o Position
o Velocity
o Acceleration
o Time
o Roll
o Pitch
o Heading
o Altitude
o HV Fixed Lever Arm

Aiding is riquired where host vehicle dynamics, jamming, or lack of satellites can
preclude a GPS receiver from generating a valid PVT solution. The role of aiding in
improving the receiver operation during a period of bad geometry or lack of satellite
coverage is shown in Figure 5.

3.1 Position Aiding

When a CPS receiver is first initialized for operation, its approximate position
is required to minimize satellite acquisition time. The accuracy requirement f3r the
U.S. DoD program for position information is .100 km o

f 
actual CPS receiver location.

3.2 Velocity Aiding

Velocity aiding is normally supplied to a tPS receiver during initialization,
similar to the position aiding information just described. The aiding requirement for

the velocity aiding data during initialization is +100 m/s of actual uPS receiver
velocity to ensure that satellite acquisition time is within specification. During
normal receiver operation, velocity is used as an input te the receiver Kalman
filter. The inputs are used for measurement preprocessing, as well as for receiver
aiding. Preprocessing provides estimates of pseudo-range, delta-range, and pseudo
range acceleration for use by the receiver processor. Velocity aiding of the code
tracking is required during state three (code tracking only) operations.

3.3 Acceleration Aiding

Acceleration aiding is normally not provided to a GPS receiver per se. Instead.
velocity aiding data is supplied at a sufficiently high data rate (8 HZ or more) such
that the time rate of velocity thange (i.e., acceleration) is available for receiver
aiding.

3.4 Time Aiding

Time aiding can be used during the initialization process, similar to position and
velocity data, as previously described. The time accuracy requirement is +20 sec
relative to UTC. This is to ensure that satellite acquisition time is within the
specification. Time aiding, if sufficiently accurate, con also be used during the
satellite acquisition process. This is to enable a direct P-code acquisition withot
first acquiring the C/A code.

This type of time aiding is relevant to host vehicles such as submarines, where
minimum exposure time of the GPS antenna on the 0-ean surface is of prime importance.
An atomic time standard is necessary to enable direct P code acquisition. An atomic
time standard may also be used to aid a GPS receiver when trackirg less than four
satellites. During normal receiver operation, four pseudo ranges are required to
Solve for the unknown quantities of position (X. Y. 7) and receiver clock bias c05
An atomic standard can be substituted for 4t and the unknown vilbes or X, Y. and Z
"an still be celeulated when trackinq only three satellites.

3.5 Attitude Aiding

Attitude aiding in tie form of roll, pitch, and heading is ,,sed. together with
lever arm corrections, by a (iPs receiver to propaqare the navigation solution to a
position in the host vehicle other than at the SiPS receiver antenna. Normally. an
aided PS receiver will propagate its navigation solution to the center of the aiding
s¢#urce, i. .. to the gimbal center of an INS. Attitude aiding is also used to
transform position and velocity aiding parameters into earth centered earth fixed
(FCEF) coordinates. if necessary. A tIPS receiver usually does all internal calcu
lations in FEF before carrying out any coordinate transformations on any data. On
ships, attitude aiding is used to compensate for antenna motion. and. together with
water speed and qyro compass heading information, to d

,  
relative course and speed

Ca lct, I at ions.



3.6 Altitude Aiding

3.6.1 Altitude Aiding for an Airborne Receiver

An airborne GPS receiver can use baro-altimeter aiding data as a Kalman filter
measurement, Long term altimeter errors are calibrated during periods of four-

satellite operations. Subsequently. when less than four satellites are being tracked.
the calibrated baro-altimeter data is used as a known Z value in the four unknowns of

X. Y. Z. and Cb. Baro-altimeter calibration values are deweighted over a 1000-sec
time interval, a rather large time period when aircraft operations are considered. In
simulations of high-dynamic platforms, when tracking three satellites augmented with
bare-altimeter aiding, a gradual loss of vertical position accuracy has been pre
dicted. Errors of up to 60 m in vertical position information are likely to occur

after 500 sec of operation with three satellites and baro-altimeter aiding.

3.6.2 Altitude Aiding for a Shipborne Receiver

A GPS receiver used by surface ships and submarines close to t urface implies
that the receiver knows its altitude and, therefore, can use three satellites and
altitude to obtain a navigation solution. This assumption is only partially true.

because the altitude information based on "the receiver is on the ocean Furface" is

not sufficient for the receiver to use as altitude input to its navigation solution.

3.6.2.1 GPS Receiver Computed Altitude

The CPS receiver calculates its position in ECEF coordinates and converts the

position (X. Y. and heights above the geoid) into the datum specified by the operator

(e.g.. ED 50, WGS 84). This is the most accurate altitude information normally
available to the receiver and use of four satellites with good geometry will provide
the most accurate navigation solution. The receiver can, therefore, be described as
using the horizontal part of a 3-D navigation solution during normal 2-D operation.

3.6.2.2 Use of Mean Sea Level Look-Up Table

Most GPS receivers will have a look-up table for mean sea level (MSL) that
contains data for a global grid with algorithms for interpolation. The MSL is
normally within 0.5 to 1.0 m of the geoid to which the WGS 84 datum is related. if
the receiver knows its height above MSL, the conversion to an altitude expressed in
ECEF-coordinates can be done. Most receivers operate with a 10- x 10-deg MSL look-up
table and MSL values for positions within a 10- x 10-deg square must be found by
interpolation. Such a look-up table is not accurate enough to provide good altitude
aiding to a shipborne receiver. If the MSL look-up table is expanded to a I- x 1-deg
grid. the maximum altitude error will be on the order of .4.5 m with an RMS error of

0.6 m. according to the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency (DMA). The use of three satel-
lites and altitude information from the MSL look-up table should be as accurate as
using four satellites with good geometry. External altitude is the same as placing

one satellite in the center of the earth; using the PDOP and VDOP will therefore be
better than PDOP and vertical dilution of precision (VDOP) based on four satellites.

The MSL look-up table gives MSL altitude information only and does not take into
account the daily variances due to tide, air pressure change, etc, A tide table can

be included in the receiver data base and local/daily sariances can be corrected by
the receiver when it navigates with four satellites with good geometry. The receiver
will then have very accurate altitude aiding available when the receiver does not have
four satellites with good geometry in view due to the satellite constellation and/or
shadowing.

3.6.2.2.1 The Advantage of Using a 1 x 1-deg MSL Look Up Table

The major advantage of using a 1 x I-deg MSL look-up table instead of altitude

hold is that it can be used by a receiver that starts receiving, having no altitude
information in its memory and only three satellites in view. In this case, the
receiver does not have to wait for four satellites to be visible to -brain altitude
information. This feature is useful for a submarine that does not have sufficient

time aiding (no clock or only an uncalibrated atomic clock). Another user might be a

ship close to an obstruction that limits the number of visible satellites when the
receiver is turned on before departure and no altitude information is stored in the

receiver.

3.6.2.2.2 The Disadvantage of Using a I- x I-deg MSL Look-Up Table

The disadvantage with the I- x 1-deg MSL look-up tabl- is that it requires

approximately 0.5 Mb additional memory in the receiver. The MSL data can be stored

and computed outside the receiver if the necessary memory is not available in the

receiver and only the altitude value to the receiver is 7vailable.

3.7 Host Vehicle Fixed Lever Arm

The GPS receiver uses lever arm corrections to offset the generated navigation

solution from the nominal GPS antenna location to a HV reference point. The lever arm
corrections are only used within the GPS receiver when an external attitude aiding

source, such as an INS, is available. The navigation solution should then be

propagated to the center of the aiding source, as the HV reference point, to simplify



computations. A lever arm vector is provided to the CPS receiver as a vector between
the CPS antenna and the nost vehicle reference point.

If attitude aiding is removed from the GPS receiver, the navigation solution
automatically reverts back to the CPS antenna location. More than one set of lever
arm corrections may be stored in the GPS receiver. This is useful for installations
having more than one INS aiding source or. in the case of big ships, where position
and/or velocity information for different locations on board the ship may te of
interest. However. only one attitude aiding source should be used by the CPS receiver
at any one time. Hence, the propagated navigation solution will only incorporate the
one set of lever arm corrections applicable to the particular aiding source that is
providing aiding data to the CPS receiver. Should the aiding source be changed, the
lever arm corrections will change automatically within the CPS receiver.

3.8 Combination of Satellites and External Aiding

When only four GPS satellites are in view. the GPS receiver uses either the four
pseudo range measurements available, regardless of geometry, or use external aiding
instead of one or more satellites. Navigation accuracy using the four available
satellites may be degraded because of poor satellite geometry and/or high pseudo-range
errors. If the receiver has an external atomic clock, a calibrated baroaltimeter, or
(if a seaborne receiver) accurate receiver height above MSL available, the receiver
should be able to choose between two options:

" Use the four GPS satellites available, based on PDOP and User Range Accuracy
(URA).

o Use the number of satellites and external aiding that give the best PDOP and
URA.

The selection could be done automatically by the CPS receiver or as an operator
interaction with the CPS receiver.

4. POSSIBLE CPS INTEGRATIONS

4.1 Introduction

It is possible to operate a CPS receiver in several configurations, according to
the aiding data available to the receiver. Implementations can range from a simple.
stand-alone 0PS receiver to one that is coupled with an INS. an altimeter, and a
time-aiding source. The integration level will largely depend on particular mission
requirements for navigation data accuracy and availability. Therefore, navigation
system managers need to clearly examine the mission requirements before deciding on
the CPS integration level necessary to adequately support military operations.

A single CPS receiver may be capable of operating in several distinct modes,
depending on the aiding data available. The measurements data that could be
incorporated into a GPS Kalman filter and the type of information it is possible to
provide in the state vector output are shown in Figure 6. For example, a stand alone
GPS receiver implementation would have only pseudo range and delta range measurements
input to the Kalman filter, with outputs of p. v. a. and Cb. At the other extreme.
it would be possible to incorporate all measurements listed in Figure 6 through use of
an INS. air data computer, and atomic time standard, and to provide all outputs listed
for the state vector. The following paragraphs describe some of the more common GPS
integrations that are now being used by the military.

The examples given cover a stand alone CPS receiver, a GPS/INS integration, and a
GPS/doppler integration. Baro altimeter aiding is a (relatively simple) option for
each of the integrations described.

4.2 CPS Nominal Solution

A GPS receiver, which has broad application, has an internal Kalman filter that
can incorporate satellite measurements and external aiding data into the navigation
solution. Depending on the quality of aiding data available to the CPS receiver, the
Kalman filter will adapt to the appropriate configuration.

4.3 CPS Stand Alone

A CPS receiver can be operated in a stand alone configuration with no position.
velocity, acceleration, or attitude aiding available to it. Altitude aiding may be
available, but is unnecessary. When operating as a stand alone navigator, the CPS
receiver is said to be operating in the position velocity acceleration (PVA) mode.
There are 12 states in the Kalman filter when operating in the PVA mode: 3 position
corrections, 3 velocity corrections, 3 acceleration corrections. 2 clock corrections.
and I baro altimeter bias.

Note: ECEF coordinates are used for all position, velocity, and acceleration
quantities internal to the CPS receiver. External aiding data is converted to ECEF
tormat before incorporation into the Kalman filter Normally, a 0PS receiver
operating in the PVA mode needs to have valid pseudo range and delta range
measurements to four satellites to produce a valid navigation solution. Should the



number of satellites drop to three, a valid navigation solution is still possible
provided altitude aiding is available. If altitude aiding is not available, the GPS
receiver will assume the last valid altitude solution and continue to generate new
horizontal solutions. Naturally, the accuracy of the horizontal solution will depend
on how accurately the GPS receiver is located with respect to the assumed altitude.

4.4 GPS/INS Mode

One c, *he most common integrations of a CPS reeiver in military aircraft is in
combinatioi, .'th an INS. The INS provides position, velocity, attitude, and attitude
rate data to the GPS receiver. Bareo-altitude aiding may also be available, but is not
necessary in the INS mode. Attitude aiding is used in conjunction with lever arm
corrections to project the GPS navigation solution to the INS gimbal center.

Attitude data is also used in sequential tracking GPS receivers to transform
velocity aiding data into ECEF coordinates if necessary. There are 12 states in the
Kalman filter in the INS mode: 3 position errors, 3 velocity errors. 3 platform tilt
errors. 1 clock corrections, and I baro-altimeter bias. Using a GPS receiver under
high dynamics and in areas of high jamming threat virtually dictates the use of an INS
as an aiding source to ensure adequate GPS performance. Velocity aiding of the code
tracking loops ensures continued generation of a valid GPS navigation solution even
under high dynamic situations (5 . G). Additionally. velocity aiding of the GPS
receiver tracking loops improves the receivers anti jam capability. The GPS correction
vector for the INS mode may be used to reset INS outputs to remove position, velocity.
and tilt errors within the INS. However. INS errors such as accelerometer biases and
gyro bias corrections are not estimated by the GPS receiver. If these additional
correction terms are required for a particular integration, these correction terms
would need to be calculated in a mission computer Kalman filter located external to
the GPS receiver and the INS.

4.5 GPS/DRS Mode

It is possible to provide velocity- and attitude-aiding data of lesser quality
than an INS to a GPS receiver. This aiding is commonly referred to as the Dead
Reckoning System (DRS) mode. Examples of the DRS mode would be use of doppler radar
velocities combined with attitude information from an Altitude Heading Reference
System (AHRS). Alternate velocity sources, such as from a central air data computer
(CADC). could also be used in the DRS mode. Barn-altitude aiding may be available,
but is not necessary for the DRS mode. There are nine states in the Kalman filter in
the DRS mode: 3 position errors, 3 velocity errors. 2 clock corrections and 1
bazo-altimeter bias. The velocity aiding provided in the DRS mode improves code loop
tracking performance during state three operations, thus extending the level of jam-
ming that the GPS receiver can sustain under jamming conditions.

4.6 Integration of a GPS Receiver and an Atomic Clock

A GPS receiver should be capable of receiving and providing precise time via a
dedicated interface. Precise time input to a GPS receiver can be used for: reducing
TTFF. direct P-code acquisition, and use of a clock instead of one satell'te in the
navigation solution.

The precise time output can be used for several applications, but one important
application is to calibrate an external atomic clock with GPS-derived UTC time. which
in turn can feed precise time to the GPS receiver later, if necessary.

4.6.1 Reduced Time to First Fix

Time to first fix (TTFF) is defined in U.S. Government GPS program specification
SSU-200 as ". the elapsed time from the initial demand on a set that has been
turned on for longer than 5 minutes to the subsequent display/output of present
position and time.. The TTFF can be reduced somewhat by using a precise time
input for initialization of the GPS receiver.

4.6.2 Direct P-code Acquisition

A P-code GPS receiver should always attempt to acquire P code directly before
attempting a C/A-ccde acquisition with handover to P-code tracking. This allows for
shorter TTFF for direct P-code acquisition than going via C/A-code acquisition. It
also enables use of L 2 only if L 1 is not available, and it avoids the risk of
using a "spoofed" C/A-code on L. The specified time available for direct P-code
acquisition limits the allowable initial offset of the GPS receiver's P-code generator

from the incoming P code signal from the satellite.

4.6.3 Aiding of the GPS Receiver Using an Internal or External Time Reference

The problem of limited satellite visibility and/or bad satellite geometry, as
described previously, has several solutions. One possible solution is to use an
accurate clock to "coast through" the periods when less than four satellites are
available. The GPS receiver needs four satellite pseudo-ranges to determine the GPO
receiver position (X. Y. and Z) and the GPS receiver clock offset Cb. If only three
satellites are available, the GPS receiver car assume that its time reference is
correct and treat the three available satellite range measurements as actual ranges
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instead of as pseudo-ranges. There are two possible ways of using the receiver clock
as GPS system time:

" Use the receiver clock or an external clock without any corrections to its
previously calculated bias and drift.

o Include the internal or external clock frequency and phase offset and drift
rate in the GPS receiver Kalman filter and apply corrections to the clock
continuously.

If the GPS receiver is shipborne or stationary with known height, then only three
satellites are necessary for normal operation. In this -ase, only two satellites are
necessary when an atomic clock is available.

4.6.3.1 Use of an Uncorrected Clock

If the GPS receiver clock or an external clock is used to maintain GPS time during
degraded performanc- and the clock frequency, phase bias. and drift have not been
calculated when the GPS receiver starts to navigate with three satellites, the
position accuracy will deteriorate rapidly depending on the quality of the clock and
the disturbances that the clock experiences (e.g.. accelerations and shock). The GPS
receiver clock that is normally used has a drift rate of 10-10 sec/sec. Thus,
position error will grow to 100 m (95 percent) in a few seconds. An uncalibrated
atomic clock with a stability of 10

- 1
3 sec/sec will keep the GPS receiver within a

100-m (95 percent) position error for several minutes.

4.6.3.2 Use of a Kalman Filter Model for Clock Error

The clock used for the receiver time reference can be monitored by the receiver's
Kalman filter such that the clock frequency, phase bias, and drift are known when the
receiver starts to navigate with only three satellites. This also applies for a
two-satellites-only situation if receiver altitude also is known. The corrections for
the clock frequency, phase bias, and drift can then be used to maintain accurate GPS
system time. What accuracy can be maintained and for how long a time depends on the
error models and the disturbances of the clock during the outage period. Examples of
such disturbances are: temperature changes, pressure changes, crystal aging, accel-
erations, and vibrations. The method of using a clock instead of a satellite is not
recommended as a permanent solution, but rather to help the CPS receiver operate
during short periods when only a limited set of satellites is available.

4.7 Integrated GPS/AHRS

An AHRS is similar to an INS except that only host vehicle attitude, attitude
rates, heading, and acceleration information is available (no position). The cost of
an AHRS and the quality of the output information is lower than that of a conventional
INS. However, the GPS receiver can provide three-dimensional, bounded velocity infor-
mation to the AHRS that will improve the AHRS output information (e.g.. roll, pitch.
heading, and attitude rates). An AHRS can be used for short-term fill-in of velocity
information if GPS receiver outputs are lost (Figure 7.) Potentially. AHRS velocity
could also aid the GPS receiver tracking loops during short periods of jamming or high
dynamics. The integrated GPS/AHRS may become a direct replacement for a high-quality
INS. The estimated cost of an integrated GPS/AHRS is less than one-half that of a
stand-alone INS. Additionally. yearly maintenance costs are expected to be one-third
that of an INS.

4.8 Hybrid Systems

Many military applications require continuous navigation information under a
variety of stringent operating conditions; unfortunately, GPS alone cannot always
fulfill these stringent requirements. Under these circumstances, a hybrid navigation
system that combines the outputs of two or more different navigation systems may be
used.

Such a hybrid system makes use ot the more desirable features of each navigation
system to provide continuous navigation data at the highest accuracy level possible,
commensurate with the prevailing circumstances. The examples that follow indicate how
CPS may be combined with other navigation systems for specific military applications.

4.8.1 Hybrid GPS/INS

For military GPS applications that must operate under high dynamics or in areas of
heavy jamming, a good hybrid navigation solution is obtained by combining the long
term, high accuracy of a GPS receiver with the short term, high accuracy of INS.
Present GPS/INS applications involve the use of an external mission computer that
estimates the INS error states through use of a system Kalman filter. In such a
system, there may be three separate Kalman filters involved, resident in the GPS
receiver, the INS, and mission computer. In hybrid GPS/INS applications it is only
necessary to have a single Kalman filter to process the lPS and INS data. Then. the
sole Kalman filter processes lPS pseudo-range and delta-range measurements along with
the INS outputs of specific force, acceleration, etc. The Kalman filter produces a
system navigation solution based on the lPS and INS measurements that generates error
correction terms for propagating accurate INS data. A hybrid GPS/INS offers several



advantages. First, a hybrid can incorporate a single pseudo-range measurement into
the filter to bound the INS information in a single dimension during periods of poor
satellite coverage. Thus. greater CPS redundance is available when compared with a
normal CPS PVT solution, which normally requires a minimum of three satellites to
produce a valid result. A hybrid GPS/INS also eliminates possible integration prob-
lems that could arise when cascaded Kalman filters are implemented in integrations
having separate CPS. INS. and mission computer components. A hybrid GPS/INS may also
offer considerable cost savings to the military when compared with the separate pur-
chase of navigation sensors that would then have to be integrated. A hybrid OPS/INS
is selfcontained and will provide a continuous output of navigation data, based on the
best measurement data available at the time. A hybrid system also permits the use of
a much cheaper, medium-to-low-quality INS without experiencing appreciable degradation
in navigation accuracy over short periods of OPS non-availability. This can lead to
significant cost savings in the purchase of hybrid GPS/INS equipment.

An alternate method of implementing a hybrid GPS/INS navigation system is to keep
the GPS solution separate from the INS solution, and to use the GPS-generated PVT data
directly in the INS Kalman filter for error correction. Such an approach provides
good system redundance: if the INS portion of the system fails, a valid GPS solution
would still be available to the operator. System architecture in this approach main-
tains adequate separation of GPS and INS functions such that a single point failure
will not mean the loss of the total system. Such separation extends to individual
power supplies for each of the functional modules within the hybrid system.

4.8.2 Hybrid GPS/Transit/Omega

An interim solution to current limited worldwide CPS satellite coverage is to have
a hybrid system using the best data available at the time from each of OPS. Transit.
and Omega. Navigation system measurements from all three systems can be used to
generate an optimum system solution. Naturally, if four GPS satellites are available
and PDOP is within limits, the Transit and Omega measurement data is not required.

In view of the launch problems the U.S. Government has experienced, it will be
some time before a full CPS satellite constellation is operational. Thus, a hybrid
system such as described here can provide many years of useful navigation data. Some
manufacturers are producing hybrid CPS equipment and some companies are also offering
retrofit CPS kits for installation in existing Transit/Omega receivers. This hybrid
option offers the benefit of allowing current users of Transit and/or Omega to eval-
uate CPS with respect to normal operational usage.

4.8.3 Hybrid GPS/LORAN-C

Another temporary solution to the current limited CPS satellite coverage is to
combine a GPS receiver with a LORAN C receiver. When GPS satellites are in view. the
position information can be used to calibrate the LORAN-C receiver for daily and local
effects. When CPS satellites are no longer in view, the calibrated LORAN-C receiver
is used as a stand-alone system. When CPS satellites become visible again, the
LORAN-C data can be used to initialize the CPS receiver and, therefore, to reduce
acquisition time. A combination of LORAN-C and GPS data can also be uued to produce a
position solution.
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CIVIL AND MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF GPS
HANS J. KUNZE. Lt Cmdr
USAF. Space Division

P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles. California. USA 90009

SUMMARY

The objectives of this paper are to give an overview of military and civil dppllcaiofiz
of the Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS). to discuss the resulting benefit- tbr rhe
users, and to present a planned system development that will Vtovide te user communi'y
with the GPS information, such as overall system status or satellit data. required f,,r
their mission.

The GPS was originally designed by the U.S. Department of Defense lDop) to satisfy the
operational need for a global, highly accurate, and survivable navigation .ystem provid:nq
position, velocity, and time. Civilian use of GPS was fostered by toe Interoition l Marl
time Satellite (INMARSAT) Act of 1978, which lmits proliferation of federally funded rd1,il
navigation systems, and by Senate Resolution b9 and flouse Resolution 190 fZep/Ort 1983).
which resolved that the GPS should be expedited for the civil sector.

Factor that led the DOD to introduce the GPS into th.ir Armed Force included its
ability to significantly enhance mission performance, coordination ot fore elements t
multiple services/nations, and, ultimately, weapon delivery accuracy. During all phases
of the CPS program, tests and evaluations were performed; some of the test results are
presented in this paper.

Since the decision was made to make the GPS signal available to the civil uscr
community, a broad range of applications developed. The use of lIPS is not only applied t,

the traditional areas of navigation, i.e. air, marine, and land. but also to the expandinq
area of space navigation. The system is becoming increasingly important in other applies
tions as well. such as timing and frequency, surveying, and science. This illustrates the
diverse range of applications, hence only a brief overview can be given, focusing on a flw
specific examples.

With the number of military and civil users growing, the need for GPS informtion is
steadily increasing. The DOD has identified a requirement to establish a system for the
processing, display, and distribution of GPS status and capability information. Based on
requirements from respective user groups, it is planne to distribute GPS data to military
and civil users. In August 1987, on request from the DOD. the U.S. Department of Trans
portation (DOT) agreed to be the focal point for the civil user community and to assume
principal oversight and management responsibility for a civil GPS data distribution system.

S. INTRODUCTION

The GPS was developed to satisfy the military operational need for a prccise navigatior
system providing global, highly accurate, position and velocity data in three dimensions
and time, and to obviate proliferation of the navigation systems presently required in
performance of various missions.

The system was designed such that it eliminates the shortcomings of existing navigation
systems, e.g., short range, line-of-sight, atmospheric intluerces, reliability and sjrviv
ability, degradation of accuracy over time (Inertial Navigation System INSI, etc, Hence,
the major benefits of GPS are design inherent, i.e.. a highly survivable. space based sys
tem providing continuous global coverage, a common reference grid, all weather and passive
operation, jamming resistance of signal, and an unlimited number of users. These advan
rages potentially allow GPS users to eliminate the cost for logistic support of groune
based radio navigation systems, except for U.S. funding of the GPS control seqment.
Integration of the GPS and a self-contained system, such as an INS. could improve the
jamming resistance and the navigation accuracy of this integrated system and achieve
substantial cost savings (up to 50 percent) compared to a high quality INS.

In the Federal Radio Navigation Plan (FRP. which delineates policies and plans for
federally-provided radio navigation eystcms, the US. Covc.rnment has identified the need
to consolidate and reduce the number of radio navigation systems operated by either the
U.S. Department of Defense or the U.S. Department of Transportation. The 1986 FRP states
that the DOD plans to phase out military use of LORAN-C and OMEGA by 1994 and VOR/DME and
Land-Based TACAN by 1997. to replace ILS with MLS. and to discontinue oprration of Transit
by 1996 (replacing it with GPS). The DoT calls for a transition period of 1 years to
discontinue federal operation of VOR/DME, or OMEGA after a decision has been made based on
some basic ground rules: Phase out world be keyed to resolution of the GPS accuracy.
coverage, integrity, and financial issues after GPS is fully operational: the GPS would
have to meet civil air. marine, and land needs currently met bf existing systems,
including technical attributes: the GPS civil-user equipment would have to be available at
prices economically acceptable to users of existing systems. However, the operation of
overseas LORAN-C will be discontinued by 1994, because the U.S. 'oast Guard operatcs ttiese
systems based on military (U.S. Navy) requirements.
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2. MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF GPS

2.1 Force Enhancements

For the military, the principal influence on selection of a particular navigation
sensor or mix of navigation sensors is operational need. Effective execution of most
military operations is directly dependent upon the precision of the utili:ted time and/or
navigation information, because these operations encompass functions such as enroute
navigation, target acquisition, and weapon delivery. The lPS has the potential to fulfill
all military navigational requirements, except for precision approach and harbcr entry.
and will eventually replace all existing radio navigation systems The CPS can replace or
supplement self-contained systems, e.g.. AHRS. INS. The decision will have to be made on
a case by case basis to trade off, for example, accuracy and redundancy requirements
versus cost. Force effectiveness (i.e., effective execution of missions) is improved
greatly by the highly accurate position, velocity, and time information provided by the
CPS, while the lPS is present: but it is not degraded when the lPS signal is lost. The
CPS acts as a force multiplier, because, in addition to the individual missions, combined
operations with force elements of other services/nations can be executed with a flexibility
and precision not possible before. The main factors contributing to these increased
capabilities are the common reference grid and the precise time provided by the CPS.

Another very important feature of the CPS is that the system supports precise and
standard positioning service (PPS and SPS). Access to the PPS 'with its navigation
accuracy of 16-m 3EP) will be restricted primarily to military users, by encrypting the
PPS signal. The SPS will be made continuously available to all users, and will provide
100-m, 2-drms navigation accuracy, or better. However, the navigation signal can be
selectively corrupted to such a degree that the SPS signal is no longer useful, and. thus,
a potential adversary can not employ CPS to his own benefit.

2.1.1 Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C
3
1)

The designation CI refers to a set of functions relating to the collection.
processing, and dissemination of battlefield information, such as precise locution ot
friendly and hostile units, together with decision making and dissemination of those
decisions. The objective of C I is to deploy/employ own force in a timely and effective

manner.

NATO developed a concept called follow on force attack. which requires C3i systems

capable of all weather surveillance moving and fixed target acquisition and processing and
fusing of information in near real-time. -u pzuvidc thc es to locate an enemy follow on
force as early as pusible, determine its route of advance, and direct an attack against
it in order to cause delay, disruption, and attrition. This section will focus on the

potential nenefits of lPS for these required C
3
! systems.

There are basically three elements to multiple sensor data fusion: to transform the
target location given in onboard coordinates to precise geodetic coordinates that may Le
converted directly into target assignments at the local level; to correlat- target reports
from multiple sensors; and to roduce target location uncertainty fcr planning and resource
allocation on the theatre level. A study has shown that the GPS, integrated with accurate

digital surveillance sensors (electro-optical/infrared sensors or syntl-tic aperture radar
(SAR) systems), makes the new concept of direct target location possible. The benefits

are that direct target location, based on CPS, could provide target locations in precise
geodetic coordinates in near-real-time with an accuracy of better than 0 m (CP. With

any other navigation reference, except for a ground based system, the accuracy would
degrade by at least a factor of three.

The correlation of target reports from multiple sources/sensors (fusion score). -s a
function of target density. is presented in Figure 1. With the GPS. near perfect fusion
scores are achieved, i.e.. the target is Oefinitely identified, while the data fusion

process breaks down at relatively low target densities with unaided inertial navigation

The accuracy of target locations can be enhanced by data fusion to as good as 10 m

(SEP) with the GPS.

The study concludes that "target location accuracy in a multiple sensor environment is
significantly better with the lPS than with any other navigational system studied." and
that "GPS could significantly simplify the surveillance process by providing a worldwide,
common reference system with relatively minimal logistical support requirement."

The United States is currently developing the Joint Surveillance Tactical Airborne
Radar System (JSTARS), which will utilize SPS and will be fielded around 

1
49S. The target

acquisition function of JSTARS is based on the integration of lPS. with SAR and digital
maps. and the onboard antijamming communication system (the Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System). utilizes the precise time output of the CPS receiver to calibrate
the onboard clock and. therefoLe, maintain a stable reference time to be used for frequency

hopping techniques (for example).

2.1.2 Tactical Operations

The applications and benefits of a precise navigation system like the CPS cut acrrss
all phases of tactical operations. Especially for combined operations of vatius
elements, such as close air support, maritime patrol. air intercept, and amphibious
operations, the precise time for synchronization of missions and the common referonce qr.d



multiply the benefits the GPS provides for each element. Therefore. and for
interoperability considerations. it would be of significant value to supply all services
(Army. Air Force, and Navy) throughout the NATO countries with the benefits of the GP'.

Tactical operations can be brcken up into three areas: air. naval. rnd lan
applications. The potential impact of the QPS on various tactical missions in these areas
will be qualitatively analyzed. The functions that must be performed to accomplish these
missions are identified, and those whose perfomanee is dependent upon the accuracy of

position data are marked for potential applications of GPS. Some field test results from
the concept validation phase (Phase [) and full-scale development phase (Phase Il) will be
presented in section 2.2.

2.1.2.1 Air Operation Applications

Among the various tactical air missions impacted by the UPS are counter air, air
interdiction, close air support (CAS), reconnaissance, search and rescue, all weather air
drop and transport, and maritime patrol. Effectiveness of the different functions
encompassed by these missions will be enhanced by the UPS. such as launch and recovery,
enroute navigation, rendezvous, target acquisition, and weep- d'ti-ery (see Tablie li.

Table I.
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Launch and Recovery

The UPS can provide INS inflight alignment, which allows tast reosc~ takeofl
Iscramblel), for air defense, search and rescue. or attack alert: the GPS reduces 'tepen
dence on ground control/eguipment. such as TACAN and VOID~ME: and recosery cperat ions
would be unaffected by combat damage to ground nasigat ion aids. because the Ups allows

nonprecision type approaches. '"is makes worldwide bare base operations possible. The
requirements of precis on approaches for bare-base operations could be met with mobile
equipment, possibly a cmbination of MS and differential GPS. Overall, Ihe PS could
improve ground survivability of the forces substantially

Enroute Navigation

Enhanced navigat ion accuracy (ee Fig. 2) provides the flexibility to change rootiog
in flight and allows the planning of optimum routes with respect to. eq.. itrain and
defense circumvention. This is most important for missions such as air interdicton and
reconnaissance where terrain following flight with aircraft and remotely piloted vehicles
is performed. A study showed that integrating the rPS with a digital map (height alc::racy
approximately 8 m) could make passive terrain following flight with a grod clearance of
50 n possible. higital maps with this kind of accuracy are currently not available;
however, by utilizing the GPS for photo nappinq (for example) and establishing a network
of coorIinat'd p'nts, git.I a da ta bases and. hence. digital taps with the -q ire!

aceracy could be Getnerated.

Rendezvous

The principal factors in plrforminq a rendezvous (e.q., torward air controller in CAS
ofecations, search and rescue. in flight rfueling) are synchronized tIne and a common
reference grid. The UPS provides these factors and it allows rendezvous under all weather
conditions and passively or. at least, with only short periods of radar and/or radio
etnission. The rendezvous points could be fixed or. as in the cas of in. flight refueling,
moving. The GPS would decrease the risk. and speed up the execution, of rendezvous

_ - - -- aI')!.. l



operations; hence, the number of aerial refueling tankers required could be reduhced (for
example) .

Ta rlet Acquisition

The probability of acquiring a target depends on a number of inputs: flight profile,
terrain, target location uncertainty, aircraft navigation system uncertainty. etc. The
graph in Figure 3 illustrates the probability of squiring a small target, such as a SAM
site. during a single pass by an aircraft approaching the target at 3 600 ft altitude and
equipped with a aigh resolution, forward looking infrared sensor. The target location is
assumed to be precisely known and the probability of acquisition is shown as a function of
aircraft navigation CEP. Thus, assuring that the aircraft is headed directly toward the
reported target location, the probability of acquiring the target improves as the air
craft's navigation system more precisely reports the aircraft's actual position. This
example shows clearly that the CPS increases probability of target acquisition, reduces
aircraft exposure (single pass), and increases target approach flexibility. These chasac
teristics are very important for missions such as CAS, air intcrdiction, and maritime
patrol.

Weapon Delivery

Weapon delivery accuracy directly depends on the navigation acuracy o' tic- we. pi,'
platform. Increased accuracy and the common reference grid of the 3PC redu 'he
probability of hitting friendly forces in CAS operationo. Allow accurate deliv- y ,t tir
minefields, and provide precise coordinate bombing capability, which improves .i '-i
weather weapon delivery (see Fig. 4).

Other examples of CPS benefits are initializatior and midcourse iuidance .i 'a'ti.-l
standoff missiles that are used for interdiction missions:. Comparisrn between It ;P, -r1
map correlation techniques (for example) shows that the high accuracy of the cl5 !mPrw
mission effectiveness, with respect to target destruction, by approximately ir p',rcent
Additionally, the CPS increases operational flexibility, because the missilo i. not
constrained to a predetermined flight -orridor and th', CPS has worldwide appli-ab i.Tv
without preparation of source data and maps even over terrain ansurt r, i
uidan e (e.g.. over water). An examp e is the Navy -": Ct tdof t Land Mit i e -: AM

program. The SIAM is A d~rivative of the Harpoon mi'slo and will
satisfy the Navy's need for a precision strike, ]and a!tark, air
weapon .

Better weapon delivery reduces tie number of s.ott r,-' and th amouint otf mue vi
required to successfully complete a mlssion. Standoff ranq- an hr incr ,a t
over tarqet area (exposure to enemy threat) can 's- i dio- ! irrd. th, r,,for-. ii,-r I
survivability improves.

2.1.2.2 Naval Operational Applications

Naval operations include some air operat rons siml Sr.o'ho, e, , w I
as mine warfare, surface warfare, amphihtot ,i or ;--'. is," 'clse ti,- wart. r- 71! 11
air operations will not be discussed here any further Ithoulh it i e'hn , ' t-
are very important to certain aspects of naval operali n T om, c. Wi'r 1 1 i n
additional CPS benefits for naval op-rations; fice' Tahlr 2

Table 2-
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Grid loc

One of the most intriguing aspects of GPS with respect to ra-tical naval mise:rsn, is
the common reference grid all ships and boats could utilize. -nsp.cially since many of them
report own position and enemy target locations via data link to their naval headquarters.
The good navigation accuracy of each unit improves significantly th data -orrela!ion
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process and, therefore, the overall status picture. The result is that gridlock will be
achieved with GPS precision and, hence, subsequent operations can be conducted more
effectively.

Some examples for improved navigation, own force, and target location are: convoys
under EMCON. at night, or in adverse weather could maintain their station with no added
risk; submarines could minimize exposure to enemy threat, because GPS provides updates of
the INS, aided with an atomic clock, within seconds after reception of GPS signals: over
the-horizon-targeting (OTHT): and target assignments for naval units without the need to
utilize on-board sensors.

Long-Range Targeting

GPS can benefit surface warfare by. e.g.. providing precise gridlock between a ship
equipped with a stand-off antiship missile and its helicopter employed as a stand-off
sensor for OTHT operations, and, thus, increasing kill probability and survivability. The
same benefits apply for antisubmarine stand-off weapons (ASW SOW). where the second stage
of the missile is a torpedo that performs the terminal phase.

Coordinated Operations

Achieving precise gridlock is also the key to more effective coordinated ASW
operations. Patrol aircraft, helicopter, ships and submarines would report their own
positions and the line-of-bearing to the target in a common reference grid. This would
allow precise target location, assignment to a unit. and, finally, delivery of ASW
weapons.

Other possible scenarios include: the coordination of search and rescue operations:
amphibious assault, supported by CAS; and surface ship shore bombardment.

Covert Rendezvous

The precise navigation information available to each naval unit and the subsequent
achievable gridlock precision makes the assembly of amphibious assault forces under EMCON.
at night, and in adverse weather possible. Another example would be the r ndezvous -f
special forces with their "base". such as a submarine.

Mine Field Operations

Mine warfare is of vital interest to the NATO nations, especially to the European
nations. The utilization of GPS can result in significant advantages aqainst the majority
if threat vessels that must pass through the limited number of straits and intra ocean
passages. Mining operations must be accurately planned and charted to protect friendly
vessels. Channels through minefields could be unmarked and tightened up, if GPS receivers
are available to these vessels. Minesweeping and other mine countermeasures also depend
on accurate position data regarding one's own mines, minefields, and swept areas. The use
of CPS on-board receivers by ships and aircraft conducting mining and mine countermeasure
operations will greatly enhance the speed, precision, and safety of such missions.

2.1.2.3 Land Operations Applications

While precision of navigation is not always a requirement for land operations, ease
and speed of obtaining this information certainly is (see Table 3). Some of the aspects
that are important to these applications, such '- "idcourse gsidance of mis' les or
surveillance systems, have been discussed before.

Table 3.
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Direct Fire Weapons

In this case position accuracy does not directly impact kill effectiveness. However.
troops and tanks have to navigate as well, and the more this function is automated the
less it detracts from the primary mission.

Currently DARPA is sponsoring a development called Small Unit Navigation System

(DARPA/SUNS), which will eventually lead to a handheld CPS receiver of the size of a
cigarette package ("Virginia Slim"). This would enable ground forces to equip their
troops with CPS receivers down to the squadron leader level.

The utilization of UPS can help to accomplish the tasks of locating enemy forces and
accurately determine the forward edge of the battle area, thus making CAq and artillery
3upport more effective. The forward air oonttoller in CAS operations will be able to
perform his mission more effectively, because all support units will be reporting in a
common grid, therefore he will not be burdened with coordinate conveigeuce.

Ranger/special forces in particular will benefit from using UPS receivers, due to
their unique mission requirements. A good indication for this is. that the U.S. is
developing a special UPS receiver called Paiachute Offset Navigation System for high-
altitude high-open operations.

Indirect Fire Weapons

Accurate positioning and target location is of primary importance to indirect fire
systems such as artillery, rocket launchers, mortars, and surface-to-surface missiles,
since it directly effects the probab'lity of hitting the target. Fire positions can be
surveyed with a UPS receiver withir, minutes and without preparation, which translates into
more flexibility with respect to position changes. Targets identified through a C

3
1 sys-

tem can be acquired much faster and the first round is fired already for effect. A
comparison of UPS versus map positioring showed that UPS enhances artillery effectiveness
by a factor of 3.

Air Defense Weapons

The potential of using UPS is very limited where intercept or fire control radars
directly view both the intercept weapon and its target. However, where the target has L
be handed over from a tracking radar to the intercept weapon system such as an aircraft
the use of CPS equipment will improve the accuracy of intercept, thus the probability of
target kill.

2.1.3 Strategical Operations

The previous paragraph discussed how the UPS improves the effectiveness of various

tactical mission functions from launch and recovery to weapon delivery. Strategic weapons
can be delivered by aircraft, naval craft, or mobile/fixed land-based launcher: hence, all
previously described UPS benefits to the particular weapon platform apply and will not be
discussed again.

The principal impact of the UPS on strategic missions is the enhancement of weapon
d~livery accuracy, especially for sea and air launched cruise missiles (SLCM/ALCM).
Improved navigation accuracy of the weapon platforms translates directly into better
initialization, thereby reducing landf.ll trajectory dispersions of SLCMs/AC'Ms launched
at sea and. thus. the number of warheads required for mission success. Even greater
standoff mission performance benefits could be realized if the UPS were also used for
midcourse guidance. e.g.. integrated with a low-cost INS and digital data base maps. The
gained accuracy could enable the use of conventional weapons for many missions previously
assigned to nuclear warheads.

The major benefits for mobile land-based missile launches are that the GPS can provide
rapid site position survey and precise initialization data for the missile navigation
system. This allows the missile to be in a relatively "dormant" state, since ground
alignment may be reduced or eliminated, and still have a rapid response time.

The UPS provides the potential for significant improvements in mission flexibility
because it makes mission -iodification, such as route changes or retargeting durinq
missions, technically supportable.

2.2 Operational Demonstration Results

The UPS program is split up into three phases: The concept validation phase (Phase I).

the full-scale development phase (Phase I1), and the production phase (Phase I1). A pro-
gram overview is presented in Figure 5. showing the test and evaluation time frames with
respect to the program Phases I through III and the overall system development.

The Phase I DT&E overall objectives were to validate the concept and desiqn, and to

demonstrate the military value. This led to 22 major field test objectives (see Table 4).
some of which will be discussed in this section.
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Table 4.

NAVIGATION ACCURACY THREA PERFORMANCE

POSITION JAMMING RESISTANCE
VEOCITY SELECTINC AVAILABILITY

EFFECTS OF DYNAMICS

ENV,,ONMENTAL EFFECTS
DEMONSTRATIONS OF MILITARY VALUE PROPELLER AND ROTOA MOGULATON

PRECISION WEAPON DELIVERY FOILAGE ATTENUATION

LANDING APPROACH MULTIPATH REkE- I ION
RENDEZVOUS IONOSPHERIC AND TROPOSPHERIC CORRECTION

PHOTOMAPPING
MAP-OF EARTH OPERATIONS SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

STATIC ONSIINNG SATE.LITE CLOCK AND LPHEMERIS ACCURACY

COMBINED OPERATIONS ACQUISITION AND RE ACOUISITION 
T

IME
CROSS-COUNTRY TIME TRANSFER
SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS SIGNAL Ell AND IGNAL STRUCTURE

Over 600 missions were accomplished comprising of 11 different types of host venicles
(jeep. UH-IH helicopter F-4 aircraft, etc.). and 9 types of user equipment. The Phase I
test results demonstrated that the predicted iLitigation accuracy of 16 m (SEP) for posi
tion and 0.1 m/s for velocity could be provided 'see Figure 6). Dependent upon test
vehicle environment (high. medium, or low dynamic), it proved best to utilize a continuous
receiver, which t-acks four satellites simultaneously, for high dynamics; a two-channel
sequential recevtr for medium dynamics; and a one-channel sequential receiver for low
dynamics or stationary applications, mainly because of cost versus performance trade-offs.

The conclusionto reached with respect to the demonstration of the military value of CPS
were: a) it is a force multiplier, because of its proven accuracy, b) force effectiveness
is greatly improved while GPS is present and not degraded when it is lost. c) user surviv-
ability is enhanced L.au.e the system is passive, and d) it is not a replacement, but a
highly survivable supplemett to self-contained systems.

For example. 25 landing approaches with three different test vehicles were flown. The
decision height waypoint and glide-slope course/angle entered into the GPS receiver, and
by executing the steering commands of the pilot steering display the aircraft was taken
down to the decision height waypoint without visual reference to the ground. Results
indicated that horizortal deviations of a CPS approach were well within the ILS beam at
200 ft decision height. while vertical ILS limitations were exceeded by about one-third of
the approaches. This CPS system inherent error in calculating vertical position (altitude)
could be eliminated by utilizing differential CPS. The results demonstrate that CPS has
the required accuracy to guide an aircraft through a nonprecision approach and that, with
the implementation of differential GPS. for example, even precision approaches are
possible.

Another example is precision weapon delivery. The mission for the F-4 aircraft, was
to perform coordinate (or blind) homing using low-drag MK 82 bombs with level and toss
delivery methods. About 100 bombs have been dropped with results indicating that GPS may
cause a revolution in coordinate bombing accuracies.

In Phase II development and initial operational test and evaluation (DT&F and IOT&E)
were executed. The main objective of the DT&E phase, was to demonstrate the utility of
the GPS prototype user equipment and the purpose of the IOT&E phase was to evaluate the
operational effectiveness and suitability of GPS user equipment. Nine types of vehicles
were used for IOT&E, i.e.. the USAF F 16 fighter and B F2D bomber, the U.S. Navy A 6E
attack aircraft, P-3B submarine hunter, carrier and submarine, the U.S. Army UH 60 attack
helicopter. M-60 tank and manpack/vehicular.

The test results demonstrated again that CPS provides accurate position/navigation
information as specified, and that it has the potential to enhance combat capability
(e.g.. precise, passive and low level coordinate bombing (see Figure 7), where properly
integrated. The IOT&E showed clearly tie importance of proper integration, because
integration problems prevented realizing the full potential for certain host vehicles.
Other important factors of the IOT&E were reliability an maintainability tests, which
resulted in a number of product improvement requirements for Phase Ill.

2.3 Range Applications

In the summer of 1981 a triservice committee was formed to evaluate the potential of
a GPS-based range-tracking system. Twenty two tri service ranges were surveyed, and after
1.5 years it was concluded that GPS range .quipment satisfies 9S percent of the require
ments. It was unanimously agreed that the application of CPS to range tracking has cost
and te-- * coi advantaq. oNIL " -ting range tracking techniques (see Fig. 8).

In January 19b3 a Range Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO) was established with
the purpose of developing a family of CPS equipment tailored to the needs of the range
tracking community. Several components, such as low and high dynamic instrumentation sets
(LDIS/HDIS). a pod with HDIS. inertial reference unit, and data link, have been developed
for this CPS receiver based tracking system (see Fig. 9). The RAJPO chose this approach
because this system satisfies tne unique requirements of the ranges for time, space, and



position information (TSPI). The advantages are that TSPI is 4dilable for use by the
vehicle; only a narrow band data link (downlink) is necessary for telemetering data to the
master station and. thus, the number of vehicles that can be tracked simultaneously is
essentially unlimited: and TSPI can be recorded on board when the vehicle is not in the
master station line of sight. Clearly. these advantages out weigh the disadvantages for
this range tracking application. e.g.. loss of signal track due to extremely high vehicle
dynamics (jerk) (i.e., a portion of the TSPI may be unrecoverable).

The U.S. Navy took a different approach for their tracking system for the Trident
Missile Program. Due to thei- stringent size and weight, as w .Jl .s time to first fix and
(TTFF) accuracy requirements range safety), a CPS translator-based tracking system was
developed (see Fig. 10). The advantages are that a translator is a much less complex
device than a CPS receiver, which reduces the cost. size, and weight of this component up
to an order of magnitude; it shifts the computational capability to a ground base. thus
-Ilowinq this ca -. liity t 'n_._::. . : ,aoting ITFF of typically less than 5 sec for

range safety applications: it allows mission replay: and it gives the system inherent
differential CPS accuracy. The requirements of the Trident Mission Program are such that
the existing disadvantages are not a factor: these disadvantages are: only a limited

number of targets can be tracked simultaneously because of translator retransmission band-
width requirements, TSPI is not directly available for use by the vehicle, and recording
on-board the vehicle is typically impossible--making a line-of-sight relationship to the
master station mandatory.

For the same reasons, the CPS translator-based tracking system was chosen for the
exoatmospheric reentry vehicle intercepter and the space-based intercepter programs, both
part of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) Program. The purpose of these programs is
to develop equipment to track high-dynamic kinetic energy weapons and their targets in

order to test and evaluate these new weapons.

3. CIVIL APPLICATIONS OF GPS

Guidelines for civilian use of GPS were prepared by the International Maritime
Satellite (INMARSAT) Act of 1978. which governs proliferation of federally funded radio
navigation systems, and. following the KAL-007 disaster by Senate Resolution 69 the
(26 September 1983) and House Resolution 190 (19 October 1983), which resolved that the CPS
is to be expedited for use in the civilian section. The FRP reflects these congressional

actions, and states that the standard positioning signal (SPS) accuracy will be 100 m
j2 drms) in order to meet all published civil navigation requirements other than precision
aircraft landing and maritime harbor entry, and that the SPS will be made available free
of charge, to civil, commercial, and other users on an international basis at the high-st
level of accuracy consistent with U.S. national security interests. Limited civil use of
the precise positioning service (PPS) may be authorized, if it is in the national inter-
ests of the United states; if adequate security can be provided; and if no other source of
accuracy is available.

Even with the reduced accuracy of the SPS. potential civil applications of CPS are
practically unlimited because of reduced cost of operation through efficient navigation
and improved management of resources in a multitude of applications. The larger number of
users will bring the cost of CPS receivers down to the point that recreational boaters, or

even backpackers, could easily afford it.

3.1 Navigation

The CPS will be used for all of the traditional air, sea, and land applications, as
well as for the still developing area of navigation in space. However. it will have a
greatly expanded role compared to existing systems due to its high accuracy and its
continuous global coverage.

In the area of air navigation, the CPS has the potential to be certified by the FAA
for all phases of flight as the sole means of navigation, except for precision approach,

pending resolution of issues related to coverage and integrity. A possible solution to
certification of the GPS for precision approaches could be a differential CPS. Thc

current DOD plan to increase the satellite constellation from 18 operational satellites
(plus three active spares) to a full 24-operational-satellite constellation by 1995 should
resolve the above mentioned issues of coverage and integrity. The CPS could have a major
impact on the Air Traffic Control (ATC) System with respect to, among other things, routing

and collision avoidance functions. The present fixed-route structure can cause congestion
during heavy traffic periods or in adverse weather. During the enroute/ terminal phase.

GPS accuracy would allow implementation of a feature such as 'dynamic" airways allocation

and/or reduction of current separation requirements, and the eradication of congestion.
Another benefit would be the capability for overwater ATC. Both benefits would result in
reduced flight time and fuel consumption and. hence, reduced cost of operation, as well as
increased safety of flight. Several approaches are avail able for utilizing the CPS in a

collision avoidance function. One such approach would be to assign e.ch aircraft a time
slot in a time division multiple access (TDMA) bus. Each aircraft would then automatically
report his position and velocity in his time slot and monitor the bus fur other aircraft
in the immediate area. The TDMA technique requires accurate nynchronizati-n and,

therefore, an accurate time reference--something the GPS delivers as a by-product (see

section 3.2).
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Some of the applications of the CPS in maritime navigation are: worldwide navigation
capability would reduce port-to-port transit times with corresponding economical advan-
tages; safety of navigation enhancement in coastal waters, because aids-to-navigation
would be positioned with higher accuracy and repeatability and, especially in adverse
weather, ships in two way shipways could hold their course more accurately; and search-
and-rescue operations. Another application of the GPS could be. development of an
integrated CPS and radar collision avoidance system.

Beyond the traditional applications in land navigation the GPS will even bring
satellite navigation to private automobiles. Auto manufacturers have plans to incorporate
the CPS into their vehicles probably to be introduced in the early 1990s. Automated
vehicle monitoring/locating (AVN/AVL) for commercial trzck and railroad companies, as well
as police, fire. and emergency vehicles in another major area of GPS application. The
AVM/AVL capability enables fleet operators and Government agencies, for example, to keep
track of vehicles carrying valuable or dangerous cargo, and it allows commercial users to
optimize their fleet mana~jement, hence reducing the time and cost involved in deploying
their vehicles. A development effort sponsored by DARPA has the goal of reducing the CPS
receiver to a handheld unit the size of a cigarette box ("Virginia Slim"). It is quite
possible, that hikers, for instance, could use such a CPS receiver to cross remote areas
safely.

Although the .irb was developed ,with air, land, and marine user requirements as the
main drivers, studies and experiments have shown that the system will provide excellent
results for on-board navigation in spacecraft operating in low earth orbits (LEO). i.e..
lower than 1000 nmi. The benefits cf onboard -rhit determination are that it could reduce
the cost associated with previously required ground-based tracking stations, and that it
would allow a more flexible approach to monitoring arA controlling orbital operations.
This could become a tig factor in the future because, with the advent of the space station.
a large increase in the volume of space traffic in low earth orbit is anticipated. The
Landsat-4 and -5 satellites (nominal altitude: 705 kM) carry the CPS receiver as a onboard
navigation tool. Experiments conducted with these satellites compared the CPS receiver
derived ephemerides with definitive ephemerides, which were independently derived from
ground station tracking data. Results indicated that errors were consistently less than
50 m position error and 6 cm/sec velocity error, utilizing the P code and during periods
of good CPS satellite vehicle visibility.

The CPS performance for orbit determination and rendezvous in LEO was evaluated in a
study by analysis and simulation. The results indicated that the GPS can be used effec-
tively for both purposes. !t was demonstrated in the study that two nearby, cooperative
CPS users can obtain relative positioning accuracies of 1.8 m for P code, and 20 m for
course a''uisition (C/A) code (1-sigma) in each axis, which is superior to each user's
absolute accuracy. It was also shown that information provided by an orbiting differ-
ential GPS reference station can be used to improve the absolute navigation performance of
other GPS user systems in the vicinity, e.g., from 35 to 14 m for a typical C/A code user.

NASA is currently evaluating the teasit;Iity of integrating CPS user equipment into
the Space Shuttle's navigation system, to optimize docking maneuvers with the planned
space station, by utilizing the relative positioning technique.

3.2 Precise Time

The two main civil applications of precise time provided by the CPS are time transfer
and synchronization of communication equipment/systems.

The traditional method of distributing time to remote stations is to physically
transport a well calibrated atomic clock to the distant location and then to synchronize
the local reference clock to this portable clock. The CPS benefits are that it allows
time transfer without transportation of equipment. it is faster, and it can provide even
more accurate clock calibration. The U.S. Naval Observatory determines the difference
between CPS time and universal time coordinated (UTC) and transmits this difference to the
CPS master control station (MCS) for all satellites. The MCS models each satellite clock
difference from CPS time, as well as GPS time to UTC time. and then directs the satellites
to transmit this information to the user in the navigation message.

There are basically three methods by which the CPS can be utilized for Lime transfer:
nonsimultaneous, simultaneous (or "common view"), and direct measurements; all three
methods require that the satellite have an onboard clock and transmit a time-marked signal.
The direct measurement method is used quite often because it requires no coordination
between stations. Any station can make measurements from the satellites and obtain the
difference between its own clock and UTC (for example) whenever a CPS satellite is in view.
The accuracy could be as good as 36 ns assuming that the measurements were smoothed.
station position is known accurately, and selective availability (SA) is not switched
on. The common-view technique or simultaneous measurement method requires that the
satellite is in view of both stations at the same time. The advantages are that this
method reduces significantly the dependency on satellite clock stability and therefore
could reduce the effect of SA. Experiments performed by the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) with the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt
(PTB) (W-Germany). Tokyo Astronomical Observatory (TAO) and Radio Research Lab (RRL)
(Japan). and Paris Observatory (PO) (France) over a period of three years utilized GPS and
the common-view technique. The experiments were carried out by utilizing one satellite
with a ground track that covered all participating institutions. i.e. NB. PTB. TAO. and
NBS. or USNO. PO. RRL. and USNO. The beginning and end of the measurements series occurred



at the same institution (NaS or USNO). so that, theoretically, this time transfer should
have zero error. The results showed GPS time transfer accuracies ranging from 5 to 100 ns
with respect to UTC. but they were mostly on the order of tens of nanoseconds. Time
transfer by nonsimultaneous measurements requires only that the satellite be in an orbit
visible to each station, but the stations may be separated by any distance and the
satellite does n.,t have to be in view of both stations simultaneously. The disadvantage
ot tnis method J_ ,. the measujr-menl comparison 3ccuracy depends heavily on the
predictability of satellite clock and position.

Another application of GPS precise time is synchronization of communication
equipment/systems. An example is the time division multiple access (TDMA) bus. The TDMA
technique is used by telephone companies to allocate multiple users to the same bus and it
requires typical transmission synchronization accuracies of approximately I to 10 vs. A
CPS time transfer receiver could provide an accuracy of 0.1 vs with respect to UTC.
However. there is really no need for communication system time to be referenced to UTC;
hence, the relative accuracy of CPS time transfer rec.'ivers to intern.J, u,munications
systems time could be up to one order of magnitude better.

3.4 Survey

Although CPS is not operational yet, the existing satellite constellation has been
used for a variety of air. land. and ocean survey applications, such as oil rig posi
tioning. aerial photomapping, coastal water bottom surveying, and establishment of a
network of coordinated points. The main advantages of utilizing the GPS for surveying
are: the achievable accuracy is on the order of 1-mm instrument error and 0.1 to I ppm
(parts per million) variablc measurement error between the measurement points: three-
dimensional surveying capabiity; measurement points do not have to be intervisible. high
productivity results in low cost of operation. Two techniques (i.e.. point positioning
with one receiver and relative positioning with a mobile receiver relative LO a distant
"reference station") are utilized for CPS surveying. The Texas Department of Transpor
tation is currently working to establish a network that wiil consist of sever reference
stations and numerous mobile re-eivers. because it is estimated that the cost savings will
have paid for the GPS equipment in 1 to 2 years.

The achievable position accuracy depends on a number of factors. i.e., point or
relative positioning technique used, accuracy with which tropospheric and ionospheric
effects can be modeled, and the accuracy of the satellite ephemerides.

3.5 Science/Research

The CPS has been studi-d extensiiely by the research and science community, and it is
already utilized in applications, such as geophysics (tracking ot earth crustal movement,
development of better ionospheric models), physics (measurements of earth gravity field),
and determining the frequency stability of a neutron star or pulsar.

NASA is currently developing a GPS-based geodetic system for geophysical applications
in selected tectonic regions, with a relative position accuracy of I to 3 cm on baselines
of 1000 km. Recent experiments obtained relative position accuracies of about 3 to 5 cm.
The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory has requested proposals for the development of a world
wide system of GPS monitor stations for the purpose of taking continuous ionospheric
measurements. This will allow the generation of an extensive ionospheric model and, hence.
increased prediction capability for the propagation of HF radio waves. The National Bureau
of Standards (NBS) is utilizing GPS time transfer receivers to perform frequency stability
measurement of a neutron star (pulsar). by tying NBS-UTC to the remote observation site
time reference with the common view technique. The frequency stability achieved is on the
order of a few parts times 10

-
14.

4. GPS INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION

With CPS approaching the fully operational status, more and more sophisticated uses
for the system are being established and the need for GPS information for military and
civil users is steadily increasing. The DOD has identified the requirement for an
Operational Status and Capability (OPSCAP) Reporting and Management System (ORMS). The
ORMS will be used to assess the status of the GPS. provide simulation capability for
resource management optimization and report operational status information at the mission,
segment, subsyste.m, nd component level. This status information will be distributed to a
multitude of military and civil users based on established requirements and security
considerations.

4.1 OPSCAP Reporting and Management System

The OPSCAP Reporting and Management System (ORMS) is planned to be a single, integrated
system that will mainly utilize data extracted from the operational control segment data
files. but will also accept inputs from other data sources.

The three main requirements guiding the design and development are to provide
"up-channel" and "out-channel" reporting capability, and simulation capability for CPS
resource management optimization. The "up-channel" reporting capability will allow the AF
Space Command, as operator nf the ORMS. te provide information about the CPS mission
capability up the chain of command to the U.S. Space Command. the manager of the ORMS, and
then to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The "out-channel" reporting capability addresses a
multitude of military and civil users and will provide information about the past,
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current. or future status of GPS. In order to perform these two functions, the ORMS has
to monitor, record, and predict operational status information at the mission, segment
(satellite, control), subsystem (master control station, communication links, ground
antennae, monitor stations, individual satellite vehicles), and component level.

The OPSCAP information sent to the U.S. Space Command could be that the GPS is:
operating/operating with restrictions/not operating, reported as a color status (green/
yellow/red), with amplifying information as may be necessary to adequately explain the
cause, determine the impact, and examine response options. Status information distributed
to military and civil users will probably be limited to satellite vehicle (configuration
and performance data. such as orbit and clock information, user range error, global
navigation/time transfer coverage. It is planned to distribute data to several inter-
mediate data nodes, such as U.S. commands in Europe. the Pacific, and Atlantic; NATO
(military); and other military users of the CPS. as well as to the DoD''oT Notices to
Airmen (NOTAM) facility and Civil GPS Information Center (CGIC). These intermediate data
nodes would act as the focal point for their respective user community, e.g.. CGIC for the
civil GPS community.

The third function within the ORMS. the simulation capability will model the existing
GPS resources (such as Satellite vehicles,and will determine the impact of subsystem or
component failures on GPS mission performance and provide response optiotis to such fail-
ures. It will allow assessment of the GPS status retroactively in combination with an
archival data base and it will have the capability to predict future mission capability
based on information such as SV launches, scheduled maintenance, component failurL modcls.
etc.

4.2 Civil GPS Information Center

Civil use of the GPS was prepared by several congressional actions, e.g.. the
International Maritime Satellite Act of 1978 and House and Senate Resolutions in Sep-
tember/October 1983. A brief overview of the broad range of civil GPS applications was
given in Section 3. and it becomes quite clear that this diverse group of users, ranging
from scientists to recreational boaters, will have very different needs for GPS infor-
mation.

Hence. in order to evaluate how to satisfy anticipated civil user requirements, the
USAF decided to sponsor a study (January 1987 to February 1988) to examine the feasibility
of establishing an information service that could serve as a source of GPS information and
the point of contact for civil users of CPS. The planned information service would re-
ceive and archive unclassified GPS information from the ORMS and other data sources, and
distribute this information to the users via recorded message, electronic bulletin board.
magnetic tape/disc, personal interaction, and publications.

In August 1987 the DoT agreed to a request from the DoD to assume the principal
oversight and management responsibilities for the Civil CPS Service (CGS). The planned
three-level management structure for the CGS as drafted by the DoT (October 1987N is shown
in Figure 11.

The Administrative Executive (i.e.. Secretary of Transportation, or designee), will
provide high level, broad policy guidance and will be the signatory of agreements, e.g..
between U.S. and foreign Governments. The CGS Program Office will interface with the U.S.
Government and user/industry advisory boards and be the focal point for the Civil GPS User
Community. The civil PPS office will administer the program under which qualified users
will be able to obtain the precise positioning service (PPS) of the OPS. The CGIC Project
Office will manage the design and development of the CGIC and monitor and evaluate the
performance of the system.

The type of data to be distributed from the CGIC to the user community, utilizing an

electronic bulletin board, are short-delay data (within minutes). e.g.. SV orbit adjust.
GPS SV time steering: intermediate data (within hours), e.g.. navigation message as
broadcasted or in engineering units; and long-delay data (within days). e.g.. precise
satellite ephemerides.

Currently, the DOD and DoT are working to survey the GPS user com-unity for inputs to

consolidate requirements for CGIC data types and services.

CONCLUSIONS

The GPS Navstar provides the means to significantly reduce the proliferation of radio
navigation systems, and. thus. the cost associated with maintaining and utilizing navi-

gation systems.

The military benefits of the GPS lie in the fact that it will not only enhance the
overall effectiveness of weapon systems, but will multiply these benefits for c"ordinated
operations through the utilization of a common reference grid. Some argue that relying on

the GPS alone for navigation and communication (for example) jeopardizes the independent

survivability of these capabilities. This would be true, if the GPS were used as stand
alone equipment. However. GPS equipment, integrated with a high-quality quartz os,illator
(instead of an atomic clock) for communications and a low-cost INS for navioation, should

satisfy most existing accuracy. rcliability. nd redundancy requirements for navigation

and communications at a lower price.



Overall. the GPS will increase the safety of navigation, reduce transit time with
corLesponding economical advantages, and it will provide new capabilities for non-
navigational user., with applications such as -.zveying. timing and frequency, and
science/research.

DEFINITIONS

PRECISE POSITIONING SERVICE (PPS) - ',he PPS provides the highest level ot accuracy (16 m
SEP). Its signal will be encrypted and will be made available initially to U. S. and
selected allied military users. Limited civil use of the PPS may be authorized if it can
be demonstrated that such use is in the national interest of the U. S.. adequate security
protection can be provided. and comparable accuracy cannot be obtained from another source.

STANDARD POSITIONING SERVICE (SPS) - Th SPS provides a lower level of accuracy. The
U. S. DoD intends that the SPS signal w.1l be broadcast in the clear and will be available
for use by any properly equipped user. The SPS will be made available to civil, com-
mercial, and other users on an international basis at the highest level of accuracy
consistent with t,- U. S. national security interest (to date: 100 m. 2 drms).

CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABLE (CEP) In a circular normal distribution (the magnitudes of the
two one-dimensional input errors are equal and the angle of cut is 90 deg). circular error
probably is the radius of the ci-cle containing 50 percent of the individual measurements
being made, or the radius of the circle inside of which there is a 50 percent probability
of being located.

DISTANCE ROOT MEAN SQUARE (drms) - The root-mean square value of the distances from the
true location point of the position fixes in a collection of measurements. As used in
this document. 2 drms is the radius of a circle that contains at least 95 percent of all
possible fixes that can be obtained with a system at any one place. Actually. the
percentage of fixes contained within 2 drms varies between approximately 95.5 and 98.2
percei.t. depending on the degree of ellipticity of the error distribution.

SPHERICAL ERROR PROBABLY (SEP) - The radius of a sphere within which there is a 50 percent
probability of locating a point of being located. SEP is the three-dimensional analogue
of CEP.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AHRS Attitude Heading Reference System
ALCM air launched cruise missile
ASW antisubmarine warfare
ATC air traffic control
AVL automated vehicle locating
AVM automated vehicle monitoring
C
3
1 command, control, communications, and intelligence

CAS close air support
CEP circular error probable
CGIC Civil CPS Information Center
CGS Civil GPS Service
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DT&E developmental test and evaluation
DoD Department of Defebse
DoT Department of Transportations
drms distance root mean square
ECM electronic countermeasures
EMCON emission control
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
ILS Instrument Landing System
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INMARSAT International Maritime Satellite
INS Inertial Navigation System
IOT&E initial operational test and evaluation
JSTARS Joint Surveillance Tactical Airborne Radar System
MLS Microwave Landing System
NBS National Bureau of Standards
OPSCAP operational status and capability
ORMS OPSCAP Reporting and Management System
OTHT over-the-horizon targeting
PO Paris Observatory
PPS precise positioning service
PTB Physikalisch lechnische Bundesanstalt
RRL Radio Research Laboratory
rms root mean square
SA selective availability
SAM surface-to-air missile
SAR synthetic aperture radar
SEP spherical error probable
SLAM standoff land attack missile
SLCM sea-launched cruise missile
SPS standard positioning service
TAO Tokyo Astronomical Observatory
TDMA time division multiple access
TSPI time, space, and position information
UE user equipment
USNO U.S. Naval Observatory
UTC universal time coordinated
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DIFFERENTIAL OPERATION OF NAVSTAR GPS FOR ENHANCED ACCURACY

Robert P. Denaro
Rudolph M. Kalafus

TAU Corporation
Los Gatos, California

INTRODUCTION

The Navstar Global Positioning System has demonstrated impressive absolute accuracy in tests
and operational use. Most applications will benefit from the increared accuracy afforded by
GPS over conventional systems. However, many applications require even better accuracy than
GPS can provide in the standalone mode.

Differential GPS is a practical solution in many situations, providing few-meter level accu-
racy under dynamic conditions. It has been noted that the majority of error sources are
related to the satellites and the propagation environment. With the satellites at approxi-
mately 20,000 kilometer altitude, the relative geometry between two close terrestrial sites
is very similar, so the range errors tend to be highly correlated in a local geographic
area. Conclusive data are not yet available, but the "local" area appears to be as large as
300-600 kilometer before significant spatial decorrelation of the range errors occurs. This
area more than adequately covers many applications, such as offshore oil survey, harbor
control and navigation, aircraft landing approach, and local military missions.

The subject of differential GPS is fundamentally a simple concept, but implementation
details can be more complex, and handling of all cases takes special care to achieve contin-
uously reliable results. This paper covers the ccncept and objectives of differential GPS,
and presents a methodology for implementation. Example test results are presented which
validate the potential of differential GPS.

DIFZRZNTIAL GPS CONCKPT

Differential GPS is a concept that eliminates some of the common, bias errors experienced by
conventional GPS. Differential GPS derives its potential from the fact that the measurement
errors are highly correlated between different users (as well as highly autocorrelated) . By
employing a second GPS receiver with comparison to truth, slowly varying, correlated errors
can be isolated and eliminated. In addition, depending on the relative rates, Selective
Availability (SA), intentional degradation of the C/A signal, may be eliminated by differen-
tial GPS as well [I I. Measurement errors are also highly correlated between satellites for
any particular user, but such common errors are removed by the conventional GPS solution as
they are indistinguishable from user clock bias, hence corrupt only that estimate.

In differential GPS, a receiver reference station is located in the local area where greater
accuracy is desired, as illustrated in Figure 1. The correlated errors that a receiver
experiences (such as satellite ephemeris errors) should be common to all users in a rela-
tively close geographical area. If the reference station can obtain a reliable estimate of
its actual error and transmit that to dynamic users, the dynamic users may be able to
compensate for a large portion of their errors.

DIFFERENTIAL SYSTM4 ARCRITECTURE

A typical high-level architecture of a differential GPS system is illustrated in Figure 2.
At the reference station, a (preferably) multichannel GPS receiver tracks all satellites in.
view. The station computes the differential corrections in some manner that optimizes the
tradeoff of response to true dynamics in the errors and filtei of noise that is uncorrelated
to the errors experienced by the remote users. Before output data message formatting, it is
important to perform some type of integrity management to en. ure that the transmitted cor-
rections are valid. The resultant valid corrections for each satellite in view ars
formatted in a standardized protocol and modulated onto the broadcast radio signal.

At the user end, the G2S receiver tracks (typically) the best four satellites, either in
parallel or sequentially. The data link receiver decodes the differential corrections. The
position processor applies the corrections to the pseudorange measurements from the
receiver, matching satellite IDs, and computes a solution from the corrected pseudorange
measurements (as well as uncorrected deltaranges, as appropriate). The improved positions
are sent to a display or other interface.
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DIFFERENTIAL GPS ACCURACY zNBANCnrNT POTENTIAL

The accuracy enhancement potential with differential GPS is evident in the diagram of
Figure 3, drawn approximately to scale The GPS satellites are in roughly circular orbits
at an orbital altitude of about 3 earth radii. The major error sources for GPS are indi-
cated on the diagram. Clearly the space segment errors of ephemeris and clock drift errris
are nearly identical for the two users. It is also a good assumption tat the ionospheric
delay, and to a lesser extent, the tropospheric delay will be very similar. Only the
receiver unique errors such as multipath and receiver noise are likely to be uncorrelated
between receivers.

ZNPDLfE TATZON TYPES

There are several options for the manner in which differential GPS is applied. The varia-
tions are based on the type of information transmitted, the type of datalink used and the
;se of a static reference station. Table I identifies the various types and implemerltatlons

differential GPS.

Table 1. Types and Implementations cf Differential GPS

Type of Correction Data c ne Corrections

• Soltion Corrections
* Translated Signal
• Kinematic Phase

Data Lnk Options Uplnk
D Downlink

* Pseudolite
* Post-Mission

Reference Systems Multiple Reference

Int.grity Monitoring
L Cynamc Relatine Narlgaton

The information transmitted ir, a different oi 055 installation can vary widely. The
common is to transmit corrections to the range reasurements, so that the obil user eeds
to simply difference the received measurement corrections with his independent
(deltarange) measurements. This requires inrercept of the range oeasurements node 'he
receiver prior to navigation solution processing, or oltput of the raw range mea e to
for external processing.

The alternative is to transmit corrections in the orthogonal solution frame, such as longi-
tude, latitude, altitude, and apply them to the navigation solutlinr in the sa.e frace. T:hi
is somewhat simpler from the receiver standpoint, but requires complexity in the datalink
structure. The problem is that the navigation solution coordinate errors are dependent on
which satellites are used by the mobile unit. Since, in general, the static reference sta-
tion has no knowledge which satellites might be in use by the mobile unit, it must compute
and transmit navigation corrections for all possible combinations of satellites, which may
number in the hundreds. In the case of measurement corrections, the total quantity of cor-
rections is limited by the number of satellites in view, usually 6 to 10. Due to this
advantage of the range corrections technique, the Radio Technical Commission for Marine Ser-
vices (RTCM) Special Committee (SC) 104 has recommended the standard use of range
corrections [2].

Another option for the type of information transmitted gives rise to the translator method
[31. Here, the mobile unit (or reference station) carries a GPS signal translator which
does not track the signal but merely translates it to a communication frequency which is
retransmitted to the ground. On the ground it is received by a GPS receiver with its front
end modified to receive this translated frequency, and formulates a GPS solution which is
now the solution of the remote mobile unit (this is possible since the time delay of the
additional broadcast is identical for all satellite signals, so cn.y the clock bias calcula-
tion is affected) . A separate, conventional ground-based GPS receiver provides the differ-
ential correction computation. If used in the opposite direction, with the translator on
the ground, the result is a real-time differential solution on the vehicle.

The fourth option in information transmission is the use of dynamic phase tracking [4).
This technique establishes relative phase position of the GPS carrier including the integer
ambiguity, then attempts to maintain absolute carrier lock durina movement. This is actu-
ally a mobile version of the geodetic survey technique using tre phase observable of GPS.
The geodetic survey technique is, in itself, a differential technique in that two sites are
required, one unknown and one reference pre-surveyed location. It is not discussed in this
paper due to its unique characteristics and static application.

Dynamic phase tracking is a potential technique for specially controlled dynamic applica-
tions. Typically the carrier tracking loop bandwidth is opened quite wider than normal to
tolerate higher dynamics and to reduce the possibility of loss of carrier lock. This tech-
nique is extremely accurate, less than 1 meter, but suffers from the necessity to maintain
lock continuously or reinitialize and start over. Tracking more than the minimum number of
satellites can be used to recover phase ambiguity on a single lost signal in some cases.
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Data link options present more alternatives. The ma3or choice is whether the differential
corrections are uplinked to the mobile unit for a real-time differential solution, or
whether the mobile standalone zolution is downlinked to the reference station and the dif-
ferential solution is calculated only on the ground. The latter case is typical of test
range applications where the role of differential GPS is for precise vehicle surveillance
?,. Note that these transmission options can be operated with either range or solution

corrections without the usual drawbacks inherent in the uplink mode.

An additional alternative in data links that has some interesting features is the use of the
so-called "pseudolite," a GPS signal and code generator that broadcasts the differential
corrections over an L-band signal that is modulated identically to the satellite signals,
except that the message includes the differential correction information for the actual
satellites being tracked. The attractive feature of this configuration is that a separate
data link receiver is not required for the differential correction infcrmation. Also, if
one ties the pseudolite into the GPS satellite constellation by proper time synchronization,
then the additional signal can actually serve as another ranging signal. This has advan-
tages in outage periods or during periods of poor satellite geometry, especially in the ver-
tical component (5[ . However, one must have authority to broadcast on L-band, and there is
a danger of interference with the real satellite signals since the dynamic range of the sig-
nal strength of a pseudolite is likely to be far greater than a satellite. The RTCM SC-104
has also devised a time division multiple access (TDMA) format to minimize such self
interference [61.

If real-time differential accuracy is not required (that is, real-time standalone accuracy
will suffice), then post-mission processing is an option that eliminates the need for a
datalink altogether. For many operations this configuration will suffice.

The reference station of the differential system can take on several forms. The simplest is
a single, correction computing unit that outputs its corrections to the appropriate data
link. If multiple, geographically dispersed reference stations are used in an integrated
manner, the possibility exists for detection of and correction for the effects of spatial
decorrelation of the observed range errors from any particular satellite.

Since differential operation often applies to cases where the expense or safety of opera-
tions is critical, many reference station concepts employ some sort of integrity monitoring
and management, assuring that only valid corrections are transmitted. This is possible
because of the static, precisely known location of the reference station.

Carried to the extreme, the reference station can be designed as primarily an integrity mon-
itoring station for GPS, alerting users when satellite signals are outside of some specified
threshold in accuracy due to some reason. This is of particular interest to countries out-
side of the U.S. who are dependent on the U.S. DOD for the effective operation of the satel-
lite network for reliable GPS operation. Integrity monitors, while they cannot afford any
degree of control of the system, can at least provide effective monitoring, fault detection
and isolation to achieve operational reliability.

Finally, there is a method of differential GPS that does not require a static reference sta-
tion; relative GPS. Any two receivers, whether in motion or not, will be precise in their
position with respect to each other with differential accuracy. The difference in this case
is that neither receiver knows absolutely where it is to anything greater than the
standalone capability of GPS. However, for mobile sea ranges or certain relative
measurement applications, relative accuracy is all that is required.

EFFORTS IN DIFFERENTIAL GPS

The applications of differential GPS have expanded greatly since its beginnings in the early
1980s. Several programs have been conducted in various governments as well as commercially.
While it would be prohibitive to describe all efforts in this paper, some of the more
prominent efforts are summarized here.

In 1985, the U.S. Department of Transportation Research and Special Projects Agency (RSPA)
and U.S. Coast Guard initiated a program to investigate the use of differential GPS for Har-
bor Approach and Harbor operations. The program was administered technically by the DOT
Transportation Systems Center with the assistance of the Coast Guard Research and Develop-
ment Center. The program included development of standards for differential GPS broadcast
(transitioned to the RTCM SC-104 [21), research into GPS and differential GPS concepts
through university grants, development of a prototype differential GPS reference station,
development of a prototype Mid-Frequency Marine Radiobeacon data link, and field testing
[7].

The objectives of this development were to demonstrate the validity of the RTCM differential
message standard, develop and implement concepts for maximizing the accuracy of the differ-
ential corrections, develop and test methods to insure the integrity of these corrections,
and to demonstrate of cost-effective hardware architecture capable of meeting station
requirements [8).
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The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is conducting a program to
investigate the use of differential GPS to support its hydrographic and bathymetric survey
operations. The National Ocean Service (NOS), a component of NOAA, is investigating new
technologies to improve the efficiency of NOAA vessels conducting hydrographic surveys,
oceanographic and fisheries research while simultaneously using less manpower and requiring
a lower capital investment [9].

The availability of differential GPS as a worldwide marine positioning and navigation system
will have a dramatic effect upon the NOAA hydrogiaphic fleet. IL will nu longer be reces-
sary to establish extensive networks of shore-based radio positioning systems and to deter-
mine geodetic positions. Using differential GPS, vessels will be able to operate on a 24
hour basis without the need to transit to calibration sites or await favorable propagation
conditions. The benefits to be derived from the availability of GPS for scientific research
are less quantifiable, but does make available a new research tool at a potentially less
capital investment.

To meet NOS accuracy requirements for positioning, differential GPS using the C/A-code is
being explored as a prime candidate. An accuracy of 5 meters, 2 drms, would satisfy all of
the NOAA fleet's requirements, wht'le an accuracy of 10 meters would satisfy nearly 90% of
these requirements. The GPS P-code is also a potential candidate but the inherent security
problems make it unwieldy for the majority of the NOAA fleet. Recent tests of a prototype
system verified this accuracy potential in at sea trials [9]

The NASA Ames Research Center conducted a research program to evaluate differential GPS con-
cepts for civil helicopter navigation [10]. The civil helicopter community will probably be
an early user of GPS because of the unique mission operations in areas where precise naviga-
tion aids are not availabie. Many of these applications will have accuracy requ-iements
that are very demanding, beyond that of conventional GPS. Such applications include remote
area search and rescue, offshore oil platform approach, remote area precision landing, and
other precise navigation operations.

Ames Research Center initiated a program to investigate the use of the C/A-code in a differ-
ential mode to provide a precision-approach capabiiity for civil operations. As a first
step, several alternative mechanizations of differential GPS were studied to determine the
preferred configuration for supporting precision approaches into remote areas [il]. The
study phase was followed by static laboratory tests using a single-channel, sequential GPS
receiver. This receiver was installed in a NASA SH-3G helicopter and operated during a
series of flight tests designed to assess its performance in several types of helicopter
operations. The installation included study of accelerometer and altimeter aiding sensors
to improve the vertical axis performance. Test results were encouraging [12].

A major test range application of differential GPS is being developed by a joint program in
the U.S. DOD, headed by the Air Force at Eglin AFB, Florida [13]. This program is develop-
ing a new class of GPS P-code and C/A-code receivers that fit inside of a standard AIM-9
aircraft instrumentation pod (internal liameter approximately 14 cm) . Called the GPS Range
Applications Program, the system will be installed on U.S. DOD test ranges worldwide.
Smaller, less extensive C/A-code variations of this system are in development in the commer-
cial sector for application to smaller ranges, as well.

An interesting application of differential GPS is the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Topo-
graphic Experiment, or TOPEX. TOPEX will use differential GPS as the reference for precise
ocean height measurement from the orbiting TOPEX satellite (141 . The goal is submeter
accuracy, using a radar altimeter from the orbital altitude of approximately 1300 km.

The NASA Johnson Space Center has conducted a study of the use of differential GPS for local
traific control and docking un the Space Station. This is r uaily the relative mode oi
differential GPS discussed earlier, since the reference station is aboard the Space Station.

Canada has been very active in the study of differential GPS, and has pioneered the use of
dynamic phase and is also studying the use of integrity monitoring [15]. This program aug-
ments their extensive work in geodetic survey using GPS. In the U.S., the Kennedy Space
Center conducted some airborne tests of kinematic phase processing with success [16].

Commercial operations in Norway have implemented differential GPS for North Sea oil explo-
ration. Results have been favorable in this region of the world [17,18]. The U.S. Gulf of
Mexico is active in the use of differential GPS for oil exploration (currently seismic sur-
vey) , and commercial services are now available for differertial users [191 . The oil explo-
ration field is an early operational user of dilferential GPS since economic value can still
be achieved with the limited visibility available today.

Clearly the subject of differential GPS has become very popular in recent years, with major
programs underway at a number of locations. Commercial use of differential GPS is expected
to grow rapidly as the satellites become available.

DIFv"I RNTIAL GPS SYSTE DESIGN

Although the implementation types of differential GPS can take many forms, the work of the
RTCM has provided some amount of standardization for the conventional range correction
update method. Since this is currently the most frequent application of differential GPS,
it is described in this section as a typical example of how the system and algorithms are
implemented.



The differential GPS system conbists of the reference station, the data link, and the mobile
units. The following discussion descrioeL !he features of the systems designed and imple-
mented by TAU Corporation for the U.S. Coast Guard, ?', the U.S. Air Force and commercial
users as representative of operational differential GPS systemL.

REFERENCE STATION UCki.N

A Differential GPS reference station performs the overall functions of:

Tracking of all GPS satellites in view

Computation of real-time differential GPS corrections for each satellite

Monitoring of all factors influencing the integrity of the differential
corrections

Decision on when to initiate, interrupt, or terminate correction broadca. on
each satellite

Preparation and communication of RTCM format differential correction message for
broadcast

Operator interface for testing, monitoring, data analysis, message formulation,
and special message communication.

Data storage and archival

These functions are depicted in Figure 4. In addition, for a P-code differentla GPb reter-
ence station, the use of dual frequency ionospheric calculation and possibly tropospheric
measurement and modeling is optional. In general, the added noise inherent in processing
the second frequency for ionospheric correction is less desirable than assuming a common
delay at both ends and leaving the effect in the corrections. Similarly, local measurement
of the refractivity and resultant tropospheiic delay is less precise than the same assump-
tion, assuming that corrections are made for altitude differences of the mobile units for
airborne applications. However, there may be cases where the local conditions contain suf-
ficient gradients, or the user-to-reference separation distances are sufficiently large that
such pre-calculation and removal is called for.

To accomplish the function of all-in-view tracking, the station controls and monitors a con-
tinuously tracking, multi-channel GPS receiver. A sequencing receiver can be used at the
reference station, but there will be some loss of accuracy due to the interrupted carrier
tracking and gaps in code measurement. An atomic frequency standard may be used in lieu of
the reference receiver'F quartz oscillator for increased stability and reliability.
Increased noise in the reference station processing is more serious than in the GPS
standalone case because of the additive effect of errors when combined with the mobile solu-
tion in the correction differencing process. The reference station maintains contol of the
reference receiver for satellite channel assignment and moding.

Computation of real-time differential corrections is a three-step process involving pseudo-
range error estimation, clock bias correction, and linear correction prediction (since the
broadcast parameters are range error and rate of change of range error) . Both receiver
pseudorange (code) and deltarange (carrier) information are processed to compute the ulti-
mate broadcast quantities cf pseudorange error and rate-of-change of pseudorange error.
However, the use of carrier must be handled properly since ionospheric delay changes and
multipath affect the code and carrier in different ways (group delay, phase advance
phenomenon). The pseudorange error estimation process employs some type of filtering for
noise reduction and best response to measurement error dynamics. If a real-time Kalman
filter is used, by-products of the Kalman filter processing are also useful for integrity
monitoring.

This last feature, integrity monitoring, is a particularly significant function of an opera-
tional reference station. Users of differential GPS are often characterized by two factors
which mandate reliability of the differential corrections: safety and cost of operations,
either or both of which may be jeopardized by broadcast of erroneous corrections. There-
fore, the integrity monitoring feature may be an important function of the differential GPS
reference station.

The broadcast message for differential corrections and other station information, which may
be the RTCM standard data message format for differential GPS corrections, is constructed
continuously. Order and frequency of message types is established manually by the station
operator (or defaulted) depending on user needs and datalink capacity. The message is sent
and buffered at a communication port for interface with the dLca link controller.

Although reference stations are generally designed for autonomous operation (includinQ auto-
matic power-out recovery), an optional operator CRT interface is desirable for tel, or
monitoring. Data storage and archival are provided for post-operation anomaly and event
review, data analysis, special testing, or demonstration.
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An example of pseudorange error estimation accomplished by . ialman filtering process is
illustrated in Figure 5. Using the broadcast ephemeris and the known (survey) location of
the reference station antenna phase center, the pseudorange error measurement, zi,
formulated as the error between the pseudorange measurement, PRi, and the calculated range:

zi = PR i - [Si-x 1

where

Si = ith satellite position calculated from ephemeris data
x = Surveyed Reference Station location

Integrity management is the term used to describe the set of functions ana checks performed
to assure that the differential corrections in fact improve the conventional navigation
solution. The various functions performed by integrity management may include:

Detection or user ciock jumps

Detection of unusually high rate pseudorange errors

Compensation for changes in measurement noise

Avoidance of excessive low-elevation tropospheric and ionospheric delay
uncertainty

Detection of unusually high ionospheric delay rates

Typical techniques for the integrity management function are statistical residuals tests,
data editing, reasonableness checks, and thresh hd tests to detect these anomalies.
Response to any integrity anomaly always includes an operator message and event log, and may
trigger temporary cessation of message broadcast. Of course, these methods cannot detect
the errors due to spatial decorrelation, for which interstation links would be necessary.

DATALINKS AND MESSAGE FORMULATION

Any type of datalink can be used for differential GPS, depending on the operational con-
straints. The approximate data transition rate for effecti'.e measurement correction as i5C
- 250 bits per second. As low as 50 bits per second may suffice for usual conditions (use
of the pseudolite would be limited to this rate, for example). Other than that, the usua.
restrictions of line-of-sight, power, security and interference determine data'ink
selection.

Commercial offshore marine operators are studying the use of the already deployed marine
radiobeacon transmitters, which broadcast in the 285-335 KHz band. A promising technique
has been developed which employs Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) modulation and convolutional
coding with interleaving to achieve low sideband, impulse-noise-resistant operation at
ranges well in excess of the rated range of the beacon [20] . The technique involves placing
the differential GPS transmissions on a subcarrier about 325 Hz above the beacon CW carrier.
It has been estimated that the affect on both manual and automatic direction-finders
(including airborne units, which sometimes tune in to the marine beacons) is small, causing
less than 2 degrees of bearing error. The U.S. Coast Guard has fabricated and tested a
prototype radiobeacon data link.

Two examples of a reliable high-frequency system have been devised, one by TAU Corporation
of California and one by Sercel of France (9,21]. Both schemes use multiple frequencies and
multiple time slots for the redundant message to maximize probability of reception.

In the case of the TAU system, a time-multiplexing modem accents an RS-232C serial input a-
about 80 baud from the reference station, and time-multiplexes the data over 7 channels.
The data output by the demodulator is generated by a consensus among the seven channels.
Each channel on the demodulator has an indicator that lights if the data from that channel
is corrupted, so that the quality of the data, as well as the signal, can be observed.
Operational tests showed excellent results. The Sercel system was demonstrated at very long
ranges with similar success. The only drawback to these systems is that they require access
to multiple HF slots.

The RTCM developed a recommendation for a general message format that was patterned after
the GPS Navigation Message Format as specified in the system document ICD-GPS-200 [2]. The
major difference between the formats is that the differentisl messages will use a variable
length format, whereas the GPS format has fixed length subframes.

The format does not dictate the data rate, but the recommendations are premised on a minimum
50 bits per second, the same as GPS (hiahly desirable if nseudolites are employed). Each
message frame is made up of several 30-bit words, always headed by two standard words which
provide a fixed preamble, message type identifier, station identification, timing data,
message frame length, and station health information. Allowance is made for 64 message
types. Table 2 lists the first 16 message types.
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Table 2. Message Typen

Type
No. Msyae To. Y ssage Type

1 Differential Corrections 9 High Rate Differential Corrections
2 Delta Differential Corrections 10 P-Code Differential Corrections

(Reserved)
3 Station Parameters 1i C/A-Code LI,L2 Delta Corrections

(Reserved)
4 Surveying (Carrier Phase) 12 Health Message (ASCII String)
5 Constellation Health 13 Undefined
6 Nll Frame 14 Undefined
7 ]eacon Almanacs 15 Undefined
8 Pseudolite Almanacs 16 Special Mesaage (ASCII String)

Messaqe Type I is the primary message: it contains the pseudorange and rate-of-change of
pseo:dozange corrections to be used for navigation. The satellite pseudorange measured by
the receiver is corrected as follows, using the Message Type 1 parameters:

PR(t) = PRm(t) + PR, + (dPR,/dt) (t-to )

where PRm(t) is the measured pseudorange at time t in meters, PR, is the pseudorange correc-
tion at to , dPRo/dt is the rate-of-change of correction, and to is the modified Z-count of
the second word, applied to that satellite indicated by the satellite ID. Also provided is
satellite health indication, which includes an estimate of the differential error in terms
of User Differential Range Errnr (UDRE) as estimated by the reference station. The satel-
lite health is not just an echo of the satellite message-provided data, uut is determined by
the reference station, based on a comparison of true and measured pseudorange, as well as
the quality of the data and the measurement.

Issue of Data (previously called "Age of Data") tells the user whether the reference station
is basing the corrections on the most rocent satellite data. Most of the time the user and
reference station will base the position estimates on the same satellite data. If the
user's data is older than that of the reference station, the information contained in the
Type 2 Message is used to further correct the measured pseudorange. This enables a user to
modify the received corrections when the satellite ephemeris and clock data set with which
it is operating is older than the data set being used by the reference ;tation. It will
rarely occur, but if the user's data is newer than that of the referent station, the new
data should not be used until the reference station is also basing the corrections on the
new data.

The other message types provide further details on the station or are used for special
purposes such as surveying or using pseudolites.

Message formatting is accomplished for multiple RTCM message types in the typical reference
station. Repetition rates vary (as selected by operatorl according to mission and user
needs. A typical sequence might be:

Type 1 as often as possible

Type 2 one per minute

Alternate types 3 and 5 every two minutes

D"ERENTIAL GPS ERROR SOURCES

The factors affecting differential GPS accuracy in most applications are:

Spatial decorrelation of "common" errors

Temporal decorrelation/correction update rate

Uncompensafed vehicle motion-induced errors

Reference station or vessel position computational (filtering) errors

GPS error sources have varying sensitivities to navigator-to-reference station separation
distance. The generally accepted set of GPS error sources is listed in Table 3 [22] . Their
rlative e'ror contributions under differential operation conditions are also indicated.



Table 3. Differential GSPS Error Soux-s5

Nominal Error Diffrenrtial Error

Satellite Ephemeris Error Small

Satellite Clock Drift Error Very Small

Selective Availability (C/A-Code) Small to Large

Ionospheric Propagation Delay Error Large

Tropospheric Propagation Delay Error Moderate

Multipath ELror Moderate to Large

Receiver Clock Drift Error Very Small

Receiver Noise Small

Satellite ephemeris and clock errors have small error effects on the differential user
caused by slightly different look angles to each satellite by the ship and reference st-
tion. The effect is small due to the high altlitude of the GPS satellile orbits which dwarfs
any reasonable user-to-reference station separation distance, as illustrated in Figure 3.
The decorrelation in this case is caused by the different line-of-sight component of the
satellites' three-dimensional orbital error on the two different lines-of-sight. As illu-
strated in Fiaure 3, for a separation distance of 300 kin, the angular separation of the two
lines-of-siohr is less than 18 millitadians (I degree). In total, the differcntial error
due to ephemeris can be expected to cause a magnitude of about .001% of the baseline dis-
tance for typical ephemeris errors (e.g., 100 m in-track, i5 m cross-track, and 2 m radial)
[23].

Satellite clock drift error is completely observed in the line-of-sight range. However, if
differential updates (including range correction and rate of change of range correction) are
accomplishea infrequently, the residual drift between the clock's actual drift and the lin-
ear assumption inherent in the correction rate of change will introduce an error. This,
too, should be iiegligible for updates ever as seldom as every few miures, vjr-p-ss some seil
of clock inomaly transient occurs.

Selective availability (S/A) is a potentiully large source of differential error. in analy-
sis of typical S/A data, Kalafus [1] has x.huwn that the expected range error and first twc
derivatives of range error due to S/A should be:

E(r) = E (r) = (r) 0 Or 
= 

100 m

o. = .14 m/s

ra. .004 m/s
2

As with other errors, a constant range error due to S/A will not introduce any residual dif-
ferential error, but range rate or higher derivatives will cause the actual error to deviate
from the predicted linear estimate in correction rate of change. Once again, this is a cor-
rection update rate issue. For the above data, an error due to S/A of .2 m can be expected
for an update interval of 10 sec.

The ionosphere is a major source of error in standalone C/A-code GPS. For differential GPS,
the well-behaved temporal and spatial variability of ionospheric delay in mid-latitude
regions make it generally well-compensated by differential GPS. However, the ionosphere
does have a peculiar personality. Studies by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory [24] have
shown somewhat ill-behaved results at high latitudes and at the equator (the former due in
part to the Aurora Borealis, the latter due to the electrojet) . Ionospheric delay is caused
by an electron layer at about 100 to 1700 km altitude above the earth. Figure 6 illustrates
the general shape of the ionosphere, indicating its diurnal variation and its latitudinal
variation. Moving satellite lines of sight that intersect high gradients in this iono-
spheric shell may experience higher dynamic errors than experienced in more benign regions.

The above considerations refer to the temporal correlation of ionospheric errors. The spa-
tial decorrelation of the ionosphere is perhaps a more significant problem for differential
GPS. Figure 7 illustrates worldwide isoclines for vertical iono pheric total electron den-
sity at a "snapshot" in time [24] . As a rule of thumb, 1016 el/m in density is equivalent
to about 15 cm in delay. Over a 200 mile baseline, total delays can vary by several meters,
although variances are typically less than I foot.

The tropospheric delay is caused by a layer of water vapor a lot closer to the surface, from
I to 20 miles or so. because of its closeness to the surface and its causative factors,
local variations in tropospheric effects are more likely than with the ionosphere. However,
for all but the lowest elevation angles, the tropospherE is highly modelable and is gener-
ally of lesser overall magnitude than the ionospheric delay. For differential considera-
tions, a local weather front can cause reasonably fast variations in the troposphere. Fur-
thermore, spatial variations of a meter of so over 200 mile baselines are possible, though
Tare.



Multipath error is a potentially serious effect for differential GPS. Much of the problem
can be eliminated by good antenna design and placement, but for more casual implementation
of differential system, multipath could cause differential errors of a few meters or ever
preclude reference station operation at certain low elevation/azimuth combinations.

Multipath effects can be seen in the pseudorange measurement as a satellite rises and the
reflected signal moves in and out of phase. The effect is alternate positive and negative
reinforcement of the primary signal. Figure 8 was plotted from two very diverse sets of
data and illustrates this effect. The first plot is from some Navy dockside tests of a GPS
antenna mounted on a ship mast with GPS signal reflections occurring oft the ocean. Notice
the periodic 12 meter -waves" in the pseudorange measurement error, which have been
attributed to multipath. Similarly, the second plot [251 is for an antenna located near
some trailers in an Air Force Geophysics Laboratory ionospheric delay test. They exhibit as
much as±4 meter changes.

For moving vehicles, for higher elevation satellites, and for better designed RF absorbant
antenna ground planes, multipath is generally not observed other than as ditional noise,
but care must be taken in design to assure this. The danger, of course, is chat any multi-
path effects are likely to be completely uncorrelated between navigator and reference
station.

Navigator receiver clock drift error should generally have a minor effect on differential
accuracy. If the reference receiver is a slow-sequencing single channel tracking unit, then
some residual error due to clock drift may be inuuced. However, for the typical case of a
multi-channel simultaneously tracking reference receiver, the clock drift error contribution
to the differential solution is well sub-meter. The only real threat from the user clock is
possible frequency transients in either receiver and acceleration sensitive errors in a nav-
igator receiver. Integrity manaaement techniques can virtually eliminate the former while
proper mounting should mitigate the latter.

Receiver noise, caused primarily by measurement noise, is particularly bothersome in differ-
ential applications because the reference station and navigation receivers will have uncor-
related noise such that nay noise in the differential corrections will root-sum-square with
the ship receiver noise. Navigator receiver noise can be smoothed only outside of the band-
width of the vehicle dynamics which must be tracked, unless other aiding sensors are used to
allow increased isolation and smoothing of measurement noise. Reference receiver noise is
smoothable outside of the expected bandwidth of the GPS signal error dynamics, which is a
much more satisfying result. However, while the error dynamics can be highly filtered, care
must be taken to allow for tracking of anomalous ionospheric transients and, in thQ case of
-/A-code operatic,n, selective availability signal dynamics.

TIST RXSULTS

Differential GPS has matured to the point where a number of significant tests have been con-
ducted which demonstrate performance, incl ting i few preliminary kinematic phase tests.
Some of the major recent results are described in this section.

In 1984, the Air Force GPS Joini Program Office operating location at the Yuma Proving
Ground Test Range conducted a series of differential GPS tests in C/A and P-code, static and
dynamic (26) . Final errors were generally in the range of 2-3 meters horizontal, 4-6 meters
vertical. C/A-code exhibited about 2 to 3 times the noise of P-code. An interesting result
of these tests was a data comparison between Yuma and Edwards AFB, California, a distance of
about 400 km. Even at this baseline distance, C/A-code differences were less than 5 meters.

In Juzne of 1988, Sercel S.A. of France conducted C/A-code differential GPS tests [211.
Tests were cou,.uctad at ranges of 200, 430, and 680 km. Results were generally in the 3-6
meter range horizontally, with 1-3 meters vertically. An interesting result of these tests
was an apparent day-to-day repeatability of the bias errors.

Norway has also been active in differential GPS with their DIFFSTAR system [17] . Their
results in Northern Norway yielded horizontal accuracies in the 5-8 meter range over short
baselines, and they cite similar results over 200-500 km. An interesting observation by
them was that differential noise content was worse than standalone, but, of course, biases
were mostly removed.

The NASA-Ames Research Center has been conducting studies of differential GPS for several
years. The recent flight tests of an experimental helicopter precision landing system are
interesting, incorporating barometric altimeter and vertical accelerometer data to reduce
the vertical axis error as much as possible 1101. Their findings indicated that differen-
tial GPS substantially reduced bias errors, and that adcition of a barometric altimeter
reduced the noise on the vertical axis solution by 40%. The vertical acceleromoter ;ad only
a 10% effect.

The U.S. Coast Guard Tests showed some very dramatic results in marine vessel applications
of differential GPS (?]. The Coast Guard used TAU and Magnavox differential equipment ano
TI, Trimble, and Magnavox receivers. Operating at speeds from 10 to 20 knots, the Coast
Guard obtained results of less than 2 meters radial error. They also simultaneously com-
pared standalone P-code tracking with differential C/A-code, and found standalone differen-
tial C/A-code to be marked by superior. Figure 9 illustrates the performance from thcno
tests.



The NOAA conducted o:er:t .PS tests on a moving vessel as well in July 198', us:.cA
silterential equipriv:.t o a, Priuncl C/A-code receivers [9 . The tests comparea star7a
and differential results, anr incLuded differential results from two reference stations, .re
on shore nearby the test area (Elizabeth River near Norfolk, Virginia) and one approx'Mate y
480 kilometers to the north io Groton, Connecticut.

The results of these test were very encouraging. Figures 10 and 11 show good periods c'
data in a radial scatter diagram and cumulative probability distribution, respectively
Table 4 shows the statistical results. Not- that results for the Groton data, over the
longer baseline, were excellent. However, subsequent analysis showed that satellite clucK
drift in one of the sareliites was the dominant error source for these tests, nerce, ver,
little spatial decorcelation is expected.

Table 4. Performar;ce Comparosi

Local Remote

Standalone Retereice Rerence

x/a, 27 3/8.8 1. .0 1 2

Y/Cx0 ;5 ) / - .

h2 9 3

la a.e9 2
e/,, -7751.3 - Z2 -2. "2.

h _m
s  t.. 3 1 4.2

A more austere conftourato3n of d1fferent al 7PS was represeno'e Pu some tests :rd e
Trimble Navigat ion with o-t of thei r sequenti a GPS recei ser s . CAU' s Retererce : at i 7.
[2?7. They showed 2-3 metei performance, even wth a sequenc:n recelver, ond iramat ca .y
illustrated the insensitixty of differential GPS operation to either select t a w
satellite set or reception of a new satellite upload, in both ct these latte: cases, ; i1-
jai erors were with the ocerall (2-3 meter) noise content of rthe different;al s-l T .

.;inally, some results of ktnematic- ltterential phase tracking are shown. Norrech -utv._
)f Canada and the Canadian Hydrographic Service conducted ground vehicle tZsts over a ,
em baseline '28). Results showed 1-3 meter errors. The low noise value was expected due
incorporation of phase data, but the low bias value was attributed to a very low contIb-
tion by the ionosphere of only about 1 meter. Also, cesium clocks were used for several Cf
the tests which significantly reduced measurement noise. In addition, the Goddard Space
Flight Center did tests on a P-3 aircraft. Using a laser altimeter off a lake surface a- ,
reference, the results 'n the vertical axis showed decimeter accuracy. An example is show:
in Figure 12 f161.

CONCLUSIONS

Differential GPS has emerged as a successful technique for acnieving extremely precise ::av:-
lation with GPS, up to an order of magnitude improvement over conventional operation.
Although the basic concept is straightforward, handling of anomalous conditions and insurn
reliability through differential operation are design challenges requiring sophisticated
approaches. Numerous programs are currently underway, and a few commercial systems have
appeared. Initial testing indicates accuracy potentials on the few-meter range, sufficiert
to support a wide variety of applications beyond that envisioned for standalone GPS.
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GPS NAVIGATION PROCESSING AND KALMAN FILTERING

Robert P. Denaro
Peter V. W. Loomis
TAU Corporation

Los Gatos, California

INTRODUCTION

Measurement processing in the GPS receiver involves two observables from the received
signal: code-based pseudorange and carrier-based deltarange or doppler. In a typical
receiver, tracking loops are implemented independently for each observable. While
code tracking is a digital correlation process, the carrier can be implemented in
analog or digital, although most modern receivers employ a digital implementation,
The measurement generation process yields a range and range rate to the satellites
being tracked.

Conversion of the ranges involves solution of a set of simultaneous quadratic
equations, usually accomplished indirectly by least squares or Kalman filtering. The
Kalman filter is particularly well-suited to the GPS problem by virtue of its
measurement weighting an' geometric transformation capability, transforming the range
measurements into three orthogonal position coordinates and three velocity
coordinates

NAVIGATION MEASUREMENT PROCESSING

Pseudoranoe Generation

The process of generating a range measurement in the GPS receiver involves precise
signal timing. This is accomplished by a correlation process which despreads the
re eive wideDana, spread spectrum -g-. -_ j!C1 L, L processing g-1
necessary to track the very low-power GPS signal. The correlation is performed by
matching an internally-generated code to the received signal. The resultant time slew
(difference from broadcast time) required to achieve correlation establishes the
received time relative to the internal oscillator driving the internally-generated
code. When differenced with the time of transmission and scaled by the speed of
light, the resultant measurement is a "pseudorange." An unknown oscillator offset in
the receiver, common to all satellite signals received, is what makes the measurement
a pseudorange instead of a pure range. The pseudorange measurement is the primary
observable in the GPS signal processing.

A generic block diagram of a GPS receiver is shown in Figure 1. The GPS signal, after
reception and intermediate frequency (IF) downconversion, is input to the receiver
baseband processing. Many modern receivers convert the final IF stace to a digital
signal through analog-to-digital converters, performing the correlation function
digitally (1,21. Early and late replicas of the code generated internally are used
for code tracking (delay lock loop) while the prompt version is used for carrier
tracking and data demodulation. Some receivers employ extended range detection and
tracking which enables generation of a tracking error signal over I chip wide (29
meters P-Coae, 2 3 meLtes _/i-codej which is ueful for maintaining lock under
conditions of high error dynamics and narrow tracking loop bandwidths [1,21. Since
phase tracking is commonly performed prior to data demodulation, the Costas form of a
phased lock loop is usually used for carrier tracKing [3]. The code tracking process
yields the pseudorange measurement for navigation processing. The input to the
Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) of the carrier tracking loop is typically
integrated over a predetermined interval (e.g., 1 second or less) to produce the
deltarange measurement for navigation processing.

The code tracking loop is usually mechanized as some form of a delay lock loop (DLL);
the error signal can be generated coherently (with the carrier in lock) or
noncoherently, depending on the application. When carrier tracking is maintained,
many receiver designs aid the code tracking loop with the very precise range rate
information derived by carrier tracking. For applications in which an INS is present,
INS-derived velocity replaces the carrier aiding signal when carrier tracking cannot
b- maintained. This simplifies the design of the code loop filter, since the code
It p does not have to track nost vehicle dynamics.

The code loop correlation process is illustrated in Figure 2. By multiplying the
received code by the internally generated code, with a variable offset time, the
output of the multiplier is the autocorrelation function of the code itself. The
product is essentially zero everywhere but within ±1 code chip interval.
Unfortunately, this output is not sufficient for -ode tracking, because it does not
p.vvide i..rma.ion on the sign of the tracking error which is essential for closed
loop tracking. Therefore, the delay-lock loop employs an early and late replica of
the code through additional multipliers which drive the code NCO to advance or retard
the internal code, maintaining code lock. Note that the resultant correlation
function now has a "spike" shape between ±1.5 chip widths (4].
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The source for the local replica code and carrier timing and other signal processing
timing functions is the local oscillator, usually a high quality, temperature-
controlled or temperature-compensated quartz oscillator. The oscillator can approach
I part in 109 in stability.

The code loop tracking error is a function of the bandwidth of the tracking loop and
the carrier-to-noise ratio of the received signal [5]. Typical code error is on the
order of 1-2 meters for most C/A-Code implementations, and about 10% of that for P-
Code. Steady-state vehicl dynamics and some signal error sources (such as steady
multipath) will produce bias in the code loop error, as well.

Deltarange Generation

The reason the Costas form of the phase lock loop is used for carrier tracking is
because the carrier has phase reversals on it from the code. The Costas loop detector
is essentially a dual phase-locked loop which ignores the 180-degree phase shifts of
the carrier (61 .

Carrier tracking is usually performed by a Costas tracking loop, but the more
classical Phase Lock Loop IPLL) is also used in some applications. Selection of

appropriate bandwidths for the code and carrier tracking loops is, of course, driven
by the expected range of dynamics of the host and the anticipated noise environment.
Usually, the lowest possible bandwidth which can tolerate the worst-case dynamic
transients and maintain signal lock is chosen, to permit generation of the most
accurate (i.e., minimum noise content) pseudo and deltarange measurements for
navigation processing. However, the stability of the local oscillator can also esta-
blish lower limits on the possible tracking loop bandwidth, particularly in very low
dynamics, or when the dynamic tracking is provided external to the receiver (e.g.,
when INS-aided) (7). The accuracies with which pseudorange and deltarange
measurements are derived vary significantly, depending upon the application.
Pseudorange errors can vary from the submeter level to several meters, one sigma,
while deltarange errors can vary from the subcentimeter level to several centimeters.
Generally speaking, carrier tracking will be lost when the signal to noise ratio
(C/NO ) falls to 27 dB-Hz (Costas mechanization) or 21 dB-Hz (PLL mechanization).
After carrier lock has been lost, code tracking can continue to roughly 12 dB-Hz if
INS aiding is present.

In addition to their random walk error characteristics, most quartz oscillators have
strong acceleration-induced errors in each of their orthogonal axes. The g-
sensitivity of the crystal results in an error in signal phase input to the receiver
tracking loops. This is interpreted as vehicle dynamic motion, and may be of
sufficient magnitude to cause loss on carrier lock in a narrow bandwidth receiver.
Hence, for high acceleration cases, the g-sensitivity of the quartz oscillator may be
the primary constraint for minimum bandwidth selection. The result is higher
susceptibility to jamming and dynamics-induced noise in the solution [7).

Since vehicle dynamics and other factors can cause problems in maintaining carrier
lock compared with the benign case, there is an incentive to incorporate an adaptive
tr-'king 1--p so that bandwidths can be kept as narrow as possible and maximum antijam
performance can be maintained under all conditions. When velocity aiding is
available, loop bandwidths can be reduced to minimize interference. Many modern
receivers employ such functionality to achieve performance optimization 18,9].

Several types of implementation of carrier-based measurement generation are possible
in the receiver, and are used by various manufacturers. The basic observable is the
incremental phase of the carrier. This can be continuously observed or sampled,
depending on the phase lock technique. A common implementation is to measure the
change in equivalent code phase by integrating the carrier phase change over an
interval, a deltarange. If the phase is observed directly as a cumulative value, the
measurement is an accumulated deltarange (ADR).

Carrier tracking loop errors have similar characteristics to code loop errors, except
that, as a percentage of the carrier wavelength versus the code "wavelength" (for C/A-
Code, 19 cm vs. 293 m, a ratio of 1/1542), the residual carrier loop tracking errors
are very small. For this reason, the carrier-derived deltarange measurement is often
used to "smooth" the _ode measurements. If continuous and contiguous (i.e., no gaps
between deltarange measurement intervals) deltarange measurements are available, the
effect on smoothing the pseudorange measurements is dramatic. Such carrier smoothing
can be accomplished directly in the measurement generation process, or indirectly in
the measurement noise specification and process modeling in a Kalman filter.

Navigation Message Decoding

As a final process, the navigation message must be recovered from the remaining
carrier signal. The punctual code signal is used for this correlation and the data
bit stream is recovered. The data is encoded by phase reversals/non-reversals every
20 C/A-Code lengths, or 50 Hz.

The navigation message is divided into five sequential subframes, each divided into
ten words of thirty bits each. Each word has six parity bits, and two words of each
subframe are used for timing and message identification. The other eight words in
each subframe are used for data communication as follows:



subframe i: V Data Block I (clock and ionsper-c pa:ameters
subframe 2: First half of SV Data Block II (eplerianorcir paareters)
subframe 3: Second half of SV Data Block II Kepierian orct parameters)
subframe 4: Message Block
subframe 5: SV Data Block I1I (constellation health and almanac

The total navigation message of five subframes takes thirty seconds to transmit. NOtie
that navigation requires subframes 1, 2, and 3 as a minimum to calculate the SV
position and clock error. Subframe 4, the message block, is include, for future use
as a one-way communication device to users. Subframe 5 carries a portion of a large
data block, SV Data Block Ill, which contains coarse orbit, clock, and healty
information for the whole GPS constellation. Earn subframe contains such data foi a
single catellite; twenty-five subframes are required for the twenty-four satelltes in
toe constellation (one is a dummy surframe of all zero's) . To collect a zomp'ete
almanac data base requires twenty-five navoat son messaqe cyr'es, for a tst or(
seconds. This information is requ-rea for knowiing whic satellises are vosobie acr
for quick acqisitLon of new satellites.

NAVIGATION EQUATIONS

3vervoew of NavigaooonProoessin

nrS siqnals are tnmed at theor arrival 3t the receiver by -he Cote -1

process; the total slew c the t. edtha achieves r-sxsmu cirreatLon wt' 1:.e
incominq code is the time offset from the local oscillator reference t Fe (therefore
an arbitrary time) . The time of broadcast is contained in the navigation messae,
which is decoded in the receiver after orrelation, as are toe polynomial coeftic:eht
uotrectons to this time based on urcund orservation of eacf sat o t e
utioaded alono with the new ephemeris rreJlctions.

Muitiplicat.o;. of -, clculated tl-,!" of tra' slt by tce speed of 'sasscii
results in a measurement of pseudotange. Corrections may be made oo his DseuJa .inue
for the assumed, modeled, or neasured -ropsph-er c and/or ionospheric delays, in
standalone operatror of C:A or f-Code receivers, tn mode-ed c ae eera. ,'
applied. Two-frequency P-Code receivers will often measure r'- op'aroc iav
i 3rently and apply a s1 .*.ed va' 1".

With four pseudorange measurements' to four different satellites, the neat step is ,
convert the measurements to an absolute geodetic poSltlOn. Frequently the selcoted
computation coordinate frame is earth-ccntered, -arth-fixed, a:though earth-centered
inertial and local level are also viable alternatives, A dizect solution is possible
(although there is a solution ambiguity on the other side of the satellites), but does
not provide any partIcular computational advantages. instead, an indirect solutbon is
usually implemented with an assumed rough location and iterative updates to that
location, essentially an application of Newton's root-finding method. This can be
implemented as a least squares solution or a Kalman filter.

Basic GPS Navtaaton Eo'a' ons

The basic equation relating the Iine-Cf- sght pseudorangt measurements, -R., I -.
4 satellites, and the satellite positions, si', Syl, S' , t the olhoqona' post
coordinates, U0,, U, Uis;

PR; (S - U )- _ ) ( - - z I .h':

shere

PR = Pseudorange to the i
t h 

sate i', I"ea>re n 1*?

correlation process)
5
si, Syi , S, - Three coordinates of the posit ion of the satC tekw.

from the decoded navigation messame)
UCi, U i , 1,i - Three coordinates of user position (to be s0)vej)
b, = User clock offset from GPS tone Vt be si' ed)

With four pseudorange measurements there are four simultaneous quadratic eqaations in
four unknowns, the three coordinates of user position and the user's receiver clok
bias. Except in unusual geometry conditions, th-re exists a soluton. In practice,
there are miay computations to be made before arriving at this equation. Fr example,
the satellite positions are broadcast as orbital parameters (ephemerides) as a
function of current time. In all, 24 variables must be computed or solved from the
available information [10 .

The 50 bit-per-second navigation message contains individual satellite corrections for
the satellite frequency standard drifts as well as standard corrections for the
ionospheric delay (a diurnal and seasonally variable functo

-
' Note that receivers

authorized to track the P-Code can directly compute the ionospheric delay from the
difference in the observed L1 and L2 signals at 1575.42 MHz and 1227.6 MHz,
respectively, as they do not require the standard ionospheric correctio,. parameters.
These corrections are generally applied to the pseudorange and deltarange measurements
before navigation solution processing.
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The satellite clock correction is a polynomial fit to the drift computed prior to the
last upload by the Control Segment. The receiver computes the current offset using
current time, t, and time of applicability, toc, and the three polynomial
coefficients, ao, a,, a2:

Atsv = a0 + a (t-t0 c) + a2 (t-toc)2 (2)

The single frequency user must employ a model of the ionosphere since he has no direct
measurement of the ionospheric delay. The general daily profile of the ionosphere is
low at night, rising sharply at dawn, peaking shortly afternoon, and decaying to a
night-time low after dusk. After considerable statistical study, the ionosphere model
profile chosen to be supported by GPS for the user community was a simple half-sine
curve, centered at 2:00 p.m. local standard time at the ionospheric pierce point with
amplitude and period broaocast in SV Data Block I:

iono vertical delay = 5.0 + A cos w(t-14:00) (t in hours)
in nanoseconds 1.0 (if cos (o(t-14:00) < 0.0).

Five nanoseconds is the general night-time low level. The constants A and (0, roughly
on the order of 10-100 nanoseconds and (12 hrs.)-i respectively, are broaocast as
coefficients for cubic equations in (geomagnetic) latitude to better model the
latitude dependence of the earth's ionosphere.

When the signal travels at a slant through the ionospheie Ihe distance traveled
through the ionosphere is extended and the ionospheric delay increased bj" an
"obliquity factor." The commonly accepteo obliquity factor, as a function of
satellite elevation angle, multiplies the vertical ionospheric delay to yield

total ionospheric delay = (1.0 + 16.0(0.53 - E)3) vertical delay.

The dual frequency user can compute his ionospheric delay from the different effect
that the ionosphere has on the signal at the different frequencies. The effect on the
L1 signal is (77/60)2 times the effect on L2 signal, proportional to the square of the
wavelength. The iono-compensated signal is thus

(77)2 L - (60)2 L2
LC -=___________

(77)2 - (60)2

This compensation formula applies both to carrier and code.

Tropospheric corrections are generally applied by a model within the receiver that is
simply a function of elevation angle. External temperature, pressure and humidity
measurements can be used to model the tropospheric effects, but stand-alone receivers
generally do not use such inputs. There is no universally accepted tropo model,
especially at low elevation angles. An approximate expression is:

tropospheric delay = cosec 80 (1.4588 + 0.0029611 Ns)

where 00 is the elevation angle and Ns = surface refractivity. Refractivity can vary
tremendously (250 - 400), so it must be either measured or an average refractivity
value computed as a function of latitude and season must be used.

Note that some applications may not require all of these corrections. Under
differential GPS operation, for example, the ionospheric delay corrections and
tropospheric delay correcLions would typically not be applied. This is because the
differential correction data are expected to compensate for these effects better than
the models or the dual frequency ionospheric measurement.

GPS NAVIGATION KALMAN FILTERING

Overview of Basics

The Kalman filter is a recursive estimator that produces the minimum variance estimate
in a least squares sense. Intuitively, the Kalman filter sorts out information and
weighs the relative contributions of measurements compared with its assumed model of
the process. In a radionavigation system problem, the measurements are the received
signals and the process is represented by the assumed model rf now the "vehicle" will
maneuver in time. For simplicity in describing the basics in this section, the
discussion will assume use of the discrete formulation of the Kalman filter [11].

The concept of the covariance of the state is central to the Kalman filter operation.
The ccvariance is the statistical uncertainty in the state, and is propagated from the
initial covariance set in the filter. The time propagation enlarges the covariance as
confidence in the model of the process wanes with time, and measirements reduce the
covariance. In essence, therefore, after a long absence of measurements, a new
measurement will be weighted heavily due to the large amount of relative information
it provides as an actual observation, however noisy it may be, about the position of
the vehicle which, up to receipt of the measurement, had been assumed pursuing a
course according to some prestored model.
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After the measurement is incorporated, the final step is to update the covarlance for
the next state update (after the next propagation to the time of that measurement:

PK(') = [1-KKHK1PK(-) (11)

Again in this equation, the Kalman gain determines the amount by which the zovarr.nce
(state uncertainty) has been improved by the new measurement. For a large gain, due
to a highly confident measurement, the covariance will diminish reflecting the
confidence supplied by that measurement. Of course, if the model of the tome
transition for tne covariance is poor, represented by a large Q in equation 6 earlier,
then the covariance will grow substantially from this update as the -ovariance is
propagated prior to the next measurement incorporation.

Application of Kalman Filtering to GPS

To cast the Kalman filter equations in GPS form for the unaided receiver, the st t
vector must be formulatd to completeiy describe the measurements and io s ow
prnpagation. Typically, an eight state vector is chosen: psostIo (X, , )
receiver clock phase error (bu), velocity (Vs,, Vy, V7 , and reiver ccee Srevquocy
error (fu).

The measurement equations for GPS are developea as follows:

range vector i (Sx-x, syi-, _".-Z)

range R i  12i,

pseudcrange measurement PP, = b;

pseudorange rate measurement =(Vx - V 5 , Vyi - Vy, Vi - Vz).

where Sxi, Syi, S', and V.., Vyi, Vz1 are the components zf t-e coopute sa'_____
position and velocity, respe-tively. The matr × H fas two different types if : ws,
one for pseudorange

((X-Sxi)/Ri, (y-Syi)/Ri, (7-Szi)/Ri, 1,0,0j,0,0)

and a similar row for pseudorange rate:

(0,0,0,0, (x-S i)/Ri, (y-Syi)/Ri, (z-Sz i )!Ri , I).

The state transition matrix for the dynamics model can take various forms. 6enerally
receivers will model the vehicle motion as a constant velocity. In this case, the Q
matrix represents the expected acceleration deviatio:, from this assumption.
Obviously, this is a judgment call and becomes a matter of filter taning.

The propagation equations are thus:

X Vx

y = Vy

z Vz

b =f

Vs = 0

Vy C

VZ= .1

S= 0

so the 4 matrix is, for a propagation tome interval of At:

0 AtJ
Process noose covaroance for this systec is: f v At v A--'22

[Qv At2/2 Qv A

where Qv (121 is a 4 by 4 symmetric matrix with units (meter1iseconds3), desr bino
the variance of the uncertainty of velocity propagation per unit of time.

A modification of this formulation is to include I acceleration states in addition rt
the position and velocity states. Although tLere is no direct measurement of
acceleration in the unaided GPS receiver, these augmented states aid the filter in
sorting out non-zero mean errors. Specifically, if these states are included, and h'e
vehicle undergoes constant acceleration, the apparent discrepancy in the velcclty data
will build up as a bias in the acceleration states, and the resultant filter accuracy
will improve. In essence, these states represent an uoknowr, bias error :n the states,
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related to the velocity terms by their first difference, so the filter assumes that
any such errors belong in these states. Of course, if the acceleration is not
constant, the acceleration states will not perfectly track the error, and in fact the
filter will respond more sluggishly to the velocity changes. But for the pLoper case,
an aircraft with constant acceleration turnr. for example, the extended state filter
will outperform the 8-state filter substantially, especially in he turns.

The final area of consideration in GPS Kalman filter design is the use of adaptive
tuning in the filter. Specifically, this refers to setting of the prncess noise, Q,
dynamicaily depending on vehicle motion. The reason to consider thiu is that the Q
term is, at best, a poor substitute for the mismodeling in the state tran-ition model.
The modeling errors are not Gaussian noise, but may be biases in turns as already
shown. Therefore, the ". .ht" Q value depends on the vehicle profile. For straight
and level flight, a smaii Q is appropriate. For turns or '.igher dynamics, Q must be
larger. For filter suaobility reasons, Q must be set to the highest level of
uncertainty expected. This means that in straight and level flight, for example, the
Q will be overly pessimistic and will force processing of too much noise from the
measurements due to larger Kalman gains than needed.

The answer is to adapt Q, by setting it as small as possible, then using some other
observation to boost Q when needed. Some schemes tried in CPS receivers including
making Q a function of the ratio of the observed measurement residuals w'th the
assumed measurement noise. The only danger here is that if Q is allowed to adapt too
quickly, the filter can get into a positive feedback loop and cause instability. This
happens when observed noise opens Q whic creates more noise, 'tc. The resolution of
this problem is to make Q adaptation very slow so that oniy longer trend conditions
cause a change in C. In practice, the adaptation may be implemented directly c1 the
covariance rather than the Q term, but the effect is similar.

SUMMARY

The processing of GPS signals is a complex process of dealing with two observables,
the range and the doppler of the signal. This provides opport:nities for substantial
sophistication in prc-,!ssing techniques in the tracking loops, and later in the
navigation processing of the Kalman filter or other filter. In total, the combination
of techniques is a closely interrelated set of algorithms that provide near-optimum
performance.
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